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Abstract 

A novel system for O btaining biopsy samples of lesions detected using contrat -enhanced magnet ic 

resonance imaging (MRI) is presented. Contrast-enhanced MRI is used to detect the lesion, whiie 

the real-time ultrasound information is used to monitor the progression of a biopsy needle into the 

lesion. By accurately registering these two imging rnodalities. the high sensitivity of MRI and 

real-time imaging capabiiities of ultrasound are combined to improve the accuracy or' lesion 

biopsy . 

The accuracy of this system and implementation of the biopsy techniques in pre-clinical trials are 

presented in this thesis. Targeting experiments were performed to evaluate the accuracy of MR- 

guided needle positioning and US image registration. Tissueequivalent phantom experiments 

were perfomd to test the accuracy of the system in a more realistic mode1 of a ksion within 

breast tissue. It was determined that the addition of ultrasound to guide needle placement 

provided substantial benefit in accuracy over MR-guided biopsy alone. 
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CHAPTER I :  INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Early detection of breast cancer is critical for successhil treatrnent and survival [1,2]. Currently, x- 

ray mamrnography is the primary imaging modaiity used to detect breast cancer [3]. 

Mammography has proven to be successfùl in the general population. but it is less effective in 

woman with dense breasts [4]. The development of a new breast imaging technique. contrast- 

enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), has proven to k a very sensitive imaging iool for 

breast cancer detection, which is not limited in dense breasts [5,6]. This technique has 

demonstrated the capability to detect lesions that are occult to traditional imaging modaiities in 

various clinical triais throughout the world [7.8,9.10,11]. Wide appiication bas been harnpered by 

the lack of a compatible and accurate biopsy system. Such a biopsy system is necessary to obtain 

tissue samples to confm the malignancy status of lesions detected with MW. 

In this thesis, a novel technique to biopsy lesions detected using MRI and occult to other 

screening modalities is presented. Akhough many groups have developed functioning MRI biopsy 

systerns, there still rernain many unresolved issues. The approach explained in this thesis, rnerges 

MRI md ultrasound (US) in an attempt to solve the problems encountered with current biopsy 

systems. 
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1.2 Breast Cancer in the Population 

In Western society, breast cancer is the most fnquent cancer occumng in women, and second 

only to lung cancer in rnortality. It is nsponsible for an estimated 5,500 deaths each year in 

Canada, and 43,700 in the United States [12,I 31. Incidence of breast cancer has ken  incnasing 

over the last 10 years. but the death rate has reduced. This has been primarily attributed to the 

successful early detection of breast cancer in women and subsequent treatmnt of the disease 

[W. 

The advent of genetic test ing has resulted in the identification of the breast cancer susceptibüity 

genes BRCA 1 and BRCA2. It has ken shown that Iifetime risk of developing breast cancer is 80- 

90% and 60430% in these respective mutation carrier populations [14,15,16]. These incidence 

rates are exceptiondy high relaiive to the generd population lifetime risk of 1 1% 1131. 

Furthemre, the mutation carriers have been shown to develop breast cancer at a younger age 

relative to the normal population 1171. Providing a breast-screening program to detect cancer in 

this population of women can potentially reduce theù breast cancer rnortality rates substantially 

[1,2]. Marnmography has ken  demonstrated to be an ineffective screening rnodaüty for these 

women [Il]. This is kiieved to be due to the ümited effectiveness of this modality in the denser 

breasts associated with this younger population [2,18]. 

1.3 Treatment 

Breast cancer that is detected at an early enough stage cm be successfully rnanaged with current 

treatment strategies [19]. These cancers are treated using various methods including surgery, 

radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and hormone therapy, with usudy two or more in conjunction [20]. 

Current trends towards reduced patient rnorbidity have promoted breast conservation strategies 

such as lumpectomy or part id rnastectomy. S ysternic t herapy after surgical and radiation therapy 

such as chemotherapy and hormonal therapy are used if the tumour type indicates a chance of 

recurrence [20]. Continuing improvernent in the treatment of breast cancer depends on effective 
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detection techniques and accurate classification of the tumour type. The detection of a small 

tumour in the biologicaiiy active breast of a young woman is a daunting task. 

1.4 Breast Biology 

1A.1 Breast Anatomy 

In the simplest of terms, the breast is a highly daferentiated sweat gland, which has evolved to 

produce and secrete milk during lactation. It is composed of a varying mixture of fatty tissue, 

g landular components, lymphat ic and blood vessels. The g landular tissue or "parenc hyma" 

consists of between 15 to 20 ductular units, which radiate frorn the nipple. Each of these units 

consists of a larg~ duct that branches out to form lobules. One can think of each of these ductular 

units as a bunch of grapes. The grapes or lobules consist of terminal ducts and their supportive 

tissue. The stems of the bunch consist of subsegmental and segmentai ducts, which empty into the 

sinus behind the nippk. The terminal ducts fonn into the terminal duct lobular units (TDLU), 

which are the most biologically active components of the breast. These units are responsible for 

mük production, are often the sites of breast carcinomas. These components are demonstrated in 

Figure 1.1 [2 1,221. 

1.4.2 Progression of Breast Cancer 

Each duct in the TDLU has a lining of manaiary epitheüum, which is composed of an inner layer 

of epitheiial ceUs and an outer myoepithelial layer. The majority of breast neoplasms occur in the 

epithelial ceUs of the TDLU's. The process starts with epithelial hyperplasia, or increase in the 

number of cells. This is typically a normai process that is related to hormonal changes in the 

breast, but it may progress to atypical hyperplasia, which is an abnorrnal overgrowth of ceils. At 

this stage it is believed that the movement towards a cancerous condition is stül reversible. The 

next step is the development into carcinoma-in-situ, which is considered a proüferative neoplasm 

which remah confined to the ducts. This stage is considered irnversible and is capable of 

progressing to be infütrating or invasive carcinoma. When the cancer breaks out of the ductal 
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walls and invades the lymph and stroma of the breast, it is classified as infiltrating duct carcinoma. 

The most common type of mammary carcinoma is infiltrating ductal carcinoma (approximately 

72% of total types), while the related version, in which the lesion originates in the intrdobular 

ducts is ifitrating lobular carcinoma ( 1 2%) [Z3 J[24]. 

Extralobular Strorna 

I lntralobular Strorna 

uctals 

I lntralobular ~erminal  Duct 

Extralobular Terminal Duct 

xtralobular Stroma 
and Fat 

Breast Terminal Ductal Lobule Unit (TDLU) 

Figure 1.1: Anatomy of the Female Breast. The diagram on the left demonstrates thedud units mdlrrting fhm the 
nipple. Tln structure b often mid t e  menhien bttnctr ofgmpeq with the tobuks of the breast described as the 
grapes. The ducts of the breast terminate in the lobules, and form the terminal ductal lobulesunits asdemomtmted 
in the diagram on the right at a greater scale. 

Tumour growth is strongly dependent on angiogenesis for delivery of nutrients and oxygen 

required for cell proliferation [25]. The degree of angiogenesis and extent of tumour vascularity 

play a role in the aggressiveness of early breast cancer [26]. In general, malignant lesions in a 

breast take on a very different pathological form from benign lesions. As a basic guideline, 

malignant turnours tend to be dense due to epithelial cell and fibroglandular overgrowth, and 

exhibit indistinct shape and heterogeneity due to stromal invasion. These turnours further differ 
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fiom surrounding healthy tissue based on the incnased perrneability and density of capillaries due 

to tumour angiogenesis [2 1,271. It is on this basis of differing neovascularization and angiogenesis 

in particular, that MRI is capable of imaging turnours [28]. 

1.5 Breast Cancer Detection 

As mentioned previously, the success of breast cancer treatment depends on detection of cancer at 

the earliest stage. The method of detection used can range widely from self-examination of the 

breast to the appiication of advanced imaging technology. Historicaiîy, self, and clinical 

examination of the bnast were the standard breast tumour detection technique. The increased 

density of the tumour relative to the surrounding breast tissue allows detection by simpk 

palpation. This technique is a cheap and diable rnethod, but it can only detect turnours at 

advanced stages and it is not effective in breasts with large amounts of dense parenchyma. 

Medical imaging is now routinely used and has provided substantial benefit in detection of non- 

palpable breast tumours. This was demonstrated with an initial study done by the Health 

Insurance Plan of New York (HP) conducted from 1960 to 1970, which compared the 

effectiveness of mammography to physical examination. The results showed a 40% reduction in 

mortality for women in the 50-year old age group with the use of screening marnrnography [29]. 

Since that study, various imaging technologies have been developed and are applied to address 

two clinical breast cancer detection problems: 

screening of asyrnptomatic patients 

diagnostic imaging of patients with suspicious tindings 

The function of rreening is detection of lesions in asymptomatic wornen, in the hope of detecting 

cancerous lesions at their earüest stage. The role of diagnostic imaging is somewhat different. 

Lesions that are detected by screening rnodalities, or indicated by suspicious ciinicd findings, 

require an imaging procedure designed to determine whether the lesion is cancerous or benign. 

The detection and diagnosis of lesions is currently done using three hindamental irnaging 

modalities: 
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ultrasound (US) 

contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance irnaging (MRI) 

1.5.1 Mammography 

The primary imaging modaiity used for breast cancer screening is mammography. The application 

of this imaging technique requires the breast to k rigorously compressed and positioned in an 

orientation dowing craniocaudal or mediolateral views. The signai variations in a rnammogram 

mise from dserences in the relative amount of X-ray attenuation in dinerent tissues in the breast 

Pol. 

The radiographically dense parenchyma of the breast appears as a region of bright signal while the 

less attenuating fat appears dark. The lesions are identified in rnarnmograms due to their increased 

attenuation and elevated brightness relative to the surroundhg glandular tissue. Detected lesions 

can be determined to be malignant or benign based upon their boniers and architectural features. 

Very small calcifications have been found to be indicative of breast lesions. These micro- 

calcifications fom when calcium precipitates from the secretions of the breast in areas of breast 

epitheüal pathology 1221. 

Marnrnography has a sensitivity of detecting breast cancer estimated to be between 80-90% in the 

general North Arnerican population [31,32,33]. Although mammography has a high sensitivity in 

older women, it has been found to have sensitivity as low as 54% in women younger than 40 

yem [4,33]. These younger womn tend to have denser breasts where lesions can ofien be 

obscured by the large m u n t  fibroglandular tissue, which appears bright on rnammograms. 

Recent technological advancements such as digital mammography are designed to improve Iesion 

visualization in these regions of dense tissue 1341. 
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1.5.2 Breast Ultrasound 

The abiîity of ultrasound to obtain good image soft tissue contrast has made it a valuable 

technology for breast cancer detection. It is generally agreed upon that major roks for ultrasound 

breast imaging are for the differentiation of maiignant and benign lesions, detection of lesions in 

dense breasts, evaluation of lesions inaccessibie to rnammography and as a guide for 

intervent ionai procedures [35]. The fo Uow ing sections describe the basic principals of ultrasound 

image formation and the clinical application of ultrasound for breast cancer detection to a level 

necessary to comprehend the issues discussed in this thesis. 

Ultrasound imaging is able to differentiate soft tissue based upon acoustical propenies. The 

"pulse-ec ho" principal allow s t hese properties to be probed by emitt ing short pulses of ultrasound 

energy into tissue and detecting an echo a short time later. These pulses reflect back to the 

transducer a short period of tirne after acoustical interactions with the tissue as demonstrated in 

Figure 1.2. The lapse of time until detection of echo indicates the depth from which it came and 

the amplitude of the echo indicates the degree of physical difference between two tissues at that 

point. 

The tissue property effecting the propagation of an acoustical wave is the tissue acoustical 

impedance. The acoustical impedance (2) is a mechanical property defined by the product of the 

density (p) and the speed of sound (c) through that material (Equation 1.1 ). 

Generdly, variations in the acoustical impedance are due to changes in the compressibility. or 

stifhess of the tissue. The speed of sound through a tissue is a îùnction of its buk modulus (B)  

and equiübrium density (p.) (Equation 1.2). 
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a) 
US Pulse 

Transducer Array 
Tissue 

Figure 1.2: Ultrrisound Image Formation. a) An ultrasound wavefom is gancratd by p h a d  activation of a set of6 
transducer elemcnts. This pulse is focused into the tissue b) The pulpe fnteracts rit the tissue intcrf'aces producing 
echou c) these echoes retum ta the trnnsducer where they are detectcd and convertml into an elcctrical signal d) 
envclope detecüon of thb signal is pcrformed e) each detectcd echo is convertcd into a pixel intensity fonning an A- 
scan image. 

The speed of sound typically only varies by a few percent for most soft tissues, w hich is an 

important assurnption used to determine the echo time of fiight. This information is then used to 

determine the depth at which an echo was generated. In breast tissue however, the variation 
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between the speed of sound in the two main constituents of the breast varies considerably [36]. 

This difference results in tissue interfafes appearing at distorted positions in the US image 

[37,38]. Ordinarily this issue is not a major concem in clinical US studies where the absolute 

position of structures in the image is of less importance than the relative position of structures, 

however in the scope of this thesis, consideration of this phenornena is relevant. This issue is 

addressed in greater detail throughout the progression of this thesis. 

Acoustic waves interact with tissue exhibiting both attenuation and reflective properties. The 

attenuation due to absorption and scattering causes the barn to lose energy as it moves through 

the tissue. The amount of attenuation of the ultrasound beam is frequency dependent resulting in a 

reduction of the beam intensity exponentially with depth [38]. Reflection of the ultrasound beam 

back to the transducer occurs when the beam hits a discontinuity in the interface between tissues 

with different acoustical impedance. A wave incident to an interface of acoustic impedance 

mismatch wül refiect a portion of energy, and transmit the rest. If the angle of incidence of the 

echo is equal to zero, then the  echo will reflect back to the transducer. When there is a variation 

in acoustical impedance owr an irregular interface then the echo will reflect back at various 

angles. The echoes that reflect back to the transducer give rise to a signal known as a scatter 

signal. In tissue with rnicroscopic fluctuations in acoustical impedance, a small arnount of the 

beam is scattered in al1 directions, giving rise to a backscatter signal. The backscatter signal is 

dependent on the wavelength of the ultrasound wave relative to the size of the scattering targets 

and, therefore, depends on the transducer frequency and the tissue irnaged. Generally, the echoes 

resulting from specular reflections tend to be very strong and distinct, while the signals arising 

from backscatter tend to appear as a low-level distinct texture. This texture is due to the 

constructive and destructive interference created by summation of the reflected waves from the 

many scattering point sources. [39,40,4 1 ] 

An ultrasound pulse is emitted into tissue and subsequently detected to create an ultrasound 

image using a transducer. The transducer converts an electricai signal into a mechanical vibration 

forming an ultrasound pulse. A number of separate transducer ekments can be used in a linear 

one-dimensional array for the purpose iinear array imaging. The principals for the formation of an 
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ultrasound image are shown in Figure 1.2. Here the individual array elernents may be excited 

independently or in phase with one another. By timing the activation of subgroups of these 

elements, a wavefront can be generated. Depending on the timing of these elements, this 

wavefkont cm be focused at a particular depth, or steered in a particular direction. When a wave 

is generated, it will propagate through the tissue, reflecting at tissue interfaces and attenuating 

along the depth. The reflected signais will be detected by the transducer element and register as a 

radiofiequency signal. The peaks of this radiofrequency signal are detected, and by making 

assumptions about the speed of sound in the tissue the depth the interfaces can be calculated. This 

information can be displayed as a single line in which the echo strength is shown as pixel intensity. 

Imaging in this manner is known as A-scan imaging. If the array was shifted, this process is 

repeated and another A-scan line could k acquired. By repeating this process for different array 

positions or groups of transducer elements, a set of lines could be acquired to f o m  a 2- 

dimensional image. This type of imaging is known as B-scan, or B-mode imaging. This 2-D image 

c m  be acquired many tirnes per second resulting in "red-tirne" imaging. The abüity to change the 

phasing of the transducer elements ailows the flexibüity of focusing the beam at rnany depths in 

the tissue. [39,40,4 1 1. 

Shown in Figure 1.3 is a diagram of a linear array US transducer. The beam profile of an 

individual transducer element is iilustrated, as well as the imaging volume of the entire transducer. 

The individual elernents are pulsed as a phased array to scan in the transverse direction and focus 

ai various depths in the axial direction [40]. The resolution of the ultrasound image in the three 

planes defined by the scan plane of the transducer, as seen in Figure 1.3, is defined by the 

frequency of the transducer, the length of the ultrasound pulse, the number of transducer elements 

and the focus of the transducer. 
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Figure 1.3: Linear a m y  ultrosound transducer: An a m y  of individual trrrnsducer elements operate as a 
ph&-amy to allow imaging over volume. The two imging plana and imaging slice t h i c k n ~  are 
demonstrated relative to the transducer elcment face. 

1.5.2.2 Clinical US Imaging 

For breast imag ing appücations, a linear array transducer in the kquenc y range of 7.5- 1 0.0 MHz 

is typically used. The imaging procedure is done with the patient in the semi-supine position with 

their breast compressed against their chest w d .  This orientation enables access to al areas of the 

breast, as well as rninimizing the amount of tissue imaged. The breast is imaged by moving the 

transducer in radial and anti-radial scans relative to the nipple foliowing the ducts of the breast 

[43,443 

The anatomical components of the breast such as fat, parenchyma, ducts and blood vessels have 

characteristic ultrasonic features. Fat lobules (FL) appear siightly hypoechoic relative to the 

fibroglandular tissue (G) as seen in Figure 1.4 a) and b). The homogeneous structure of adipose 

tissue tends to generate iittk detectable scatter. The fibroglandular tissue appears hornogeneously 

echoic cornpared to fat. This bright signal is due to the specular reflections generated at the many 

interfaces within the dense and heterogeneous glandular tissue and the inherent backscatter signal 

of the parenchyma. The interfaces between the fat and fibroglandular tissue also generate strong 

echoes due to specular reflection caused by their mismatching acoustic impedance. The 
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attenuation duc to the two tissue types dfiers substantiaiiy; the fat tends to have a low attenuation 

w hereas the fibroglandular tissue is highiy attenuating [4 11. 

1.5.2.3 Diagnostic Indicators 

Ultrasound is most clinically usefûl for distinpishing cysts from soiid ksions, and malignmt 

lesions ftom benign lesions. It has been demonstrated that the echogenicity of the ksion. 

attenuation of the US beam, and rnorphology of the border are the primary indicators 

dift'erentiating cysts from cancers. Cysts tend to appear hypoechoic, with iittle to no echogenicity 

1441. They tend to demonstrate posterior enhancement with well-defined borders appearing round 

or oval in shape. The accuracy with which US can distinguish cysts from solid lesions has been 

reported to k 95- 100% [43]. The use of certain sonographic features to classify lesions as either 

malignant or benign has been demonstrated to be accurate and may avoid biopsy of benign 

lesions, although it is a technique that is highly dependent on operator skiil. One study determined 

the three most reliable criteria to characterize whether a ksion is maügnant or benign are the 

appearance of the lesion borders, general shape of the ksion and width-to-height ratio [45]. 

Diagnosis made using these features would have increased the overd cancer biopsy yield From 

23% to 39%. The most important predictors of benign or malignant tumour status are the borders 

of and shape of the mas.  They differ in that malignant tumours tend to demonstrate irregular 

borders indicative of invasion of the surrounding stroma. Posterior shadowing and hypoechoic 

appearance of the lesion tend to be indications of malignancy [44,45,46]. This is clearly depicted 

in Figure 1.4 a and 1.4 b where an ultrasound image of a cyst is compared to a breast carcinoma. 

Extensions to basic B-mode uhrasound imaging such as Doppler imaging and the use of 

rnicrobubble contrast agents have demonstrated improved detection and specification of tumours 

in clinical studies. A full review of these technologies is found in Chapter 4. 

The ability to image lesions in real-time and the option to use different imaging orientations are 

strengths of conventional US imaging. This thesis will explore a novel tecnnique that exploits 

these strengths to achieve accurate breast biopsy sarnples. 
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Figure 1.4: Cornparison of cyst and arcinorna in US images: a) Typicrl cyst with w e l  dellneà border and posterior 
enhancement b) Invasive carcinoma as hypoechok mion demonstrating Irrquhr shapc, poor margins, and p t e r i o r  
shadowing. In both images fat lobules (FL) and flbroglandular tissue (G) are Mentinal. 

1.5.3 Contrast-Enhanced MRI 

The fust attempts to use MRi to detect breast cancer began in the mid 1980's [47,48,49]. The 

results from these studies were discouraging, fmding that cancer could not be detected using the 

traditional T I and T2 contrast rnechanisrns. It was not until later that sarne decade that the use of 

contrast agents provided a major breakthrough in breast MRI. Two groups in Gerrnany 

discovered that paramagnetic contrast agents could be used to visualize the increased blood flow 

characteristics of breast tumours [10,50]. Since then rnany different groups around the world have 

implemented contrast-enhanced MRI of the breast for both screening and diagnostic purposes [3. 

5-9,11,28,5 1,52-56]. The following sections describe the basic principals of MRI and its 

application to breast imaging only to a level necessary to understand the phenornena that are 

important in the context of the developrnent of this thesis. 

153.1 General Theory 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MM) is an imaging technique based on nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR). Atomic nuclei with an odd nurnber of protons and/or neutrons possess a property known 
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as spin anplar rnomentum S, or simply spin. Associated with this spin is a magnetic dipole 

moment, u. In biological tissues, the hydrogen proton (mainly found in H20) is the most abundant 

atom possessing this property. I 

#en these spins are placed in an extemal rnagnetic field (BI) a fraction align with the magnetic 

field creating a net magnetic moment (M). This can be viewed as a classical ensemble average of 

the dipole moments, M = u . Anot her effect of the magnetic f ieM is that the nuciear spins act as 

spinning gyroscopes if perturbed from the longitudinal axis. They will precess about the 

longitudinal axis with a fiequency known as the Larmor frequency. This fiequency is related to 

the strength of the magnetic field through the Larmor equation: 

This rotation about the longitudinal axis can be viewed classically as M precessing about the static 

magnetic field as a top rotates in a gravitational field. At a magnetic field strength of 1.5 T, the 

Larmor fiequency for a hydrogen proton is approxirnately 63.9 MHz. In Figure 1.5, we see a 

representation of the rnagnetization vector (M) in a static rnagnetic field. The longitudinal 

component of the vector, or longitudinal rnagnetization (Mz), and transverse component, or 

transverse rnagnet izat ion (Mxy), are ihstrated relative to the static magnetic field (B.). 

In order to masure the NMR signal from a sample, the rnagnetization vector must be tipped into 

the transverse plane. This is done using a pulsed electrornagnetic field (Bi)  appiied at the Larmor 

frequency. The amount the vector is tipped depends on the strength and duration of the applied Bi 

field. The magnetizat ion vector in the transverse plane generates a time-varying magnetic field 

that can be detected by a receiver coii tuned to the Larmor fiequency, as an induced voltage. 

1 Matetial from this Section is drawn from "introduction to Magnetic Resonance Imagirrg" by Nishimura 1571 and "Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging", second edition by Stark and Bradley [Sa]. 
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Figure 1.5: Orientation ot M relative to Bh Bland the detlned axis: a) The application of BI causes the longitudinal 
magnetization, M to tip into the transverse plane when both vcctoiur rotate at the Larmor Ikquency. b) With a 
rotating reference trame, (Le. xi-y' plane rotcrting at the Larmor fkquency), The M and BI are stationary. The 
transverse (Md and longitudinal (Mm) components d the magnetûatlon as well as the tip angle (a) are 
demonstrated. 

When the magnetization vector is initially tipped. al1 the dipole moments are coherent, or in- 

phase. As time progresses. two relaxation phenornenon occur which cause the decay of the 

transverse magnetizat ion and the retum of the longitudinal magnet izat ion. The longitudinal 

relaxation is an exponential growth with a time constant T 1 and is known as spin-lattice 

relaxation. The Tl relaxation mechanism involves the exchange of the energy absorbed by the 

nuclei and the surrounding lattice. The transverse relaxation is approximated as exponential decay 

with a time constant T2. and is known as spin-spin relaxation. The spin-spin relaxation results in 

non-reversible dephasing of the transverse rnagnetization resulting in signai loss. The T 1 and T2 

relaxation constants differ according to the tissue king imaged and its molecular environment. In 

most biological tissues the T 1 values Vary from 100- 1500 rns, while T2 values range frorn 20-300 

ms (at 1 ST). Differences in T 1 and T2 values provide a major source of contrast in MR images. 

In addition to the native T2 relaxation effects, variations in the rnagnetic field of the tissue 

environment are responsible for phase dispersion resulting in an apparently nduced T2. This 

effective T2. or T2* is responsible for rapid signal lose due to dephasing of the MR signal. 

Generating a spin echo can reduce this effect. 
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The formation of a signal due to interactions of a spin, a static mdgmtic field, and excitation rf 

field is the fundamental rnechanism for generation of the detectable MR signal. It is the goal of 

MR imaging to determine the positions of these signals over 3 dimensions and generate an image. 

Given a volume of spins within a static magnetic field. they wiU al1 precess at the same resonant 

frequency, W ,  and will produce a measurable signal. S(t), in the transverse plane after application 

of a B 1 pulse given by: 

From this receivcd signal the spatial distribution of spins within this volume cannot be deiermined. 

A method to encode the spatial positions of the spins is accomplished using the resonant 

frequency dependence of the spins on the magnetic field strength. The use of linear gradients to 

superimpose a magnetic field on the main magnetic field results in the frequency of the spins king 

a îùnction of spatial position as defined by: 

This spatial encoding strategy is accomplished with gradients in the x. y and z directions 

(GI, Gy, Gz) . These gradients can be tumed on for various durations and amplitudes. For 

exarnple, the magnetic field strength dong the x-axis cm be modified by the application of the 

G x  in a spatially dependent manner, such that the product G fi is added to the main magnetic 

tield. If we were to include the effects of these gradients in Equation 1.4 and assume that we have 

only excited a single slice of the volume of spins restricting the signal to only the x and y 

direction, then we would have the following signal equation: 
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The MXY(i) is a iùnction of the NMR parameters of proton density. Tl  and T2 tissue relaxation. 

The equation has been simplified by dernodulating the signal by the Lannor frequency and we 

replacing the frequency terms with the spatial encoding parameters: 

The fom of the signal equation (Equation 1.7) shows the transverse magnetization signal as a set 

of discrete samples in 2D Fourier transform space, also known as k-space. The values for kr, ky 

in Equation 1.8 are the MR spatial encoding parameters. The transverse magnetization is sampkd 

discretely using the gradients to "Fourier encode" the signals. Samphg of the correct fiequency 

components results in fdhg the k-space for the region being imaged. The imaging problem 

becomes one of acquùing the complete set of signals from k-space to enable an inverse Fourier 

transfonn (Equation 1.7) to determine Mm@). This is done by varying the stnngth and duration 

of the gradients so different k values can be obtained (Equation 1.8). The timing of the excitation 

pulses and the gradients fonn the basic components of the pulse sequences used in MRI. 

In order to encode in three dimensions, a combination of gradient encoding schernes and selective 

slice excitation is used. The detectable MR signals arise from the transverse magnetization f o m d  

using either gradient echo, or spin echo techniques. These signals, or echoes are sampled digitally 

during the application of the fnquency encode gradient (Gx). This gradient defines the location of 

the echoes in one dimension. The use of a phase encoding gradient (Gu), allows determination of 

the location of the echoes in another dimension. By successively phase encoding a set of echoes, 

and sampüng them during the frequency-encoding gradient, successive iines of k-space can be 

acquued. This is the basis for 2D MR imaging. The detennination of the third dimension is 

defined by selective excitation of a slab of the imaging volume. By application of a siice selection 

gradient in concert with an excitation pulse, a thin süce of spins can be sekcted for imaging. A 
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pulse sequence timing diagram in Figure 1.6 demonstrates these spatial encoding principals for a 

gradient-echo sequence. The echo tirne (TE) and pulse repetition time (TR) are indicated on the 

pulse sequence. The echo tirne designates tirne from the initial rf excitation pulse to the detected 

echo, whereas the repetition time indicates the duration between successive rf excitation pulses. 

Modification of these pulse sequence parameters allows various aspects of contrast of the spin 

system to be elucidated. Various irnaging strategies can be implemented to probe NMR properties 

of tissue using various pulse-sequences resulting in images with differing SNR, contrast 

mechanisms, and resolution. 

. a * . *  

tim e 

I slice select 

Figure 1.6: Puise sequence diagmm for gradient recalled echo (GRE) sequence* Typical values for TE and TRtm a 
Tl weighted GRE sequence would typically range h m  5-15 ms and 350-500 rns mpectively. 

1.5.3.3 Cli~ca l  Breast MR Irnaging 

The detection of breast cancer using MRI is based upon tumour angiogenesis. Tumour neo- 

vascularization and the associated increase in capiilary permeabiiity and leakage space can be used 

to differentiate tumours from normal breast parenchymal tissue [2 1,27,28]. These features can be 

probed with the use of contrast agents. The contrast agent used for breast irnaging studies is an 

intravenously injected paramagnetic agent. Paramagnetism arises in atorns that have unpaired 
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electrons, which demonstrate significant net magnetization in an external magnetic field. 

Gadolinium is typically used due to its strong paramagnetic character [58]. 

After intravenous injection, gadolinium-based contrast agents distribute in the blood. Srnall 

contrast agent particles w P  leak through permeable sections of the capillary walls and distribute 

into the surrounding interstitial space. The contrast agent accumulates in tissues with rich. and 

highly permeable microvasculature. The gadolinium interacts with the water rnolecuks in the 

interstitial space and within the microviisculature effectively shortening its T 1 relaxation time 

constant. This reduction in T 1 relaxation rate results in an increase in the associated MR signal. 

r t0,581 

Breast cancers accumulate contrast agent more quickly than surrounding parenchyrna tissue due 

to the tendency of turnoun to have an increased number of vessels, expanded interstitial space and 

increased capillary permeability [10,50]. This leads to a tim-dependent increase in the MRI signal 

of a cancer relative to the surrounding tissue. The dynamics of the M'RI signal enhancernent 

associated with a bolus injection of contrast agent usually enabks daferentiation of lesions and 

normal breast tissue. This enhancement as a function of tirne has been detemiined to be an 

important factor in the differentiation of maügnant and benign lesions as wiii be discussed in 

Section 1.5.3.4. 

One technique to capture the contrast enhancement of the breast over tirne, involves obtaining 

multiple, full volume MR images of the breast in concert with injection of contrast agent. Various 

imaging strategies are implernented in order to examine the contrast agent kinetics and 

morphology of the lesion. Contrasi-enhanced MRI techniques are currently used for both 

screening of asymptotic women as a bilateral procedure, and follow-up imaging procedures for 

symptornatic women. 

1.5.3.3.1 MRI Breast Screening Protocois 

The standard imaging sequences used for MR breast studies are fast T 1-weighted sequences. 
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Two-dimensional, or three-dimensional gradient recalled echo (ORE), dynamic imaging sequences 

are oRen used [6,59]. These sequences aliow fast imaging of a whole volume of breast tissue (2.5 

- 5.0 minutes/acquisition). The volume of the breast is imaged multiple tirnes, once before 

contrast agent injection, and then multiple tirnes afterwards for a total imaging durat ion between 

10-15 minutes. The information of interest in these images is the dynarnic contrast agent uptake. 

In order to visualize this uptake better, the high-intensity signals that exhibit m, uptake, such as 

fat, are removed. Two such rnethods are 1) image subtraction and 2) fat-suppression. Image 

subtraction is accompiished by simply subtracting the pre-contrast image fkom each of the post- 

contrast images. Fat-suppression techniques take advantage of the fact that fat resonates at a 

fiequency slightly lower than water. The proton signals from fat wiii precess at a frequency 3.5 

parts per million slower than water signals [6.58]. The application of a saturation pulse centred ût 

the fkequency of the fat allows suppression of the fat signal. Both of these techniques have 

demonstrated effective elimination of fat signal in the dynamic images. 

1.5.3.3.2 Sunnybrook Breast Screening Protocol 

Throughout this thesis, particular attention will be paid to a breast screening study, which began 

in 1997 and is stiii in progress at Sunnybrook and Women's CoUege Health Sciences Centre 

(SWCHSC). One of the main objectives of this study is to determine the effectiveness of contrat 

enhanced MRI as a screening tool for wornen canying the BRCA genetic mutation. The MRI 

screening protocol used is based on the concepts previously discussed. The specific imaging 

technique is outlined in second column of Table 1.1 and is Uustrated in Figure 1.7. The protocol 

requues the patient to lie prone in a specially designed apparatus in which theù breasts hang 

pendant. The breasts are gently irnmobilized in a medial-lateral configuration by two pairs of 

compression plates which each contain a receiver coil. These 4 coils are used to image the breast 

in a phased array configuration. The schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1.7a, 

superimposed on an axial image of a patient. Once the patient is M g  comfortably with both 

breasts compressed. they are positioned Uiside the closed-bore of the MR magnet. The imaging 

sequence requires an initial axial and coronal spin-echo imaging series to identw the position of 

the breast. 
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Figure 1.7: Contrast-Enhand MRI of the Breast. a) Axial view through the torsoda w m m .  Compmsh plates 
and cob superimposed on image as well as white ha indicating sagittal scan plane orientation, b) Sagittal T1- 
weighted image of the breast, pn-contrast. Bright fat signal (F') and flbroghnduhr signal (FG) contrast due to 
different TI values. c) Image acquired 2.5 minute after contrast iqjecth. Fax1 enhancement indicated by white 
arrow d) Subtracted image, depicts focal enhancement clearly. 

The frst set of 3D, Spoiled gradient (SPGR) T 1 -weighted sagittal images are obtained over both 

breast volumes as an initial pre-contrast image set of the breast (Figure 7b). Bilateral imaging is 

accomplished with 3D interleaved volume imaging in which software and hardware modifications 

allow switching between multiple receive coil arrays using a technique based upon the work of 

Greenman et al[60). The contrast agent is then injected and the sagittal imaging sequence is 
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repeated every 2.5 minutes for a total of 10 minutes. The image in Figure 7c shows an image 

taken 2.5 minutes after contrast agent injection. The image in Figure 7d demonstrates the 

resulting image when the pre-contrat image in Figure 7b is subtracted fiom the image in Figure 

7c. These images effectively demonstrate the change in contrast agent uptake over time. The 

lesion indicated on Figure 7c is clearly depicted &er subtraction of the pre-contrat image. 

A second imaging protocol has been developed for the SWCHSC high-risk study for use in 

conjunction with the screening protocol. This 'YoUow-up" procedure is done for lesions that have 

been previously identified by MRI and dernonstrate characteristics suspicious of a carcinoma. This 

imaging protocol focuses upon on a single breast where the imaging sequence probes the 

morphology and kinetics of the lesion with improved resolution. The imaging sequences used for 

this 'Tollow-up" protocol are outline in the third, forth and fîfth columns of Table 1.1. The 

sequence is broken up into three series. The fust series is a T2-weighted spin echo sequence, 

which dernonstrates the fluid regions of the breast. The second series is a fast-SPGR T 1 oweighted 

sequence where the entire breast is imged every 20 seconds. The third senes is a high -resolution 

3D-spoiled gradient series, which results in high-resolution images of the breast. The improved 

temporal and spatial resolution obtained with this protocol provides an opportunity for improved 

diagnosis ability of the lesions. 

I I I 1 

Fiold ot Vkw 1 18cmx18cm 1 l0cmx18cm 1 I8cmx18cm I 18cmx18cm I 1 Pixel Size (fmq,phna) 1 0.7x0.7 mm 1 0.7x1.4 mm 1 0.7x1.4 mm 1 0.4x0.7 mm I 
I 1 I I 

Tlme pot Acqulritîon 1 2.5 min 1 5 min 1 20 sec 1 7 min 1 
1 t I 1 

Fat Suppn88ion 1 Subtraction 1 FatSaturation 1 Fat Sahiration 1 Fat Saturation 

Table 1.1: MR Imaging parameten for SWCHSC Higb Risk Screening Study 
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1.53.4 Diagnostic Indicators 

Contrast enhanced MRI of the breast has proven to be a highly sensitive rnodaiity for detecting 

breast cancers. It has demonstrated sensitivities between 90- 100% in various clinical screening 

studies (5- 1 1.491. This is slightly higher than the sensitivity of mammography in the general 

population that has been quoted as behg between 80-90%. This is expected to be substantially 

higher than US for which a consensus has ken reached that US is not an appropriate screening 

modaüty [3,3 1 -33.4 1.6 11. Although the sensitivity of breast MRI is nlatively high, there stiU 

remains potent i d  to improve the specificit y. Using spatial and temporal information from the 

images, specificity measures have ken shown to range frorn 37% to 9746 [5-11,51,52]. The two 

fiindamental criteria used to characterue lesions detected with breast MRI are the contrast 

enhancement kinetics and lesion morphology. These properties have been demonstrated to be 

usehl in characterizing the lesion's dgnancy  status, however the inherent histologie variability 

of benign and malignant lesions, and investigator's differing image interpretation criteria results in 

widely ranging specificity values. The contrast enhancernent tirne course of cancerous verses 

benign lesions difl'ers substantially. Typically a cancer wiil demonstrate fast enhancement relative 

to the surrounding structures due to the incnased capiilary prmeabiiity and leakage space 

associated with tumour neo-vascularization. The contrast agent has a tendency to leak out of the 

turnour vasculature into the surrounding extra cellular space resulting in accumulation of contrast 

agent. Consequently, there is an increase in the MR signal relative to the sumunding tissue due to 

the interaction of the contrast agent with the water molecules as previously discussed. The MR 

signal associated with rnost malignant or knign ksions tends to rise and peak quickly relative to 

surrounding tissue in this early contrast enhancement phase. 

At later phases, contrast agent WU either tend to accumulate into larger concentrations, or diffuse 

out into the leakage space and back into the capillaries resulting in lower concentrations of 

contrasi agent depending on the nature of the tumour microvasculature. The resulting change in 

MR signal due to the contrast accumulation or depletion can be plotted over time to generate a 

time-signal intensity curve. Time-signal intensity curves that plateau or decrease in the late phases 

of contrast enhancement tend to be associated with mahgnant ksions, whereas continued gradua1 
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enhancernent is generally associated with benign lesions and normal fibroglandular tissue 

[28,52,53,56]. 

The information from these tirne-signal intensity curves is used to characterize whether a lesion is 

rnaiignant or knign. In one study examhing the effectiveness of the signai t h e  intensity curves 

for differentid diagnosis. the use of the rate of enhancement as an indication for malignancy was 

shown to result in a sensitivity of 9 1% and a specificity of 37%. Whereas the shape of the 

enhancement curve alone proved to be a strong indicator of malignancy. demonstrating a 

sensitivity of 91% and a specificity of 83% [52]. 

There stiU remains overlap in distinguishing benign from malignant tumours based on the 

enhancernent kinetics, especially between benign fibroadenornas and invasive carcinomas. The 

enhancement curves are not specific enough to characterize lesions, thus the rnorphology of a 

lesion is used in paraiiel with the lesion enhancemnt information. Features similar to those used in 

mammography and US are used to characterize lesions. Lesions demonstrating rim-enhancement 

and diffise boarders are indicative of carcinoma, whiîe benign lesions tend to demonstrate intemal 

septa and a lobulated appearance 154,551. Even with the rich temporal and spatial information in 

MR images, the specificity of the technique continues to be an aspect of breast MRI that has the 

potential to improve. 

Cornparison of Imaging Techniques 

Mamrnography has proven to be a cost effective and sensitive imaging modality for screening the 

general population, although its effectiveness is substantially reduced in women with dense 

breasts. Ultrasound has demonstrated its utiüty in specific breast imaging hinctions, such as 

distinguishing malignant tumours from benign and guidance of interventional procedures. 

Ultrasound has not proven to be an effective screening modaiity. Contrast-enhanced MRI, on the 

other hand, has proven to be a highly sensitive irnaging modality independent of the density of a 

wornen's breast. The use of this imaging technique for h a s t  imaging is stili relatively new 

compared to US and mammography, but has already demonstrated its utility in the detection of 
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aggressive cancers that are occult to traditional imaging modaiities. In one study comparing the 

effectiveness of MRI, mammography and US as a screening tool in a population of women who 

were suspected carriers of the breast cancer susceptibüity gene, it was found that MRI has a 

sensitivity of 100% compared to mammography and US, both with sensitivities of 33% [II]. MRI 

may be very sensitive, but it is not specific in distinpishing maiignant from benign tumours. In 

fact, none of t hese modalities is capable of 100% specifîcity. In order to diagnosis a lesion 

definitively as cancerous, or benign, a tissue sample must be obtained. These tissue-sampling 

techniques are explained in the following section. 

1.6 Tissue examination 

Breast tissue samples are acquired using three general biopsy techniques: 

1) fine needle aspuation. 

2 )  wire localization with open surgical excision 

3 1 large needle core biopsy 

The Fust technique acquires ftuid suspensions of ceUs from the ksion, which is examined using 

cytological analysis, whereas the second and third techniques acquire a solid sample of the 

tumour, which is sectioned and examined under histopathological analysis. 

The kast invasive approach, fine needle aspuation (FNA), involves using a fine (20-23 gauge), 

puncture needle with a syringe. The needk is positioned into the lesion and with the use of 

negative pressure on the syringe; fluid is aspued and presented on stides, which are used for 

cytolog ical examinat ion. 

The gold standard for lesion biopsy is considered to be surgical excision. The first step of this 

procedure involves localking the detected lesion, typically by placing a fine needle (20 gauge) 

through the lesion and threading a fine hook w k  through the centre. These needles are shown in 
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Figure 1.8 i) and ü). When the wue is in place, and the hook catches the tissue, the neeàie is 

removed leaving the wire in place. The patient then goes to surgery where the surgeon uses the 

wire as a guide and cuts until the end of the w ue is reached when a large section of tissue is 

removed. A specimen radiograph is then obtained to determine if the Iesion removed is actually 

contained within the excised tissue, and then sent for analysis. 

Figure 1.8: Cornparison of dinerent biopsy n e e d k  i) Lacaüzation w k  U) LocaliEation Nndk (20 #auge) iii) C m  
biopsy needle (14 gaugc). The locrillzotion w i m  clin be threaded though the centre of the kcrilfiation nedie until the 
hook at the h n t  is deployed. The lowet image shows the two camponents of a biopsy nedk; îhc outer cannulo luid 
the inner stylet. Note the sample notch in the inner stykt. 

Large core biopsy is an option for obtaining a tissue sampk suitable for histological analysis 
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without resoning to excisional surgery. A large (14-1 8 gauge), needle is used in conjunction with 

a rapid-fue automated biopsy device, or otherwise known as a biopsy p n .  The needle consists of 

two parts - an inner stylet, cut with a sample notch for acquiring the sample and an outer cutting 

cannula as dernonstrated in Figure 1.9. The biopsy needle is held in the spring- loaded blocks of 

the biopsy device, which fies in two stages. The posterior block fires fust, advancing the inner 

stylet, containing the sampk notch, into the lesion. nie anterior hub is fred causing any material 

in the sample notch to be cut by the outer cannula allowing the tissue to fa11 into the notch for 

subsequent resection. After the device is fued, the needle is rernoved from the breast and the 

sample in the notch sent for analysis. 

b) 
s i i p k  Match 

Figure 1.9: Tumour sampling with a biopsy neeàlc: a) TheshaR d a  biopsy n d k  consists d t w o  components; the 
outer cannula and inner stylet. In this fimt series we sec the nmüe in the pre-îire position. b) Tlie hw, components 
are fireà independently by a spitig lopded firing mechanisin in the biopsy device* In th& seriea we sec the inner 
stylet fired forward through the lesion. Tissue fmm the lesion will faII iato the sample notch of the stylet. c) The 
outer cannula is then fireà, cutting the tissue specimen contnined in the notch. d) The n d k  is removd h m  the 
breast, and the outer cannul is pulled back reveahg the biopsy spccimcrn. 
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Although surgical excision is the most accurate tissue exarnination technique, it is also the most 

expensive. time consumirtg and invasive. There has b a n  interest in using needk biopsy techniques 

(core biopsy or FNA) due to the minimal impact on the appearance of the breast and substantially 

reduced cost. Institutions have reported sensitivity and speciticity of over 90% for both FNA and 

core biopsy techniques [62]; however, FNA is not widely used in North America due to the 

diffculty in obtaining adequate cytologic material [63]. The agreement between con biopsy and 

surgical excision has been dernonstrated to range from 87% to 100% [Ml. 

The accuracy of al1 the tissue exarnination techniques is contingent on whether the tissue in 

question is actually sampled. Sampling of the incorrect region in the breast can result in an 

incorrect diagnosis. The abiiity to remove the lesion in a surgical excision requires accurate 

placement of the wire into the lesion, while the sarnpling of lesions with FNA and core biopsy 

requires the needle to be positioned precisely. The strict accuracy requirement associated with 

con-biopsy and FNA is due to the srnall samples obtained compared to surgical excision. 

Techniques to ensure biopsies are perfonned accurately are considered in the next section. 

1.7 Biopsy Guidance Techniques 

The simplest method to guide needle biopsy, or wire localization is done using palpation. With the 

lesion in one hand, and the needle in the other, the physician guides the procedure by feel. This 

procedure known as clinical guidance, works weU if the ksion is palpabk, but imaging techniques 

are required if it is not [65,66]. The use of mammography, ultrasound and MR to guide needle 

positioning is explained in the following sections. 

1.7.1 X-ray Guidance 

Needle biopsy and wire localization of marnmographically visible lesions can be accomptished 

using grid coordinate systems or stereotactic guidance [62,67]. These techniques use two X-ray 

views of the lesion at different angles to determine the required needle position. 
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1.7.1.2 Grid Coordinate Systems 

The grid coordinate system uses a standard mamgraphy unit with an attached needle 

localization grid. This gid  is a fenestrated plate with radiographicaiiy visible alpha-numeric 

indicators. The breast is initially compressed in the craniocaudal orientation. A film is taken and 

the needle position determined at the appropriate site guided by the alpha-numeric indicators. The 

radiologist positions the biopsy needle by hand using the feel of the needle in the tissue as a guide. 

Positioning the needle in this manner is inaccurate since it is done by estimation and positioned by 

hand. After the needle is inserted, a second f& is taken to confirm its position. The fdm is placed 

in the orthogonal position and another tilm taken. This image determines if the depth of the needle 

is correct relative to the lesion. The position of the needle is rnoditied and checked with 

subsequent films until the positioning is correct. The prccision with which needles can be 

positioned using this technique is acceptable for wire localization procedures. The failure rate 

associated with this technique has been estimated to be between 1 to 8 percent [68]. However, the 

use of this technique for guided core biopsies is not acceptable. [62.67] 

1.7.1.3 Stereotactic system 

A dserent needle positioning technique is used to guide core biopsies of the breast. Stereotactic 

systems use the information from two images taken at slightly different angles to infer the position 

of the lesion in the breast, and use that information to position a biopsy needle accurately. 

T ypically two views O t the lesion in the compressed breast are acquired at 1 5-degree angles from 

a centre-line. The Iesion wül appear to shift in the image depending on the depth of the lesion in 

the breast. Two positions of the lesion cm be determined by measuring the position of the lesion 

relative to a target, whiie the depth is determhed by measuring the amount of shift, or parallax, 

between the two images . A cornputer program is used to calculate the required position of the 

needle once the operator indicaies the lesion position in the images. The needle is positioned using 

a needle guidance system which is affVred to the table at a known position relative to the 

reference marker that appears in the X-ray images. Images are then acquired to determine if the 

needle is in the correct position befon the biopsy device is tired. In order to improve the 
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probability of sarnpling the correct lesion, or to sample various parts of the lesion, multiple cores 

are obtained. The same procedure is used, except that another part of the lesion is targeted and 

the calculation of needle position is done such that the s am incision point for needle entry into 

the breast is used.[67] 

There are generally two types of systems used for stereotactic biopsy, add-on systems and 

dedicated prone tables [62.67]. The spatial precision of these systems has been shown to be better 

than a millimeter under optimal conditions [68] and within 1-2 millirneters during a typical 

procedure [64]. The diagnostic accuracy of these techniques has been shown to be dependent on 

the number of core samples obtained. Increasing the number of con specimens improves accuracy 

for which a diagnosis of an invasive cancer can be made. One study indicated that the accuracy 

improves From 70% with one sample to 94% when 5 or more sarnples are obtained [69]. 

Although this technique is widely used, there are still problerns inclgding iimited access to lesions 

near the chest wall, patient motion, lesion motion and needle deflection in the breast [68]. 

1.7.2 Ultrasound Guided Biopsy 

The use of ultrasound to guide needle core biopsy and needle Iocalization is a preferred method 

due to the abiiity of US to provide real-time guidance for the needle during the biopsy procedure. 

The procedure involves the use of a hand-held high fiequency linear array (5.OMHz - 1O.OMHz) 

in one hand, while positioning the needle with the other. Using the ultrasound images as a 

reference, the needle position is validated relative to the ksion using the strong echo created by 

the biopsy needk. The best images of the needle are obtained w hen it is pardel to the face of the 

transducer as shown in Figure 1.10. When performing a core biopsy procedure the pre-tire and 

post-fue positioning of the needle is validated to ensure it has totally passed through the lesion. 

This technique has been demonstrated to be a highly effective biopsy guidance technique with 

minimal cost, t h e  and highly accurate results, with one group dernonstrating 100% correlation of 

core biopsy results with surgical excision tindings [70]. 
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Figure 1.10: Ultrcisound Needle Guidance: In thcse images a core bbpsy neeâle, MentW by the large amws, is 
king guideà into a suspicious lesion, Mentificd by the arrowheaàs. a) The nede c m  km in the pmfûe pasitkn. 
The tip of the n d l e  is evident as identifid by the curved a m w .  b) The neeàk poaition is vcrifieâ in the post-firc 
position as passing through the lesion. 

1.7.3 MR Guided Biopsy 

S tereot ac t ic mammography and ultrasound-guided biopsy techniques havs been dernonstrated to 

be successful only if the lesion can be adequately visuaiized in their respective imaging rnodalities. 

Lesions that are detected only by MM however require a dflerent biopsy guidance technique. 

Biopsies of ksions occult to al1 imaging modaiities except MRI are currently done using two 

different classes of MR guided techniques: stereotactic and real-tirne biopsy systems. 

1.7.3.1 MR Guided Stereotactic Biopsy Techniques 

MRI stereotactic systems operate using the same fundamental concept as the marnrnography 

systems. Imaging the breast using two different views determines the lesion position in three 

dimensions. The use of a reference, or fiducial marker that is visible in the images aUows the 

position of the lesion in images to be associated with a position relative to the biopsy apparatus. 2 

Various groups have independently developed biopsy and locaikation systems [7 1-78]. Although 

- - - 

2 The use of the term "stereotactic" to describe the MRI biopsy systems in current literature is inaccurate. An orthogonal pair 
of MR images is u s 4  as opposed to a stereo pair u s 4  in marnmographic stereotactic. In order to avoid coniûsion, the term 
stereotactic is used throughout this thesis to describe the MRI technique. 
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the positionhg of the patient and immobüization of the breast are different with each system, they 

operate fundamentally in the sarne rnanner. An exampk of one of the first systems developed by 

MD Schnall, is show in Figure 1.1 1 [7 11. Seen in this image is a woman lying on the apparatus in 

the prone position, with her breast compressed in a medial-lateral conformation. The lateral 

compression plate of the apparatus is perforated with a set of holes sized to enable needle access 

to the breast. On the plate is attached a fiducial marker used to reference the breast to physical 

positions in the MR images. 

A system based upon the Schnall design was developed and used clinicaily in the breast screening 

study at SWCHSC. This system is used as an illustration of the general concept of MR-pided 

stereotactic needle localization in Figure 1.12. 

Figure 1.11: MR biopsy apparatus developed by MD SchnaL Consists of a iateral compression plate with a m y  
of access holes. Fiducial marker and needle are shown in the phtt [71]. 

A patient selected for an MR biopsy will have a lesion that has been detected in a previous 

contrast- enhanced MRI study and is occult to other modalities. Using the prîor knowledge of 

lesion position, the breast of interest is compressed in the apparatus and a dynamic imaging 

sequence simüar to the one described in Section 1.5.3.3 is p e r f o d .  The f'irst image, Figure 1.12 

a, demonstrates an axial view of the breast compressed in this apparatus. 



Figure 1.12: MR-guided stereotactic breast biopsy : a) M a l  vkw of the b m t  in biopsy apparatas. b) Lateriil view 
of the compression plate. c) Sagittal MR image of the fldudal markers. d) Sagittal Fat saturatcd MR image of 
breast with enhandng Iesion. e) Axial view, witb neeàle poaitiond baseà on fiduciPl and lesion position f) Sagittal 
veriflcation image with neeàle artifact indicating needk position. 
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The lateral compression plate of the screening apparatus was removed, and replaced with a 

specialiy designed biopsy plate. The plate consists of a set of holes spaced at 2.5 mm intervals that 

allow passage, and guide a 20-gauge locaîization needle. On the outer surface of the plate 

attaches a coü, which is required for MR imaging. Embedded into the plate are fiducial markers 

that are visible in the MR images. This plate is illustrated in a lateral view of the plate as seen in 

Figure I .12 b, showing the plate with the array of holes at a known distance from the fiducial 

markers. The plate itself acts as a stereotactic kam. The miaging sequence perfonned is a 

sagittal, fat saturated, T 1-weighted 2D-SPGR sequence in concert with intravenous contrast 

agent injection. The imaging volume includes the entire breast and the fiducial markers, Figure 

1.12 c. After imaging the breast for a period of t h ,  the lesion should appear as a quickly 

enhancing bright region, Figure 1.12 d. Mer re-identification of the lesion in the MR images, the 

position of the lesion relative to the MR visible fiducial markers is determined. Using a conversion 

calculation, the position of the needle on the stereotactic frame is determined. The patient is then 

removed from the bore of the MR magnet and the needle positioned into the calculated access 

hole at the required depth in breast, Figure 1.12 e. The position of the needk is then verified using 

another MR imaging sequence by bringing the patient back into the bore of the magnet. The 

verification image is shown in Figure 1.12 f. 

The biopsy systems used throughout the world diff'er in regard to the rnethods of breast 

compression, patient positioning and imaging sequences whereas the use of fiducial markers and 

grids is similar in all systerns. The various apparatus and sorne of their features are Iisted in Table 

1 .S. 

Biopsy needles and hook wires used for these MR guided procedures are designed to k 

compatible with the MR magnetic field. The needles are typicaily made from titanium and when 

imaged will create an artifact in the MR image. This artifact, due to the perturbation of the local 

magnetic field around the needle resulting in a signal void, is indicated in Figure 1.129. It is this 

artifact that is used to indicate the position of the needk relative to the lesion. Typicaiiy two 

verification views arc used to indicate that the needle is correctly positioned in the comct 

puncture hole, and at the correct depth. Modifications can be made according to these MR images 
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until the needle is in the correct position. Once the needle is in the proper position the wire is 

threaded through the needle, or the biopsy device is fked to obtain a biopsy sampk depending on 

the biopsy technique. 

Kuhl, et al I l Semi-prone. MediabLateral, 

Schnall, 

1 Orel, et al 1 Prone. ( MediabLateral. 

I Fischer. I I 

1 plastic frame 

Heywang- 

Kobrunner, Prone. MediabLateral. 

et al. [75] 

Liney, Medial-Lateral, 

Turnbell, et Prone. with option to 

al. [76j adjust angle. 

guide needle. Fiducial markets positioned outside 

of plate. 

positioned on surface of plate. I 
Two angled compression plates pressed against 

breast. Access to the breast through puncture 

channels. 

Fomed mesh amund the breast allows access. 

Free-hand technique which the radioîogist 

approximates needle position and verHies with an 

MR update scan. 

Plastic tibs used for compression, Spacer is 

placed to separate ribs for access. Biopsy device 

held is fixture attached to patient couch. 

Pertorated compression plate. FMucial marker 

casing attached to plate. 

Table 1.2: MR guided core biopsy systems cumntly developcd by various groups. 

The success rates of localization procedures Vary fkom group to group, ranging from 90% to 

100% success [7 1,72,74,76,77]. Pubüshed data with respect to the accuracy of core biopsy are 

lirnited. Techniques currently used for MR-pided wire locaüzation are considered to be 

successhil, but there remain many problems with performing MR-pided biopsies with the 

stereotactic technique [72]. 

The abüity to access lesions near the chest wall with al1 of the current systems is a continuing 

problem. The use of a system where the breast is compressed against the chest w d  allows needle 
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access, but the firing of the needle straight into the chest is not acceptable. Other systems that 

compress the breast in a medial-lateral conformation, with the neeùle approach parallel to the 

chest wail, demonstrate Iirnited access to ali regions of the breast. Lesions near the chest wall, or 

in the upper quadrant of the breast are inaccessible, whik ksions that are medial in the breast are 

dificult to access without traversing a large amount of tissue. A system that provides adequate 

breast immobüization while stiil providing access to ail areas of the breast is current ly not 

available. 

The visualization of the lesion is an issue with al techniques. Although the lesion may be apparent 

in the early dynamic images, contrast can wash-out during the biopsy procedure and rnake the 

lesion difficult to distinguish ftom the background tissue. The amount of tirne the ksion is 

apparent in the MR images depends on the uptake and clearance characteristics of the lesion and 

surroundhg parenchyrna. In bilateral screening studies prformed at SWHSC, we found that in 

som cases the lesion was only distinguishable from the background for 10 minutes. This would 

pose a problem for current stereotactic techniques, whkh requin approhtely 5- 10 minutes to 

rernove the patient from the rnagnet, position the needle and image the breast again. This leaves 

little time to perform repositioning and verification of needle position imaging. Although this issue 

is not the most challenging issue associated with MRI biopsy, it desems adequate consideration. 

The accuracy of current stereotactic techniques rernains the most significant problem. It has been 

advised that only lesions larger then Icm should only be considered for core biopsy [ I l ] .  Since it 

is the goal of breast screening to detect and diagnose lesions at the earliest possible stage, this 

restriction is limiting the effectiveness of MR as a screening tool [Il]. Srnall lesions detected by 

MF2 alone that are suspicious, but do not warrant an excisional biopsy, are often managed by a 

foliow-up examination at a later date. This presents the risk of delaying a cancer diagnosis. 

There is a series of factors affecting the accuracy of this technique. As the needle is pushed into 

the breast, it tends to deflect and bend due to the stifhess of the breast and the nurnerous 

heterogeneous interfaces throughout the breast [68]. When the needle intercepts an interface it 

wiil tend to deflect towards the softer tissue, travershg the path of lest resistance. Another issue 
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is the mobility of the lesion within the breast. Often lesions are stiffer and more dense then the 

sunounding parenchyrna tissue. When the needle advances towards the lesion it rnay tend to move 

out of the way of the needle path. These two phenomenon are illustrated in Figure 1.13. In an 

attempt to correct for these problems the needle position is validated intermittently with another 

imaging series as previously mentioned. The restriction of the closed-bore of the MR rnagnet 

requires the patient to be brought out into the magnet fRnge field each time the needle position 

needs to be validated. A solution to this problem is the use of a different MR biopsy technique 

that is capable of real-time monitoring of the needle position while the user corrects the needle 

position. This technique is explained in the next section. 

Figure 1.13: NQedie and iesion m o v t l l l ~ t  in a brnst. a) As the nccdk moves throagh the breast, It may deflect due 
to the stieRim of the breast and miss the desireâ trajectory (dashcd line). b) Even if there is no needle deflection, a 
stiff lesion may move out of the way of the needle. Both of these affects lead to inaccurate biopsy results. 

1.7.3.2 MR Guided Real Tirne Biopsy Techniques 

Real-time biopsy techniques involve Unaging the patient constantly while the needle is inserted 

into the breast. These techniques ofien involve a specialized magnet to enable access to the breast. 

These magnets are designed for open access to the patient and typically have lower rnagnetic field 

strengths. One such system employs a "double donut" magnet configuration (0.5T Signa-SP, GE 

Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wis) and is depicted in Figure 1.14 a [76]. Another system 
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avaüable for breast applications uses a "clam-shell" magnet configuration (0.2T Magnetom Open, 

Siernans, Erlangen. Germany) [go]. This system is shown in Figure 1.14 b. The magnet 

architecture for each of these systems enables access to the breast while the system is obtaining 

images. 

Figure 1.14: Intervention magnet designs. a) This "double donut" interventional magnet alkm access to the bmst 
while teal-time images crin be used to guide necùk poeitioning. b) This "clam shell" masnet design & anothcr 
popuhr interventional magnet design. 

The biopsy technique is similar to the stereotactic strategies described in the previous section. The 

imaging sequence used is a fast Tl-weighted sequence with intravenous injection of gadoiinium. 

The needle is advanced by hand into the breast where the artifact cnated by the needle is used to 

infer needle position. The use of optical tracking devices can track the biopsy needle allowing 

improved visualization of the needle within the MR images. This open magnet design enables 

access for real-tirne manipulation of the needle within the breast wMe fast irnaging facilitates the 

radiologist in guiding the needle based on real-the images. 

There are some technical issues associated with these real-tirne techniques. The fmt problem is 

the limited time that the ksion is visible in the images. This is an issue in the stereotactic systems, 

which is not avoided here. The second problem is the dependence on the needle artifact to locate 

the needle position. If very smaü lesions, for exampk on the order of 4 mm, require biopsy. then 
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they would be totaiiy obscured by the needle artifact. The third problem is the reduced image 

quaiity associated with the open architecture systerns. These systems have rnagnetic field strengths 

on the order of 0.2 to 0.5 Telsa, which results in a reduced image SNR. 

These speciaüzed interventionai magnets can be utilized for a variety of interventional procedures, 

ranging from üver and breast biopsy to head and neck interventions [8 1,82.83]. Although the 

magnets can be used for a variety of purposes, there are currently few of these speciaüzed systerns 

relative to the standard MR irnaging systems. The iimited number of such systems occludes their 

use for breast biopsy applications. The use of current 1 .ST systems is more appropriate for breast 

biopsy procedures. 

1.7.4 Retrospective Biopsy Techniques 

The problem of obtaining a biopsy of a lesion that is only evident only on a Miü can be 

considered from a different st andpoint when one considers clinical practice. Lesions rnay often be 

occult to a radiologist on a particular modality during screening when the entire breast is being 

simultaneously examined. These s a m  lesions ho wever, may be evident w hen the radiologist is 

given information on where, and what to look for, helping them focus their search. Often, if a 

lesion is detected in one modality, it rnay be detected using another modaîity retrospectively. 

Radiologists have successhilly used this approach with mammography to detect lesions initiaiiy in 

a screening context, and then using this information, to guide positioning of an ultrasound probe. 

This retrospective technique is used tu biopsy lesions using US when it is preferred for biopsy 

guidance over stereotactic mammography. 

1.7.4.1 Directed Ultrasound Biopsy 

The concept of retrospective lesion detection has been extended to biopsy occult lesions detected 

with MRI. The position and characteristic features of a lesion in the MR images can be used to 

locate the lesion in a retrospective ultrasound irnaging procedure. This technique has been used 

successfuiiy at SWHSC in many patients including the case show in Figure 1.1 5. In this case, a 
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small rirn-enhancing lesion appeared in an MRI foliow-up examination. Using the MRI 

Uifonnation, a srnall, 4 mm ksion was detected with 'US and successfuliy biopsied. The pathology 

report indicated an invasive carcinoma. Other groups have indicated similar success using MRI- 

guided ultrasound for guidance of FNA of occult breast carcinoma [84]. 

Figure 1.15: Carcinoma detectcd in MR and US. a) Small rimenhandng kaion was detectcd in the fatmturatcd 
MR image. b) Lesion was mtssed in screening US, but using the MR inîormation, was subquently dectected and 
biopsied under US guidance. 

The transformation or registration between two îmaging modalities required for retrospective 

bsion detection is essentially done in the mind of the radiologist. This can be a difficult task 

considerhg that the bresst is imged and comprtsd in carnpktdyâiffmnt configurations during 

MRI, US or mammography. Another dificulty arises when a radiologist tries to find a ksion 

detected with MM in an US image when normal tissue, or other ksions in the vicinity look 

sunilar. In US images, fat lobules or ducts can often appear siniüar to lesions as seen in Figure 

1.15 b. When lesions are detected in US, little contrat difference from normal tissue rnakes them 

dficult to visualize, whiie mtching the orientation of the lesion in US and MR can be 

problernatic. Confidently matching what is seen in MR and US is dificult . A fual problem is 

related to the time required to locate the lesion. It is highly dependent on operator skili. The case 

illustrated in Figure 1.15 took almost one hour with an experienced ultrasonographer. 
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Even with these problems, retrospective biopsy using directed US is standard practice. A method 

that could more accurately and reiiably register the US imaging plane with the MR detected lesion 

would be tremendously beneficial and may provide a soiution to the problem of MR-guided 

biopsy. 

1.8 MRVUS Registration 

There are many different techniques used to register data between imaging modalities. They can 

k considered in two categories as folows: 

computer-assistcd registration 

mechanical registration 

The fust category, computer-assisted registration, uses computer algorithm to assist in 

manipulation of the images so the features are accurately registered. This may require the user to 

define landmarks that are evident in each modality and then use this as input to a computer 

program, to warp one image to match the other 1851. Registration techniques that use finite- 

element modeling to simulate the deformations of tissue under certain loading conditions such as 

mammography have also been developed [86]. These techniques can be very computationally 

intensive and are yet developed suitably for widespread clinical use. 

The second category, mechanical registration, is a simple solution to the registration problem. 

Keeping the breast in the same conformation to perform both imaging procedures, simplifies the 

problem of image registration trernendously. This has been demonstrated for ultrasound and 

mammography with clever compression devices [Ml. As far as can be determined from the 

avaüable literature, this has not yet been demonstrated for registration between MRI and 

ultrasound. The purpose of the work outiined in ths thesis is to apply a similar technique to co- 

register MR and US for the purpose of real-tirne US breast biopsy. 
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The use of contrast-enhanced M N  of the breast has proven to be an advantageous imaging 

technique for early breast cancer detection. Although groups have demonstrated high sensitivity, 

the speciticity remains poor, and is a topic of considerable nsearch. Currently, the only way to 

detemiine if a tumour is in fact cancerous requins acquisition of a tissue sample through an 

invasive biopsy procedure. Systems and techniques are currently used to perform MRI-guided 

biopsy, but they have limitations. It is widely ncognized that in order for breast MRI to become a 

universal clinical technique. the capabüity to perform MM-guided breast biopsy accurately is 

essential. 

1.10 Summary - Thesis Outline 

A novel technique to perform MR-guided breast biopsy is investigated in this thesis. The biopsy 

strategy presented has been developed though integration of established technologies and clinical 

procedures. A biopsy apparatus and the related techniques and protocols are presented in Chapter 

2. The operation of the system, biopsy strategies and novel techniques for image registration and 

needle positioning are presented, as well as detailed explmations of the various apparatus 

component S. 

A series of experiments investigating the accuracy of the biopsy apparatus and biopsy techniques 

are presented in Chapter 3. The fust set of experiments examines the accuracy of the system in 

optimal conditions, while the second set examines the accuracy using a breast-rnirnicking 

phantom. In this chapter sources of inaccuracy are examined and explained. 

In Chapter 4, the results of clinical application of the biopsy system and possible future 

applications of the system are presented. Actual clinical cases, including needle locaüzation, cote 

biopsy and MRNS image registration are presented. Directions for further improvement and 

potential applications of this work are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Apparatus and Techniques 

2.1 Introduction 

As explored in Chapter 1, a biopsy system that could incorporate the sensitivity of contrast- 

enhanced MRI and the real-t ime imaging of ultrasound may provide a solution to the problem of 

obtaining biopsy samples of occult ksions. This chapter detds a system and a set of 

accompanying techniques that brings this idea to hition. Section 2.2 explains the general concept 

of the hybrid biopsy technique, while Section 2.3 defines the requirernents such a system must 

fulfiil. The apparatus is presented in Section 2.5, while the associated techniques are explained in 

Section 2.6. 

2.2 General Concept: Hybrid Biopsy Solution 

The hybrid biopsy system proposed in this thesis detects breast lesions using contrast-enhanced 

MRI as outiined in Sectbn 1 5 3 . 3 ,  and targets these ksions using a stereotactic technique as 

outlined in Section 1.7.3.1 .This system is based upon adaptation of the MR imaging techniques 

and apparatus used in the Sunnybrook and Women's Cobge Health Sciences Centre (SWHSC) 

screening study. A schematic of the system is given in Figure 2.1 a Here, the breast of interest is 

shown in an axial view compressed in a mediaVlatera1 conformation. The compression plates are 
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specially designed for interventional purposes. The lateral plate has an array of square apertures, 

which d o w  access to the breast with a biopsy needk, while the rnedid plate aiiows ultrasound 

imaging through an acoustically transparent membrane. A biopsy needte is depicted approaching 

the lesion through an opening in the lateral plate at an angled approach. An ultrasound transducer 

is positioned in line with the lesion and the biopsy needle. With the transducer in this orientation, 

the needle and lesion can be visualized in the real-tirne US images as the needle approaches the 

target. 

0iopsy plate US Membrane 
a) 

P 
US Membrane Biopsy Plate 

Figure 2.1: Axial schematic of MR biopsy apparatus: a) Compression plates that aUow accms to the breast for 
intervention with biopsy needles, and allow US imaging form the basis for the hybrid biopsy system. Alignment oî 
the US imaging sccin plane (dashed Une) and the biopsy n d k  trqjectory is demoiistrateù. b) The plates are 
Interchangable, to oUow media1 or iateral interventional acccss. 

compression of the breast in this manner offers a number of advantages. The mediaMateral 

compression reduces the amount of breast motion during imaging and intervention while 
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rninllnizing the depth of tissue that the biopsy needle or US beam must traverse. Another feature 

of this system is the ability to switch positions of the two plates (Figure 2.1 b), thereby aiiowing 

access to the breast for intervention either medidy or lateraiiy. This system enables the 

radiologist to select either a media1 or lateral biopsy approach. This feature is a very important 

consideration from a clinical standpoint, it is desuable to take the shortest path to the ksion in 

order to minimize tissue damage in the breast. as weU as reduce the iikelihood of needle wander. 

The entire MR/US hybrid biopsy concept is ktter demonstrated in Figure 2.2, iiiustrataig 

interactions of the three components: the biopsy apparatus, the US and MR imaging systems. A 

candidate for this procedure would be a patient who presented a suspicious lesion on a screening 

MRI that was occult to other imaging rnodalities. The breast and the approximate position of the 

lesion in the breast are detennined from the previous screening examination. The patient is 

positioned in the apparatus so that the breast containing the ksion is compressed between two 

compression frarnes while a flexible plastic mmber compresses the contralateral breast against the 

chest allowing access to the breast of interest from the mdial direction. A pair of MR imaging 

coüs are affixed the apparatus compression frarnes and the patient is advanced into the MR 

magnet. The breast is then irnaged with two different types of MR pulse sequence sets. The fust 

determines the position of the fiduciai origin on the apparatus relative to the breast, while the 

second is done in conjunction with the injection of gadoünium for lesion visualization. The breast 

is irnaged using the second MR sequence in a dynamic fashion over the entire volume of the 

breast until the lesion appears. The lesion and fiducial rnarker coordinates are identified in the 

resulting MR images and recorded. A calculation is performed using these values to detemine the 

parameters that define the biopsy needle trajectory. The patient is then removed from the magnet, 

the patient bed detached from the imager, and removed from the MR rnagnetic field into an 

adjoining room to prepare for the biopsy. The patient is stül in the apparatus with her breast M y  

compressed, and should be transported so as not to move her position relative to the apparatus 

fiame. Any movement of the breast would negatively impact the accuracy of the procedure. An 

US transducer is positioned on the apparatus at the calculated position and angle so as to be CO- 

linear wit h the calculated biops y needle trajectory and the lesion. 
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1 US Data 
T 

Figure 2.2: Hybrid biopsy p d u n :  The three main components d the biapsy aystern a n  demonstrated; 
apparatus, MR and US imaging systems. The k s h  is identidcd by the r m w  hcrd in the bmst and in the MR anâ 
US images. The breast of intemt is comprcsscd in the apparatus, and h g e d  osing contirst-enhmœd MRI. In the 
sagittal images of the MR data, the Mucial artgin and M a n  wW appr .  Entering tht MR coonlinatts into a 
sohare program determines the needle trqjectory and US tnnsàucei podtions reqoired for the leskn,and nccdk 
trajectory to be co-planer. The needle is pushed into the biwist vPhilc king moaltond uJtrg the US images. The 
needle appears as a bdght Une in the US images (cuwcd a m =  indhte r stiperimpoaed illustration d a  needk). 
The needle is shown hem only as a illustration, in reality it wül not bt rs apparent. The d k  position can be 
validated in pm and post-fire positions with the user mdifling the nedk position as reqniird. 
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An incision is then made in the breast, and the biopsy needle is advanced through the tissue 

towards the lesion. Real-tirne US can then be used to show the lesion and needle in the middle of 

the imaging plane during needle insertion. Modifications cm be made to the needle trajectory as it 

advances towards the lesion to correct for lesion rnovement and needle wander. The biopsy device 

is fired when the needle is in the proper pre-fïre position relative to the lesion. US imaging is again 

used to determine if the needle did indeed pass through the lesion. The needb is then withdrawn 

from the breast. and the core sample rernoved Using the same incision point, other sarnples c m  

be obtained ai various positions relative to the ksion centre. This improves the probability of 

accurately sampling the lesion, as well as allows examination of the ksion periphery as is often 

done in stereotactic mammography procedures. 

2.3 System Requirements 

In order for this system to operate successfÙlly, five requiremnts must be met. Each of these 

described in detail below : 

1 )  Improved access tu the bmast in ri closed MM system 

The traditional design of the bon of an MR magnet is a closed design as described in Section 

1.5.3.3. This design rnakes it very difficult to perfom intervention within the bore itseif, despite 

efforts by some groups to perfonn biopsy inside the bore [IO]. Improved access to the breast 

must be obtained by modification of the patient bed and compression technique. 

2)  Visualizaîion of the lesion in MR 

In this biopsy protocol, the lesion of intenst has been detected in a previous screening protocol 

but this does not guarantee that the lesion will appear during the biopsy procedure. More 

aggressive compression must be applied to ensure the breast is immob'üized for biopsy. Previous 

investigators have shown that aggressive compression on the breast with a biopsy system such as 
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this can cause changes in the arnount, or kinetics of breast cancer enhancement. However these 

changes are shown to be nlatively small, and do not resuh in changing the total numkr of lesions 

that enhance with and without compression. 

S o m  lesions rnay appear at the beginning of the procedure, but may vanish as tirne passes as 

described in Section 1.7.3.1. Care must be taken to ensure that persistent Iesions will appear 

throughout the biopsy procedure. The MR pulse sequence anci imaging apparatus must be 

designed to take these factors into consideration. 

3) Accumate delivery of a needle to ci point In space guidcd by a set of MR inrages 

In order to biopsy the lesion, the needle must be positioned accurately i ï ~  physical space, based 

upon the MR data. Although US information wiil allow for adjustments to the needle trajectory, 

the initial estimate is based solely upon the MR information. If the lesion is not evident in the US 

image, then the needle trajectory based upon the MR information must k considered the best 

estimate. 

4) Accumte registnition of an ultmsound phne and MR visu~l&ed ledon 

Image registration between Mit visualized lesion and the US imaging plane is required for needle 

position verification. The registration must ensure that the US transducer acoustic field is 

prescribed at the same angle as the needle trajectory, and centred on the lesion. Accurate 

registration of the MR data and US imaging plane wüi facilitate Msualization of the lesion and the 

needle in the US images. Accurate registration also enables biopsy strategies when viable core 

samples rnay stil) be obtained despite inadequately visualized lesions in the US images. 

5)  Visualization of the needle and the lesion in the ulhDsound imaging plane 

In ordet to monitor the progression of the needle as it approaches the lesion, the needle and lesion 
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must be visualized in the US images. The reai-time U S  images are used as feedback to correct the 

needle trajectory if the needb wanders or the lesion rnoves during needle advance. The rnethod of 

needle delivery must accommodate the abüity to rnake changes in the position of the needk as it 

advances. The more accurately the needle and lesion can be visuaüzed, the more certain the 

operator can be about the results of the biopsy. 

2.4 Conceptual OveMew 

If the requirements in the previous section cm k satisfied with a hybrid biopsy system, it follows 

that the same system could accommodate various biopsy strategies. As outüned in Section 1.6, 

wire locaüzation and needle core biopsy are functions that are required in conjunction with M M  

breast cancer detection. A system that can provide both functions would be advantageous. In fact, 

the system descrikd in the rernainder of this chapter can accomdate the following breast lesion 

biopsy strateg ies : 

1 ) MR and US, hybrid guided biopsy 

2) MR guided biopsy 

3) MR guided wire localization 

The fvst strategy, MR and US guided biopsy. was describeci in Section 2.2. The second strategy 

involves guidance of the core biopsy needle using ody MR images, and the thud strategy involves 

guidance of a localization needle using the MR images. These methods are outlined in Section 

2.6. 

2.5 Apparatus Components 

The components of the biopsy apparatus can be categorized into four different fûnctional groups: 

patient support, breast compression, targeting and inÿiging. These components are examined in 
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the proceeding sections. 

2.5.1 Patient Support 

This fust grouping of components f o m  the Framwork of the apparatus. They are primarily 

involved with patient support and transport as weii as improving access to the breast. 

2S . f  1 Biopsy Bed Frame and Tabletop 

To improve access to the breast, a moditication had to be made to the patient couch of the 

standard MR imaging system (GE Medical S ysterns, Milwaukee, Wh). This patient couch is 

shown in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 23: MR Magnet and patient couch. Shown bere is the h t  end, a d  bore of the MR imager. The patient 
couch has a moveable tabktop that transports the patient into the bore for imiiging. 

A novel solution was developed by taking advantage of two features of the couch 1) abiüty to be 

undocked fiom the imager 2) ability to lower and raise couch. Lowering the patient couch allows 
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the addition of a fiame for the biopsy system. This frame performs a simüar hinction as that of the 

standard GE patient couch in giding the m h g  tabletop. The hame consists of two sections, 

which are both attached rigidiy to the lowered patient couch. On top of the biopsy fime, a 

modifed tabletop is placed as shown in Figure 2.4. The wheels of the tabletop are designed so 

that they align with aiignment rails of the MR rnagnet. By raising the bed to the correct height and 

docking the patient bed, the imager accepts the tabletop as if it was the original. This tabletop is 

designed in two parts that are held together by the main support frame as described in the next 

section. 

Rgure 2.4: Modifkà fabtefop fit bbpsy purposcs: TKe o d g M  parknt c&ch iïas ben lourd and two h m e  
components have been attached. On top of the lkmc sits a umWkd tabktop. The tabktop is duigned to match the 
geometry of the magnet bore abwing it to movo easily in and out of the bar& 

2.5.1.2 Main Support Frame 

On top of the modified table top and biopsy bed fiame rests the backbone of the biopsy system, 

the main support frame. This is the framework on which the patient rests her upper torso during 

the procedure, as weii as the structure to which the compression ftarnes attach. The main support 
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frame of the apparatus consists of iwo sections that attach to the tabletop. A Delrin bridge 

member connects these sections so the tabletop and main support fiame can move as one 

continuous piece in and out of the magmt. The bridge rnember is held in place by two bolts that 

can be loosened and removed while the patient is on the apparatus. These components are s h o w  

in multiple views attached to the modified tabletop in Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5: Main support ftrime: a) On top d the modincd bhpy bed h m e  attacha two main support sections. 
These support sections act as the backbone of the biopsy system, pmvkiiag support for the patient and attachent 
points for the compression plates. b) Close up view of main support Ihmc. The upper t o m  d the patient rests on 
the cervical support while the upper torso rcsts an the thoratic support. niese two s+ctians a i r  attacheà to the 
tabletop îinked by the Delrin bridge member. c) Top vkw. Hem we a n  se the brMge member acting as a linkage 
keeping the two support bmes rigidly attadred. This mcmbcr aüom the systern to move as a continuous unit In 
and out of the magnet d) Sidc view. The amount ahterventional accem space pmviàed by this system & evident in 
this image. 
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The biopsy apparatus is shown completely assembled in Figure 2.6 a The compression plates, 

upper bridge member, coils and padding are shown. The patient lies on the apparatus in the prone 

position with her feet pointhg into the bore of the apparatus. The weight of the patient is 

distributed through al1 of the components of the support ftame with added padding and transition 

ramp provided for patient cornfort. This is better illustrated in the Figures 2.6 b, c and d. The 

padding and coils have been removed to demonstrate the main support fiame components clearly. 

The addition of the compression fiames and the upper support mmber, Figure 2.6 b, compkte 

the main support frame. The breast of interest is compressed in the medial-lateral conformation, 

while the other breast is pushed up, out of the way to allow medial access. Only enough 

compression is used to ensure irnmobüization of the breast. The system is designed to ensure the 

patient is cornfortable while limiting any motion of the breast. The apparatus is shown in the 

lateral view, showing the Iateral compression fram dong with the access allowed by the use of 

the biopsy bed frame. Figure 2.6 c. The medial view, Figwe 2.6 d, shows the medial compression 

fiame and the rnedial access available when the bridge member s removed. 

The tabletop can rnove in and out of the rnagnet bon using the standard controls on the rnagnet 

console. When the tabktop is completely removed from the magnet, a device locks the tabletop in 

place. When locked in position, the Delrin bridge member can be removed, providing full access 

to the breast rnedially and laterally as demonstrated in Figure 2.6 c and d. The entire patient bed 

can be removed from the magnet room in the interventional position by undocking it fiom the 

magnet, and wheeüng it into the adjoining room. 

2.5.2 Breast Compression 

The second group of components is associated with immobilization of the breast and access for 

intervention and imaging. Compression is achieved with a pair of fiarnes (Section 2.5.2.1) and 

interchangeable inserts (Sections 2.5.2.2,2.5.2.3). 
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2.5.2.1 Compression Plate Frames 

The compression frames support the patient's weight and compress the breast in a medial-lateral 

conformation. The fiames can be locked in place dong the tracks of the thoracic and ceMcal 

sections of the main support frame with a pair of locking mechanisms and a set of alignment 

grooves. These grooves ensure the compression ftames are geometricaiiy symmetrical for 

subsequent stereotact ic guidance and localization. 

Figure 2.6: Cornpletc biopsy apparatus: These images show dInerent vkm dthc oompktc Mopsy apparatus. a) Rit 
Iateral and media1 compression plates (LCF, MCF), seconda y supports and padding on theapparatus, d y  far a 
patient. b) Top view with padding and cok removed. c) Lateral vkw of apparatus showing biopsy bmt. d) Medial 
view of apparatus showhg ultrrisound insert. Note the deliin bridge manber hs bcen rcmovcd 19r improvai rrocesa 
The upper bridge mcmber acts to hoid the contnlritcnl breast out of the m y  during a p d u r e .  
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In order to accommodate biopsy and US inserts, the frames have vertical slots designed to 

support these structures as shown in Figure 2.7a and b. The frams are shown with the two types 

of insert in Figure 2.7a and 2.7b. Having the inserts independent of the compression hgmes offers 

two advantages; 1) the inserts can be easily sterilized 2) interchanging the ultrasound and biopsy 

frames aüows either a medial or lateral approach for an MRNS pided biopsy. Another important 

feature of the frame design the vertical and horizontal axis formed by two slots rnilled into the 

frame. These slots contain the fiducial markers. These markers are 3.5 mm diarneter tubes filled 

with a solution of distükd water and gadolinium. The centres of the dots are milled at specific 

positions relative to the edge of the slot for the inserts. Two key slots are also miiled into the 

fiame at specific heights relative to the fiducial marker slots as indicated on Figure 2.7 a. These 

dots accommodate pins of matching geomtries allowing a quick and an accurate way to attach 

an ultrasound transducer positioning system and coi1 frames. 

2.5.2.2 Biopsy Insert 

The biopsy insert is used to compress the breast, whik stiii aüowhg interventional access through 

a grid of 5/8-inch square openings as shown in Figure 2.7b. The insert is placed in the 

compression fiame corresponding to the desired biopsy approach (mediai or lateral). This design 

allows access to make an incision in the skin to facilitate biopsy needle insertion. The dimensions 

of the dots fit localization and biopsy plugs (2.3.1, 2.3.2) required for needle positioning. 

The ultrasound insert is used to compress the breast, while allowing ultrasound imaging through 

the acoustical membrane (Figure 2.7a). The insert consists of a fram and a layer of 0.45 mm 

thick polystyrene. The composition of the polystyrene is a close match to the acoustical properties 

of human breast tissue. The membrane offers very tittle attenuation of the acoustic bearn in the 

fiequency range of 4-7 ~~ as well as little refîection artifact. 
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Figure 2.7: Compression plate with interchangeabk inscrts. a) The mediml comptwsion piatc is shown htir with the 
US, ricoustical membrane insert. b) The inscrts an designed to k interchangeable The biopsy insert d ~ r a t c d  
in th& image. A localizath plug is pdtbneà in ont of the a- h o b  

2.5.3 Targeting and Positioning 

A third group of cornponents facilitates the targeting and positioning functions of the system A 

square plug that is inserted into the square apertures of the biopsy insert is used to support the 

orientation and location of a biopsy or locaütation needk (Sections 2.5.3.1,2.5.3.2). Sirnilady a 

positioning device for the US transducer can k rigidly attached to the compression frarne by a set 

of key slots indicated in Figure 2.7 (Section 2.5.3.3). A device known as a goniorneter is used to 

prescribe trajectory of the biopsy plug mentioned previously (Section 2.5.3.4). 

2.5.3.1 LocalfiPtron plug 

In order to accurately guide a localization needle, a plug containhg a set of guidance holes is 

required. This plug fits into the openings of the biopsy insert as shown in Figure 2.7 a). The plug 

developed for this purpose is shown in Figure 2.8 and is known as a localkation plug. It consists 

of a 7 by 7 array of boreholes (2.5 mm spacing) to fit a 20-gauge needle. 
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Figure 2.8: Localkation plug. a) Front vfew* b) Skie View. It k designcd to Ut the openingir d the biopsy phte. 

2.5.3.2 Biopsy plug 

A method to guide a biopsy needle at a set trajectory is accompüshed with a plug shown in Figure 

2.9. This plug functions as an angled needle guide for a 14-gauge biopsy needle. The phig fits 

snug into the biopsy insert apertures in a specific orientation riefiried by a srnall locator pin in the 

plug, and an offset slot in the insert. The plug consists of three components. a ball and shaft, a 

base and a coiiar. The bail fits in a pocket in the base. and the collar screws into the base, forming 

a simple ball joint. When the coUar is loose, the shaft can pivot freely. When the collar is 

tightened, the shaft is locked in a specific orientation. The position of the shafk is defmed uniquely 

by two angks as shown in Figure 2.9 b and c. These angks are respectively known as the arch 

angle, and the disc angle. The device that precisely defines these angles is explained in Section 

2.5.3.3. A pin on the base of the biopsy plug uniquely defines the orientation of the plug. This 

locator pin fits into a set of alignrnent slots located on the biopsy insert. The locator pin and 

alignment slot ensure that the biopsy plug can only be positioned into the biopsy insert in one 

orientation. 

2.5.3.3 Goniorneter 

A device used to prescribe the trajectory of the biopsy plug accurateiy is demonstrated in Figure 

2.10. This device, kno wn as a goniometer, aliows the two angles of the biopsy plug to be set 

independent ly. The fiame of the goniometer consists of a square base with a central circular 

opening and a sernicircular arch. A circular insert, or base disc Uwrt fits into the centre opening 
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and rotates relative to the base, whiie a coUar siides dong the circurnference of the arch. The 

movement of these two components allows the biopsy plug angles to be set independently on 

linear scales. The biopsy plug fits into a slot at the centre of the base disc insert such that the 

centre of the b d  joint corresponds to the centre of the arch. The biopsy plug can only fit into the 

slot in one orientation so that the locator pin in the biopsy plug base matches the corresponding 

locator slot . 

An extender arm fits over the shaft of the biopsy phig linking it to the arch colla. When the 

biopsy plug collar is loose, the bal1 joint is free to rnove with two degrees of rotation. The biopsy 

plug arch angle can be set by moving the arch coiiar. while the phig disc angle can be set by 

rotating the base disc insen. When both angles are detïned, the biopsy plug coUar is tightened 

locking the shaft in the trajectory defmed by the goniorneter. 

Arch Angle 

Figure 2.9: Biopsy plug. a) The plug consists of a cousir, bail and SM shown In this image. The shaft hdds a 
14-gauge biopsy n d k .  b) Biopary plug shown assembkd: The sb& is capabk d k l y  pivoting when the collsr is 
l m .  Tightening the collar fixes the shaft orientation. c) Top view of the plug: The angk that the shatk makes 
relative to the base defines one trqjectory coordinate. d) Side view dplug: The other coordinate is delincd by the 
maximum angk the shaft makes with the centretint &the phg. 
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Figure 2.10: Goniorneter with btopsy plug. The goniomcter was designeci to a# the angles d the biopsy plug. The 
arch collar and base disc insert move and lock into poaition indepenàcntly. The dashed amws i ndbteâkdm d 
movement. Two scalw on the arch and the base define l-àegrcc gradations. 

2.5.3.4 Ultrasound Transducer Positionhg System 

The ultrasound transducer positioning system (UTPS) shown in Figure 2.1 la attached to the 

lateral compression fiame holds the US transducer at a known position relative to the fiducial 

ais. The UTPS consists of a frarne, main platform and turret. nie ftame of the UTPS attaches to 

the lateral and medial compression frames by two pins, which fit into two correspondhg key slots. 

The US transducer is held in the UTPS by a padded casing that slides into the tumt. 

The system dows 5 degrees of freedom for transducer positioning. The coordinate system 

associated with the UTPS is shown in Figure 2.1 1 b. The linear 1 mm-gradation scales afked to 

the UTPS defue the position of the transducer accurately in the x and y directions. The angular 1- 

degree gradation scaies affixed to the UTPS define the angk of the transducer Ui the x-z and y-z 

planes. By rigidly linking the UTPS and the compression plates, the ir and y axis are parallel to the 
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axis of the fiducial axis and the UTPS x and y position scaks are at known positions relative to 

the fiducial origin. This greatly simplifies the mapping of positions relative to the fiducial axis and 

the UTPS as wiîl been seen in later sections. 

Figure 2.11: UltraSound transducer positioning system (UTPS). a) The dtvke attuches to the lateral, or medial 
compression plates in place of the MR rf ails. The US tnnsducer is held in r pnddcd casing with its imaeing plane 
corresponding to u coronal orientation. It is capable of movement in 5 dimnsions as defincd by dashed lines. b) 
Scales ore assoeiated 4 t h  cach degree olfreedom ailow accurate positioning ot the transducer. 

2.5.4 Imaging Components 

The MR coils are used to detect the free induction decay signal from a singk breast. The irnaging 

coi1 configuration for this apparatus consists of a pair of coils operating as a phased array. This 

configuration has been successfuiiy used in the irnaging procedure described in Section 1 3.3.3. 

The coüs are attached to the lateral and medial compression plates by two pins, which fit into two 

corresponding key slots. The abüity to remove the coüs qukkly and easily after MR imaging 

improves access for intervention. 
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2.6 Techniques 

Techniques were developed to satisfy the requinments outiined in Section 2.3. These techniques 

are required to detect the lesion using MRI, reference the lesion to the apparatus, position the 

needle relative to the apparatus to intercept the lesion and ver@ the position of the needle relative 

to the lesion using MR or US imaging. These techniques are explaimd in the following sections: 

1 ) Stereotactic Reference 

2) MR Lesion Visuaikation 

3) Coordinate S ystem Mapping and Positioning 

4) Needle Position Verification and Modification 

2.6.1 Stereotactic Reference 

An accurate method to reference the position of an MR visualized ksion to a position on the 

apparatus is necessary for needle positioning. Many düferent stereotactic referencing strategies 

have been used in current biopsy system, as discussed in Chapter 1 .  These strategies involve 

imaging a fiduciai marker. which is located at a known position relative to a set of needle access 

holes. In the process of imging the tiducial rnarker, its position may be inaccurate due to 

susceptibility effects and non-iinear magnetic fields. The technique described in t his section takes 

these phenornena into consideration in an attempt to improve the positionai accuracy of the 

system. 

The definition of the fidu sition is critical to the succcss of accurate needle 

positioning and image registration. The fiducial marker provides a reference point between MR 

space, apparatus space and US space. The MR space refers to positions within the MR images, 

the apparatus space refers to positions on the apparatus and within the breast, while the US space 

refers to positions within the US images. These spaces each are defined by unique coordinate 

systems. 
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2.6.1.2 Coordinate systems 

Coordinates relative to the body in the prone position define the MR space, which is  depicted on 

Figure 2.12. These coordinates are used to define positions in the MR h g e s  and can be read off 

the user console by rnoving a cursor to a position within the image. The three Cartesian axes are 

defined by right/kft, anteriortposterior and superiodinferior orientations. Every point in MR space 

is defined with the letter (L/R, A/P and S/I) to dehe the axis and a numkr to define the distance 

fiom origin in millimeters (i.e. R123.4, A89.4, S99.4). The ongin of this coordinate system is 

defued when the imaging session is initiated. A function called lanàmanking, references a physical 

position on the patient bed with the origin of the Mi3 coordinates. The positions of the MR San 

planes Xe defined by this coordinate system, and a function called image prescription allows scan 

planes to be defined relative to one another whüe maintaining the same relative MR positioning 

system, 

The pair of fiducial axis located on the medial and lateral compression ftames defme the apparatus 

space. The coordinates (XM, YM, a) define the media1 and (XL, YL, a define the lateral origin as 

depicted on Figure 2.12. The horizontal and vertical fiducial slots defme the Cartesian axis and 

where they cross is the origin. Every position in apparatus space can k defued relative to the 

medial or lateral fiducial ais.  When the fiames are aligned with the apparatus and the patient bed, 

then the axes of the apparatus space correspond to the axes of the MR space. 

Coordinates relative to the centre of the US transducer acoustic field define the US space. These 

coordinates are used to defuie a position in the ultrasound image. These axes are defmed by the 

axial and lateral directions relative to the orientation of the transducer. The positions are defined 

as transducer (XOFFSET, &PM) on Figure 2.12. The origin of this coordinate system is defined by 

the front and centre position in the acoustic field. 
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Figure 2.12: Coordinate Systtm associated with biopsy apparatus. Thm dWerent Cartesian coordinate itarncs 
define tbree diircrent spaces as show hem: 1) the MR space coordinota (RA., AIP, Sn). 2) Apparatus space 
coordinate frama arc located at the flducial marker origin on the metlia1 and IrteraI hm (J6L Yb a, (&, YL, 
4). 3) US space is defined at the front, end mîûdk of the transàucer face on a piane defineà by the body of the 
tmwh~cer  (X;oF~sn, & r d .  

2.6.1.3 Fiducial origin determination 

Fiducial axes are defined by a pair of fiducial markers on the compression frames. The imaging 

pulse sequence that is used to define these fiducial axes must take irito consideration the physical 

phenornena that wiU effect its position in the MR images. Positions within an MR image are 

assigned to signals through the use of three independent gradients, which manipulate the 

fiequency and the phase of MR signals as explained in Chapter 1. These gradients, known as the 

süce-select, phase-encode and frequency encode gradients (Gz, GY, ex), are superimposed upon 

the main magnetic field Bo to change the magnetic fieki strength nt a point withn the imaging 
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space as follows: 

Anything that changes this magnetization value B(x, y, z) from its desired value, results in a spatial 

distort ion in the resulting image. This rnay occur fiom many sources, including rnagnetic 

susceptibility of an object in the magnetic field. non-linearities associated with the gradients or 

inhomogenities of the main magnetic field. Any object with a non-zero magnetic susceptibiiity wiil 

change the magnitude of the local magnetic field that it is placed into. This cm be modeled in the 

above equation as an added perturbation to the local field at a point: 

This field perturbation is a function of the geornetry and susceptibilities of objects in the local 

imaging region. This magnetic susceptibility is known to have a substantial a e c t  on the apparent 

position of objects within an MR image. This is explained in detaii in the papers referenced at the 

end of this chapter [l-71. These susceptibility dflerences play a role in apparent displacement of 

objects in the fiequency encode direction (Gx) of MR images and displacement of objects 

between slices due to inaccurate slice selection (Oz) However, the positions in the phase- 

encoding direction (GY) are not affected [6]. Further spatial distortions occur due to rnagnetic 

field inhomogeneties in the main magnetic field created by the scanner and the non-ünearities 

associated with the gradients. The main rnagnetic field of the MR scanner is not perfectly uniform. 

It changes slightly across the field of view, which results in dEerent pncession frequencies within 

an object. This was a major problem with MR system of the past, but methods to correct for this 

through rnagnet shimming and distortion correction schemes have made it less of a concern [3]. 

On the other hand, the non-ünearity of the gradients poses more of a problem. The reconstruction 

of the MR image from the detected signals done is under the assurnption that the gradients used 

to encode the phase, fkequency and süce selection are hem. In practicd use, the gradients are 

non-ünear as explained in a paper by Sumaweera [3]. He explains that there are essentially three 
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types of gradient non-iinearity distonion in 2D MR irnaging whkh he refers to as; the "barre1 

aberration", the "potato chip" and "bow fie" effect.3 In a given süce, the phase-encode and 

frequency encode gradients produce a warped image as depicted in Figure 2.13b. The potato chip 

effect results in an MR slice king warped into a saddk-shaped surface, whüe the bowtie effect 

results in a the MR slice not being a constant slice thickness, but rather it increases towards the 

edges. Ali these warping effects becom aorse as you move away fiom the isocentre of the 

gradient coils. 

Figure 2.13: 4%arrel aberration" and effects of non-ünear gradknts. a) An idcal 2D spin echo MR hmgt daducid 
markers 4th no grad warp etlects. b) Image of the !iducials non-linear gradients and no correction. c) Correction 
pmvldd by MRI manufacturers. The resulting spatial correctbn for the pixeis in the image & actually an over 
correction around the edgea of the image. 

Magnet manufactures have impkmented a fonn of 2-D correction in the image reconstruction 

software for the bard  aberration as depicted in Figure 2.1 3c. This has been reported to correct 

for distortions that are as large as 4rnm in a 200 by 200 mm Mew, and reduce t hem to 1 mm [3]. 

Other techniques have been suggested to improve this correction, as welî as correct for the more 

compücated potato chip and bow fie effect [3,5,7]. 

The abüity to use MR to guide interventions precisely has become a major issue for neurosurgical 

applications. Many different groups have independently attempted to irnprove the spatial accuracy 

of MR images [2-71. It was found that the use of 3D irnaging sequences where phase encoding is 

used in two directions with full volume excitation and weak slice selection provided substantial 

- 

3 Tbese t e m  are used throughout published literature and as a result will be used in this thesis. 
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improvements in spatial accuracy. This imaging technique provided a substantial improvement 

where an error greater than 2 mm was identif'ïed in 0.8% of the imaged volume, compared with 

12% in the comparable 2D imaging sequence [SI. This Unprovernent was determined to be 

associated with the reduction of some of the gradient non-linearity effects, such as the potato chip 

and bowtie effect, as well as reducing the errors in the frequency-encoded directions. 

These probkms were considered in the context of the irnaging sequence developed for the breast 

biopsy procedure. In order to ensure ali three coordinates associated with the fiducial origin are 

determined properly, three separate imaging sequences were used, each one determinhg only one 

coordinate for each medid and lateral fiducid marker. It was decided that the sequence could take 

advantage of the fact that breast screening protocol explained in section 1 5 3 . 3  required an axial 

and coronal spin-echo sequence to determine Che position of the breast in the Unaging field before 

contrast agent is administered. The three imaging series are listed in Table 2.1 and shown in 

Figure 2.14. Using the MR user console, the positions of the fiducial markers can be measured 

from the screen. The use of these three sans is such that the measurement direction is aiways 

associated with the phase-encode dùection. 

Figure 2.14: Itnaging sequence to determine fiduchl positions. a) Axial spin ccho image of a breasî in the 
compression appmratus. Fiducial marken a p p r  as indicatd. The Mucial positions in the phase e n d e  direction 
determine the A/P position of the flducials. b) Coronal spin echo image d the same brcrist uid Mudals TheMudPl 
pasitions arc accurate in the L/R direction cornsponding to the phase encodhg. c) Identiccil coronal s p i n d o  
image as b), except the phase encode hm k n  switchcd. The Ilducisi1 pi t ioas in the Sn direction are ckhmdmà in 
this image. 
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This technique only requires one extra coronal scan compared to the chical screening procedure. 

Imaging the fiducials in this rnanner eiiminates the shifts associated with the suspectibility change 

from air to the gadoîinium-doped water contained in the fiducials, and reduces the dependence on 

accurate slice selection. This imaging method does suffer from the fact that the fiducial markers 

are located on the outside edges of the MR images far from the isocentre of the gradient coh, 

where gradient warp is the worst. The imaging sequences invoke the "gradwatp " correction 

algorithm suppiied with the GE Signa system, but this is beiieved to have some associated 

inaccuracies as is demonstrated in Figure 2.13.4 

1 1 L 

Fkld of Vlew 1 24 cm x 24 cm 1 26 cm x 26 cm 1 26cmx26cm 

Fmquency Encode 

Coordlnata Determlned 

Pulse Squence 

1 1 1 

t Tlme per Acqulsltlon 1 70 seconds 1 70 seconds 1 70 seconds 1 
Table 2.1: Imaging wuence used to determine fiducial market lucation. To accurately determine the medial and 
lateral tïducial rnarker origins, three separate haging series are ustù. 

UR 

AîP 

Tl  -weighted 2D 

Spin Echo 

2.6.2 MR Lesion Visuaiization 

In order to visualize the lesion an MR contrast enhanced imaging procedure is required. The 

procedure explained here is based upon the fat-suppression sequence described in Chapter 1. As 

discussed in requirernent 2, it is presumed that the lesion has already been detected in an MR 

Sn 

UR 

Tl  œweighted 20 

Spin Echo 

- - -  - - -  

4 The term gradwatp, is a term coined by General Electric to describe the algorithm to correct for the image warping associated 
with non-linear gradients. This tenn will bc used throughout this thesis. 

Lm 

Sfl 

Tl oweighted 20 

Spin Echo 
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screening procedure, therefore the breast, and the quadrant that the ksion appears in are already 

known. The breast of interest is moderately compressed in the biopsy apparatus. Compression of 

the breast should be enough to ensure that the breast is immobüized, but not so much as to affect 

visualization of the lesion 181. 

The imaging sequence used to detect the lesion is listed in Table 2.2. The sequence is a T1- 

weighted fat-saturated 2D-spoüed gradient sequence, with an intravonous injection of O. IniUkg 

concentration of gadolinium. The sequence is fast, aliowing good temporal resolution to identm 

the lesion at the earliest possible instance. The fat-saturation abüity of the sequence provides a 

mchanism for visuaiization of the Iesion without image subtraction. which simplifies the 

procedure. A scan prior to the injection of the gadolinium is typicaily done to ensure the image 

quaiity and fat suppression is satisfactory. 

I I 

Pulse Sequenco 1 20 Tl -weighted SPGR 1 20 Tl-weighted Spin Echo 1 
1 1 

Acquirition Matrix 1 256 x 128 1 256 x f 28 1 
I I 

Field of View 1 18cmx 18cm 1 24 cm x 24 cm 1 

Table 2.2: Imaging sequence useà to detect the hion as weii as veriPy nccdk positioning. The same imaghg 
sequence is used before contrast agent is injected, and many times after iqjcctim. The breast is imageà until the 
l d o n  becornes evldent and its position can be determincd using the user consoie. After the needk is pdtbnd th& 
same q u e n u  is uscd to valldate propcr positioning in the sagittal phne. A thal verifkation sequcnce listed in the 
second column îs uscd to determine if the needk bas been p l a d  at the appropriate depth. 

Pixel Site ( f roq ,m)  

Fat Suppmralon 

Slice Thlckne8s 

Timo p r  Acquiaitlon 

0.7x1.4 mm 

Fat Saturation 

5.0 mm 

20 sec 

0.9x1.8 mm 

Fat Saturation 

3.0 mm 

1 :20 min 
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2.6.3 Coordinate System Mapping and Positioning 

2.6.3.1 Mapping MR Space to Apparatus Space 

Mapping between positions in the MR and apparatus space requires knowledge of the precise 

position of the fiducial origin and lesion in a set of MR images. The mapping between these two 

spaces is simply a shül of the origin when the compression fiames are aügned with the MR 

imaging axis. This rnapping is demonstrated in Figure 2.15. A target in MR space can be mapped 

to a position relative to the medial and lateral compression frarne. Once mapped to apparatus 

space a calculation can be made to position a localization or biopsy needle to intercept this point. 

In order to faciiitate these calculations, a computer program was developed that gives localization 

and biopsy needk positions when the fiducial origin and lesion coordinates fiom the MR image 

set are provided as input. 

v,= v, - V' 

Figure 2.15: Vector represontation of MR to Apparatus mapping. Shown on the kft are the axes associated with 
MR coordinate space, and the medial and lateral apparatria space, respectivdy bbekd with M, L subscripts. The 
vector Vr indiccites the position of the target relative to the MR space whk vectors VM and VL indicate the pciaitian 
of the medial and lateral fîducial odgins. Simple vector subtraction ahws the position of the ta- to k d e d  
niative to the apparatus as indicated by v e c t m  VrM and V , L .  

2.6.3.1.1 Localization Needle Positioning 

Once the lesion position is rnapped to a position relative to the apparatus, a set of needle 
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positioning parameters may be calculated. These parameters are calculated as  demonstrated in 

Figure 2.16. The fiducial origin is located at a fixed position relative to the windows of the biopsy 

insert. This allows calculation of the window index that is closest to the lesion in the apparatus 

space x/y plane by rninirnizing the distance from the window centre to the lesion centre. Once the 

appropriate window is detennined, the localization plug borehole index is detennined by 

rninimizing the distance from the hole to the lesion centre again defined as a vector. The needle 

depth required is calculated by deteMing the distance from the lesion centre to the back edge of 

the localization plug. In most cases there will be a compromise wociated with the positioning of 

the needle in the x/y plane due to a hi te number of bon holes in the localization plug, and 

window positions in the biopsy insert. 

Figure 2.16: Illustration of needle lacalization calculation. a) Shown hem is a lateral view of a compression plate 
Hith a target superirnposed. The coonlinates of the taqet arc known relative ta the apparatus Ilducial marker 
origin. A simple calculation detemines the closest access window to the target, Vwsa b) Shown hem k tht h t  vkw 
of the localhation plug positioneà into window 33. A simpie cakuhtion determines theclasest phighok to the ta- 
centre. The required depth of the localization needle is determincd in a similrii manner. 

2.6.3.1.2 Core Biopsy Needle Posiioriing 

The calculation of the core biopsy needle parameters is done slightly differently than the 

localization needle. The parameters defining the core biopsy needle position are the index of the 
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biopsy insert window, the two angles defuiing the biopsy plug trajectory and the depth of the 

needle. The biopsy window index is calculated in the same manner, but the biopsy plug trajectory 

involves a mapping fiom a Cartesian coordinate system to a polar coordinate system 

correspondhg to the goniorneter. This mapping is demonstrated in Figure 2.1 7. 

Figure 2.17: IUwtration of the biopsy plug angles amxiateà with the position of the targct vector vm and amss  
window centre vw3> Using these two vcctors the rqu iml  n d k  trplectory angles can k calculatd ushg simple 
trigonometric relations. a) The disc angle 1s detennlned by detetniining the angle of the vector that ünks the ccntrc 
of the plug, to the centre of the lesion in the x-y plane. b) The areh angle b cahlated by deteminhg the angle of 
the vector linking the targct and the centre of the plug niative to a vector petptndkuht to the x-y plane in 3 space. 

The computer program wiU calculate the positioning parameten based on the minimum distance 

from the biopsy plug centre to the lesion centre, but a feature in the program allows the user to 

override this. By e n t e ~ g  the desired biopsy window into the prograrn, it wiil determine the 

required plug trajectory fiom that window centre. This is an important featun if multiple sarnples 

of the lesion are required. In order to iimit the number of incisions made in the breast, it is 

important to use the same incision point, and thenfore the same biopsy window. The positionhg 

of the biopsy needle using the angulated biopsy plug does not suffer from the problems associated 

with the fmite positioning of the localization plug, but limited access is a limitation as examined in 

Chapter 3. 
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2.6.3.2 Mapping M R  space to US space 

Mapping positions from MR space to US space invoîves positioning the US transducer relative to 

the apparatus, then mapping the position of the lesion relative to the transducer. Positioning of the 

US transducer is done using the UTPS (Section 2.3.4), which can k affixed to the apparatus 

compression frame. The UTPS enables accunte positioning of the transducer given a set of 

positioning parameters. The positioning parameters are the x and y transducer position and the 

transducer angle. These parameters are calculated as demonstrated Figure 2.17. The same 

computer program used to determine neede trajectory is used to determine the transducer 

posit ioning parameters. 

The transducer angle is defined to match the angle of the biopsy needle trajectory. The transducer 

y coordinate is calculated so the plane of the transducer intercepts the ksion centre, and the x 

coordinate is calculated so the lesion appears in the centre of the transducer acoustic field in the 

x-z plane. The lesion position in US space is determined by calculating the lesion position relative 

to the front and middle of the US transducer. The two parameters that dehe lesion position in 

US space are the lesion z depth and the x offset. The z depth is determined by calculating the 

distance from the lesion centre to the front of the transducer. The x-offset component is O when 

the transducer is centred on the lesion in the x direction, 

2.6.3.3 Registration of US to MR data 

Positioning the transducer to intercept the lesion and biopsy needle trajectory effectively registers 

the ult rasound plane to the centre of the MR visuaüzed lesion at a defined angle. The computer 

program allows the user flexibility to change the angle of the US transducer and recalculate the 

positioning of the transducer so that it wüi stiii intercept the lesion centre. Targeting of the US 

transducer in this manner results in registration of the US scan plane and the MR images to a 

single point at an arbitrary angle. Another variation of USMR registration involves registration of 

an entùe imaging plane of interest rather then just a point. This would enable visualization of the 
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same plane in MR and US. This type of registration would help in identifyuig an inconspicuous 

lesion in the US image by using the corresponding MR data as a reference. 

Figure 2.18: US corregistration and positioning of the UTPS. Hem wc see the position of the biopsy piug sudi that it 
makes an angk, 8, with the z-y plane of the apparatus. Thh angle 1s determincd by projecting the vector definhg 
shaft position ont0 the y-z piana The uttnsouad tnnsducer Ir pobitioned i t  thia same rngk 0 lad poaitioneâ at a 
height y, such that the US scan piane will intercept the ksion and the ttcijectoy of the biopsy ne«ik. in the x-z piane, 
the trnmducer & positioned so that the centre of the tmnsduccr corresponds with the centre o f  the ksbir. Uthiscan 
not be done due to positioning restrictions an oilStt value wül dcllnt the position of the target in the US image. The 
depth of the target in the US image, is calculated as demonstrateà abovn 

In some cases, visuaüzation of the lesion in the US plane can be difficult. Referencing the lesion 

to native landmarks in the breast, such as fat and fibroglandular tissue can help in its location. If 

the lesion can be referenced to these landmarks in an MR image, then these same landmarks found 

in a registered US iinage cm be used to indicate the lesion position. Obtaining an MR image that 

corresponds to the US image targeted on the lesion centre can be done either by reformatting a 

3D set of MR data or acquiring a set of images at an oblique angle corresponding to the angle of 

the US transducer. These two concepts are discussed in Chaptet 4. 
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2.6.4 Needle Position Verification and Modification 

Depending on the biopsy strategy used, either MRI or US can be used to validate correct 

placement of the needle. The needk position venfcation using MRI as explained in Section 1.3.2, 

involves infemng the needle position relative to the lesion by way of the needk artifact [9]. A 

simüar technique is explained in Section 2.6.4.1 for the verifcation of the localization and core 

biopsy needles with our biopsy system. The validation of needle position using US is explained in 

Section 2.6.4.2. 

2.6.4.1 MRI needk p i t ion  verifkation 

After the breast has been scanned, and the required needle trajectory calculated (Sections 2.3.1.1, 

2.3.1.2), the patient is withdrawn from the magnet bore and the needk is inserted into the breast. 

The patient is then rnoved back into the magnet for a set of verification images. The position of 

the needle is inferred fiom the signal void created from an artifact in the MR images. The same 

imaging sequence used to detect the lesion (sagittal T 1-weighted fat saturateci sequence), is used 

for verification irnaging as shown in Table 2.2. The sagittal veridication images determine if the 

needle is positioned correctly relative to the lesion in the SA and Lm b g i n g  plane. A second 

verifkation scan is required in the axial plane to determine if the needle depth is correct. If the 

positioning of the needle is determined to be correct in the sagittal and axial images, then the hook 

wire is threaded through the localization needle, or the core biopsy device is fred and a core 

sarnple is obtained. If the needle position is incorrect, the position is corrected using the MR 

verification images as a guide. There are problems associated with using MRI to vaiidate needle 

position relative to the lesion as discussed in Section 1.3. 

2.6.4.2 Ultrasound needle guidance 

The use of US imaging to guide and ver@ needle placement for breast biopsies is advantageous 

due to its real-tirne imaging abüity. A simüar technique has been developed for our biopsy 
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apparatus as described in Section 2.1.4. The tint step as explained in Section 2.3.3 is to position 

the US transducer to visualize the lesion and map its position to US coordinates. When the 

transducer is correctly positioned, the lesion must be identaied in the US image (The US imaging 

system used for the initial development of this technique was an ATL HDI-5000 ultrasoumi 

system (ATL Inc., Bothell, WA. USA) with a L4- 7 linear away transducer also from ATL. The 

specifîc imoging settings used are explained in Chapter 3). The needle is then inserted into the 

breast using the biopsy plug set at the appropriate trajectory. The needle wül appear as a 

hyperechoic üne in the US images as depicted in Figure 2.19. The progression of the needle 

through the breast can be monitored relative to the lesion using the nal-the US information. If 

registration is perfect, and there is no lesion motion or needle wander, then the needle wül move 

towards the lesion at the position indicated by the US lesion coordinates. 

In the real breast, the needle and lesion can move. requiring modification of the needle trajectory. 

Loosening the collar of the biopsy plug allows correction of the needle position whik ushg the 

real-tirne US information as a guide. 

Figure 2.19: Neeàle position validation using US. Hem we sec the neeàk approrcbig the W n  b d  upon the 
trajectory determineci by the MR information. With the US transâucer in pdtion, the needk can bc monitoml 
using the US images. By loosening the biopsy plug, the neeàk podtion crin be modllkd as q u i m l  baseal on the US 
images. 

The lesion should appear in the US images at the position defoied by the US coordinates, 
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although it may not initially appear due to many different factors including inaccurate registration. 

poor lesion contrast or US image mis-registration associated varying velocity of the US beam in 

the breast. If the registration is inaccurate, or if the patient has moved, then moving the transducer 

in the x and y directions, or slightly changing the angle of the transducer may identm the lesion. If 

the lesion is poorly visualized due to poor contrast of the lesion with the surroundhg dense 

parenchyma other techniques that will be discussed in Chapter 4 can k employed. 

In this chapter, an M W U S  guided breast biopsy system was described. The modular design of this 

hybrid system enables many different, yet complernentary biopsy strategies, including MR guided 

wire locaüzation, MR guided core biopsy and MRRTS pided core biopsy. The hindarnental 

needle targeting concepts of these biopsy strategies dser only in their needle verifkation 

strategies. 

A series of technical developments, and the merger of imging technologies, results in a novel 

biopsy concept. The redesign of the patient bed, and compression apparatus improves access to 

the breast in both the lateral and medial approaches. The use of fiducial markers to guide needles 

at angled approaches provides access to previously inaccessible regions of the breast, and affords 

the opportunity to acquire many core samples using the same incision point. The abiiity to 

position an ultrasound transducer in the same rnanner as biopsy needks provides an amirate 

registration technique between MR and US images aliowing mal-the monitoring of needle 

progression. 

In order to determine the suitabiiity of such a system for clinical applications. the apparatus and 

techniques presented in this chapter must be tested. The experiments in Chapter 3 attempt to 

classa the accuracy of the biopsy strategies thmugh a set of targeting and phantom experiments. 
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CHAPTER 3: ACCURACY MEASUREMENTS 

Chapter 3 

Accuracy Measurements 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a set of experiments developed to test the accuracy of the biopsy system and 

associated techniques presented in chapter 2 as well as attempt to compare the efficacy of the 

biopsy strategies in a tissue equivalent phantom. The fvst set of experiments (Section 3.2) tests 

the system under ideal conditions, Le. a non-defîecting phantom, with an imrnovable target. The 

second set of experirnents (Section 3.3) uses a breast-tissue-equivalent phantom, in an attempt to 

mode1 the actual clinical application. 

3.2 Targeting Experiments 

3.2.1 Introduction 

A simple experirnent was developed to test the accuracy of using MR images to position a needle 

tip. An MR visible target was used to define a position precisely in both the MR space and the 

apparatus space. A mapping was made between MR and apparatus space to calculate the needle 
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traject ory that intercepts the target . The discrepancy be tween the p hysical position of the needle 

tip, and the position of the target was measured. This targeting experirnent was used for both the 

wùe localkation technique, and the angular core needle biopsy techniques previous presented in 

Sections 2.5.3.1 and 2.5.3.2. 

Testing the abiiity to perform hybrid MRNS pided core biopsy hirther requires accurate 

positioning of the ultrasound scan plane. A phantom was developed that contained a set of targets 

that could be visualized using MR and US irnaging modalities. The phantom was imaged using 

MM to locate the target positions relative to the apparatus. The position of these targets relative 

to the visible fiducial markers determined the position of the targets in the apparatus space. An 

ultrasound transducer was then positioned ushg the technique outiined in Section 2.5.3.4. The 

accuracy of this targeting expenment was defined by a set of distances in 3 dimensions. 

3.2.2 MR Guided Needle Localization 

The purpose of the Fust experirnent was to rneasure the ability to place a localization needle in 

space to intersect an MR visible target using a localization needle plug. This experiment quantified 

the accuracy of MR guided wire localization while in a later experirnent the accuracy using a 

biopsy needle plug was exarnined. 

3.2.2.1 Procedure and Apparatus 

The apparatus presented in chapter 2 was used in this experiment. In an attempt to mode1 the 

clinical situation, equiprnent and techniques were used in the experimental procedures simüar to 

those that would be used in the cünical applications. The apparatus used for this experiment is 

demonstrated in Figure 3.1 b, iuustrating the biopsy fenestrated insert in the lateral compression 

frame, and the targeting apparatus in the medial Rame. 
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g Fixture 

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the targeting Mure. a) Diagram of the target fixtun and target UA in the targeting 
experiments in an axial view. b) Picture of the hrgcting fîxtun poeitioned in the apparatus at an oblique axiei vkw. 

The target and holding fixture are shown in Figure 3.1 a. The target used was a plastic pointer 

used in neurological biopsy procedures (Image Guided Neurologics Inc. Melbourne. Florida. 

USA). The target was filled with a gadolinium and water mixture. The target holding fucture 

enabled positioning of the target tip at various positions within a volume of 20 cm by 15 cm by 15 

cm in the SA, A/P and UR directions respectively. 

A single trial in this exMment mvolved positionhg the needle tip to intersect the tip of the 

target. The error associated with this technique was measured as the distance from the needle tip 

to the target tip. This trial was repeated many times for various target positions in the biopsy 

volume. Each trial involved f b g  the target at an arbitrary position within the biopsy field, 

determining the target and fiducial rnarker positions with a series of 3 MR imaging sequences and 

positioning the needle based on this iMormation. AU MR iniaging in this chapter was perfomd 

using a 1.5T clinicai whole-body MM system (Signa, GE Medicd Systems, Milwaukee. WI). 

The technique used to determine the fiducid origin and the target position was described in 
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Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.3 and the pulse sequence used is summarized in Table 3.1. Three separate 

spin-echo irnaging series were used to defm the target and fiducid rnarker locations accurately. 

The phased encode direction was selected to correspond with the coordinate of interest in each 

sequence. The fiducial markers and target are evident in Figure 3.2. The positions of the fiducial 

markers and target were recorded from the MR user console. The position of the fiducial origins, 

target in MR space (LiR. NP, Sn) and the approach were then entered into the computer 

program to calculate the needle trajectory parameters as discussed in Section 2.6.1. The output 

from the program was the biopsy insert window index, localization bore hole index, and the 

needle depth. 

Figure 3.2: MR images of target and fiducial mrkcrx a) Axial s p i n 4 0  imge d t h e  target and Wudrrl nnulcem., 
('ïRîTE, NPHASJNFREQUENCV, FOV; 350/14 ms, 2561128,24cm ). b) C o m l  sph-echo image d the target and 
fîducial markcrs, (TRITE, NPHAS&-~EQ~mCV, FOV; 350/14 ms, 256/i28,26cm ). The large abject at the centre of 
the image is a watcr bottle useà to Ioad the imaging coüs propcrly. 

With the apparatus removed from the bore of the magnet, the localization plug was positioned 

and the needk advanced to the appropriate depth. The total distance from the tip of the needle to 

the tip of the target was measured and recorded. This measurernent was the magnitude of the 

distance between the localization needle and the target tip using MR guidance for one trial. This 

measure is refemd to as the needle positionhg error and is recorded in units of millimeters (mm). 
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Coordlnate ûeterrnined 

Pulae S4quence 

Table 3.1: Imaging sequence used for targeting experiments. Thme separate sans  a n  used to determine the 
positions of the targct and the fiduciat markers. 

Acquialtlon Matrlx 

Field ot Vlew 

Plxel S b  (tnq,phm) 

Slice Thicknear 

The test was preformed 26 times, with the target distributed throughout the biopsy volume on the 

left ( 13 trials) and right ( 13) side of the apparatus, using both lateral ( 13) and medial ( 13) 

approaches. The resulting magnitude of the average needle positioning error over ail triais was 2.9 

mm, with a standard deviation of 1 .O. The maximum error was 6.0 mm, while the minimum error 

was 2.0 mm. The large variation between the minimum and maximum error values was due to the 

finite needle positioning limitations. This wül be dimisseci in the following section. 

A P  

Tl oweighted 20  

3.2.2.3 Conclusion 

Spin Echo 

256 x 128 

24 cm x 24 cm 

0.9x1.8 mm 

5.0 mm 

The needle positioning error was due to emrs from rnany different sources. These sources 

include emrs due to MR imaging of the target and fiducials, imprecision associated with 

rneasurements of the MR images, mechanical errors and the finite positioning resolution 

associated with the biopsy insert and locaüzation plug. 

UR 

Tl -weighted 20 

Sn 

Tl -weighted 20 

Spin Echo 

256 x 128 

26 cm x 26 cm 

0.9x1.8 mm 

5.0 mm 

Spin Echo 

256 x 128 

26 cm x 26 cm 

1.0x2.0 mm 

5.0 mm 
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There are many phenornena that affect the ability of MRI to d e t e d e  precisely the position of an 

MR visible target relative to a physical position in space. As discussed in Section 2.6.1.3, these 

errors cm produce positional errors of several millimeters in the MR images. The use of the 

imaging protocol outüned in Tabk 3.1 attempted to minimize many of these errors. The most 

prominent source of positionai error was beiieved to be fiom the non-linearity of the gradients. 

The irnaging protocols used in this experirnent enabled the gradient warp correction option on the 

user console but it seerned to overestimate the arnount of warp as dernonstrated in Figure 2.13. 

This was evident in the resuhs obtained in this experiment. There was a constant error associated 

with the positioning of the locaîization needle that resulted in the needk position tending to be 

anterior to the target and either siightly superior or inferior to the target depending on the biopsy 

approach. This consistent enor can be explained by an improper gradient warp correction. The 

tiducial markers were positioned on the outer region of the image, where the gradients are not 

ünear. This resulted in t heir position in the MR image to appear offset fiom t heu actual physicai 

position. This effect also distorted the position of the target w i t h  the MR image, but the effect 

was not as severe as the target was typically positioned near the centre of the image. This resulted 

in a constant error imparted by the shift in the fiducial origin in the MR images, and a s 4 e r  

error associated with a shift in the position of the target that varied as a fûnction of its position in 

the imaging volume. These errors and the potential to correct for them are explained in more 

detail in Chapter 4. 

3.2.2.3.2 Measurement Uncertainties 

The imprecision associated with the various measurernents made in this expriment also 

contributed to the needle positioning emr. The ability to define a position accurately depends on 

how well the fiducial centres and the target tip can be distinguished and the pixel size at which the 

images are acquired. For these irnaging sequences, the images were acquued with a pixel size of 

0.9x1.8 mm. Therefore the tip could only be deterMned with certainty related to that dimension. 

The depth of the biopsy needle and the measurernent of the discrepancy of needle tip to target tip 
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also subject to error. 

3.2.3.3.3 Mechanical Ermrs 

Further errors were associated with mechanical inaccuracies of the apparatus. Imperfect 

rnachining and misalignrnents of the apparatus resulted in smaU needk positioning errors. The 

finite needle positions defined by the localization plug and biopsy insert resulted incomplete access 

to al1 positions within the biopsy volume. There wil be an error associated with discrete positions 

of the needle. This error will be a maximum of 6 mm when the target fdls directly behind two 

fiames of the biopsy insert, and a maximum of 3.5 mm when the ksion falls on the diagonal 

between two localization pfugholes, as indicated in Figure 3.3. 

tion Plug 

Figure 33: Illustration of errors introdud due to the geometry of the 10~11Iization plug and biopsy insert. If a 
target was pusitfoned directly behind the crossban of the biopsy insert, the e m r  associatecl with positioning the 
tocatlzrition n d e  in the closest plughole is 6 mm. For a targct podtioned along a diagonal between two plugholes 
on the locaüzation plug, the neeàle positioning e m r  for the clœest plughok would be 3.5 mm. 

The results discussed in this chapter were obtained without doing any correction for the gradient 

warp over correction effect. This efiect produced a consistent error in the S/I and NP positioning 

of the needle due to incorrect visualization of the fiducial markers. This e m r  was large enough 

that the cornputer program caiculated an incorrect localization bore hole for the needle trajectory. 

This error was consistent throughout the experiment. Correcting for this error by adding a 

constant offset value to correct for the apparent sha in the fiducial origin position would have 
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reduced the final average e m r  measurement substantiaiiy. 

In terms of ciinical acceptability for needle localwtion, the average enor of 2.9 mm is an 

acceptable value considering the 2.5 mm resolution associated with the locaîization plug. The 

smallest lesions detected using MRI are cumntly around 4 mm in diameter [2]. The amount of 

tissue obtained from surgical excision in a wue locaüzation procedure ensures margins of 1 cm on 

either side of the lesion [3]. Even considering the maximum error measured in this experirnent (6 

mm), if the appropriate rnargins wen obtained, the lesion would be sampkd, although clear 

margins would not be obtained. The ability to reposition the needle by re-imaging the needle and 

lesion after the needle was inserted was not considered in this experiment, but would be 

implemented in the clinical application. These results are acceptable for needk localization, but 

not for core biopsy. In the next section the intrinsî accuracy for positionhg of a biopsy needk 

using MR guidance is examined. 

3.2.3 MR Guided Needle Biopsy 

The purpose of this experirnent was to masure the ability to place a biopsy needle in space to 

intersect an MR visible target. This experirnent attempts to quanti@ the accuracy of the angled 

core biopsy technique with the system described. 

3.2.3.1 Procedure and Apparatus 

The apparatus and technique used for MR-guided core biopsy was simüar to that used for MR- 

guided wire localization. The deüvery of the core biopsy needle in this experimnt involved an 

angled trajectory, requiring a specially designed biopsy plug and goniometer as discussed in 

Section 2.6.3.1.2. The MR data was used to calculate the needk trajectory parameters; biopsy 

window index, the dise and arch angles of the biopsy plug, and the needle depth. The two angles 

were set using the goniorneter. With the apparatus removed fiom the magnet, the biopsy plug was 

placed into the fenestrated plate and the biopsy needk was then advanced through the needle 
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guide to the calculated depth. The discrepancy between the tip of the needle to the tip of the 

target was measured. 

The test was preformed 26 tirnes, distributed throughout the biopsy volume on the left (13 trials) 

and right (1 3) side of the apparatus, using both lateral (13) and medial (13) approaches. The 

resulting average of the magnitude of the error for al1 trials was 1.9 mm, with a standard deviation 

of 0.7. The maximum needle positioning error was 2.5 mm, while the minimum e m r  was 0.7 mm. 

3.2.3.3 Conclusion 

The needle positioning error measured in this experirnent was again due to errors from many 

sources, similar to those encountered in the needle localization experiment. The main difference in 

the source of error between this experiment, and the locaîization experirnent was the apparatus 

associated with positioning the needk. The ability to anplate the needle reduced the amount of 

inaccessible space within the biopsy volume. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.4, where the 

inaccessible regions for the biopsy techniques are iilustrated. It is believed that the major source of 

error in this experiment is again due to gradient warp for the sam reasons indicated in the 

previous experiment. 
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Biopsy Plug Localization P lug 
a) b 1 

Figure 3.4: Cornparison of the inaccessible interventional regions. a) Certain regions of the bmast are inaccessible 
with the design of the biopsy insert and the biopq plug. With the plug at its maximum angulation them are ngiow 
that are inaccessible for the biopsy needle behind the trames of the insert. b) The regions of inaccessibility are 
substrintially grtater when the tocalbtion plug is used. 

These results were obtained without correcting for the error associated with gradient warp. An 

improvernent in the accuracy would be expected if this were corrected. A substantial improvement 

in accuracy was demonstrated with the angled needle approach compared to the locaüzation 

needle positioning as summarized in Table 3.2. This can be attributed to the abiüty to access more 

areas within the biopsy volume due to an angled approach. Although the accuracy of the core 

biopsy technique was improved compared to the locaüzation technique, the accuracy requirement 

for core biopsy is more stringent as explained in Section 1.6. 

With respect to clinicai acceptability, the average error of 1.9 mm is a reasonable vahie. The 

maximum error value of 2.5 mm could be translated into the abiiity to obtain a biopsy of 

approximately a 5.0 mm diameter lesion. This lesion size would be considered small in terms of 

the lesions currently detected with MRI [2]. 
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The precision with which this system could position a core biopsy needle is comparable with 

state-of-the-art MR breast biopsy systems. In the most recent pubkation, one group indicated 

they were able to position an MR compatible needle in a phantom within 5 mm of a target 87.5 Sb 

of the time [4]. State of the art stereotactic systems for the purpose of neurological biopsy have 

dernonstrated mean absolute errors in positioning a biopsy needle to intersect a target in three 

dimensions (X= 0.4 mm, Y = 0.7 mm, Z = 1.3 mm) resulting in a total magnitude distance of 1.5 

mm. This result is simüar to  the mean error in needk positioning of 1.9 mm presented in this 

Section for angled core biopsy [SI. 

1 Neadle Localkation 1 26 1 2.9 1 1.0 1 2.0 1 6.0 1 

Table 3.2: Results h m  localtzotion and angled con biopsy targeting experiments. 

Angieâ Cor8 Blopry 

3.2.4 MR and Ultrasound Registration 

The purpose of the third targeting experiment was to rneasure the ability to register an uitrasound 

scan plane with an MR visible target. This experiment quantifrd the ideal accuracy of MRAJS 

image registration wit h the s ystem descrikd. 

26 

3.2.4.1 Procedure and Apparatus 

The goal of this experiment was to detect a target in MR, and use the MR data to position an 

ultrasound transducer so the target appears in the centre of the uhrasound images. A novel multi- 

1.9 0.7 0.7 2.5 
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modality phantom was developed for this experiment. The apparatus presented in chapter 2, 

including the UTPS described in Section 2.5.3.4 and techniques presented in Sections 2.6.3.2 and 

2.6.3.3 were used in this experimnt. 

The unique components to this experiment are the water tank phantom as shown in Figure 3.5 and 

the UTPS. The phantom consisted of a set of MR and US visible targets distributed throughout 

the biopsy volume. The targets were plastic beads of various diameters (4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm) and 

are suspended in a tank of gadolinium-doped water. The tank was rigidly held to the apparatus, 

fitting into the compression frarne dots. The front surface of the tank was cut away and replaced 

by a polystyrene membrane. The beads were fmed into place on scaffolding of monofilament 

fishing line. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the tank in lateral fiame with the UTPS attached. 

The experiment involved locating the positions of the targets in MR images. These positions were 

used to calculate the US transducer position that would register the target with the centre of the 

ultrasound plane. A single trial consisted of registering a target detected using MFt with the US 

plane. Any errors in registration were recorded in three dimensions x, y, and z corresponding to 

the superior/inferior, anteriorlposterior, and mediaMateral directions respectively. 

I 

Cooidinate Determinad 1 UR I NP I S/I 

1 1 spin ~ c h o  1 spin ~ c h o  1 spin ~ c h o  1 
I I I 

Acqulaltion Matrix 1 256 x 256 1 256 x 256 1 256 x 256 1 

Pulse Sequence T l  weighted 20 T l  weighted 20 

I . 
Pixel Si20 (fmq,phm) 1 0.9x1.8 mm 1 1.0x2.0 mm 1 1.0x2.0 mm 1 

Tl weighted 2 0  

F kld of Vlew 

Table 33: Imaging series used to locrrte bead and fiducial markcm 

22 cm x 22 cm 

Slice Thicknem 

25 cm x 25 cm 

2.0 mm 

25 cm x 25 cm 

2.0 mm 2.0 mm 



Figure 3.5: UltraSound Phantom: a) Front vkw of the ultrasound mter tank phintom b) Side viewdUS phantom, 
The piastic beads (biack) are siispcndeâ in place by monofüamnt Ming üne. 

Figure 3.6: Ultrasound phantom and traiuduccr held in poeition for expeiimtnt. 
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The US phantom was positioned in the apparatus and imaged using 3 separate Ml3 imaging series 

as demonstrated in Table 3.3. Two of the resulting MR images are shown in Figure 3.7. In these 

T 1 -weig hted spin-echo images. the beads appear as signal voids, whüe the gaàoiiniumdoped 

water appears as a bright background signal. In each image. the coordinate corresponding to the 

phase-encode direction in that plane defined the accurate fiducial marker and bead position. This 

was done to reduce any shift in the position of the bead targets and the fiducial markers in the MR 

image due to the magnetic suscept ibiiity difference between gadolinium-doped water, air and 

plastic. 

Figure 3.7: MR images of US phantom. The signal is fimm the g a d d i n 1 u r n - à ~  water in the tank, wtiikthesignal 
voids prise from the p b t k  beads. a) Coronal b g t  of phantuin with phase encode in the UR direction. b) SagitbI 
image of the phantom with phase encode in the Sn direction. 

M e r  the phantom was irnaged. the apparatus was removed fiom the rnagnet room and the US 

transducer positioning system was attached as shown in Figure 3.6, 3.8. The targets detected 

using MR were investigated in order by fvst calculating the position of the transducer, positioning 

the transducer and then recording any errors in registration. The MR-measured coordinates of the 

target were entered into the computer program to calculate the transducer position as discussed in 

Section 2.6.3.3. The transducer was oriented perpendicular to the acoustic window by ovemding 

the angle calculated by the computer program. The resulting output indicated the position of the 
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transducer in the x and y positions of the UTPS at O degree angle, as weU as the US space target 

position (x-offset and z-depth). 

Transd 

Bead 

Depth 

Water T a n k  
Phantom 

Fisure 3.8: Top view of US phantom with transducer in position. The acoustk &Id of the tranduœr & outüneà in a 
dashed white Une. 

The transducer was then positioned at the coordinates based upon the MR information. In Figure 

3.9 the bead appears as a bright, highly echoic contour and the fishing line holding the bead as a 

bright line. Identifyuig the centre of the bead and measuring the discrepancy of the bead position 

relative to the US image provided a means to quantiS. the accuracy of image registration between 

MR and US in this experiment. The error was quantified in the x, y and z directions as indicated 

in Figure 3.9. These x, y, and z axes correspond to the superior/inferior, anterior/posterior, and 

mediailiateral directions in MR space respectively. The emr in each axis was defîned as the total 
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distance in miiiimeters the transducer would be required to rnove in order to achieve perfêct 

registration. 

Figure 3.9: US image acquircd d e n  probe WM poeitioned rit MR based crlculatal coordinates. The hrge bead 
indicated in the image is the target selectcd. At the top d the image the nwmbnne a p p r s  as a bright band. nie x 
and z axis an shown at the right side of the image. The y-& pdnts out d the image. 

Mis-Registmtion E r w  Meusurement in Y direction 

In ordet to determine the actual position of the kad  relative to the US transducer positioning 

systnn, the tmsdncer was scanned up and down in the y direction and locked in position when 

the echo from the bead was the brightest. The actual y value was recorded fiom the scale on the 

UTPS. For example, in Figure 3.1 O, the transducer has ken repositioned in the y direction so that 

the bead appears brighter relative to the appearance of the k a d  in Figure 3.9. It is important to 

note that it is the appearance of the front edge of the bead, not the brightness of the fishhg line 

that is important to consider. The bead center does not necessarily correspond to the position of 

the fishing line. 
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Figure 3.10: US h g e  when the y position d the transàucer h8s been pdtiond so thsit the bead signal is 
maxinûzeà. The transducer bas betn ad)ustd in the y direction (diredon though Lmige phne) such that the beaà 
generates a brighter US signal reiative to Figure 3.9. When the bead prodaces the brightut Jisnal, or hi dher m d s  
stmngest echo, the transduccr is accurately rq is tend  to tbe bead in the y position. 

Mis-Regikîmtion E m r  Meusurement in X dutction: 

The transducer was positioned such that the bead should appear in the rniddle of the US image. 

The actual position of the bead relative to the centreline of the US image was determined by using 

the distance caliper function on the US system This function enables measuremnts of distances 

on the screen by placing two cursors with a trackball. With the cursot positioned at the centtelllie 

of the acoustic field and the other positioned at the midpoint of the front edge of the bead, a error 

rneasurernent was obtained as demonstrated in Figure 3.1 1. The total distance measured defined 

the error in the x direction. The centre of the bead could k defined with a precision of 

approximately 0.2 millirneters as detennined by repeated measuremnts of bead positions. 
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Figure 3.11: Merisurement of the x-position of the b d  centre. Tk distance iiwn the a@ dtheacoirracndd to the 
centre of the bcad wrw meosurcd with the caiipet h n c h  on the US system rn indicrtcd. The trror ww mtcwureà 
by subtractîng the amount, which it devipteà h m  the centrehe dthe troiducer. The long sdid a m w  indiabtes 
the position of the midlint at 18 mm. The dashtd a m w  iS the distance lkOm tbe dge of the acwstlc lkld to the 
centre of the bead as indicatd by the caiipem The maIl sdM a m w  indicsites the tahl e m r  rwsociatd with the x 
cooidinate oî MRNS image registration. In this; image the bcrd diameter is 6mm and the x positionhg e m r  is 
0.7mm. 

Mis-Registrefion Emr Meusurement in Z diteclion: 

The error in the registration dong the z direction was determined using the distance caliper 

function in a similar fashion to the x direction error. The bead centre was detennined by locating 

the front edge of the bead and measuring back a distance equal to 1 bead radius. as indicated in 

Figure 3.12. One end of the cursor was positioned at the bead centre; the other was positioned on 

the echo representing the polystyrene membrane. The total distance measured represented the z 

distance as indicated on the US image. This was subtracted from the calculated distance. 

The test was repeated for 48 targets distributed at various depths throughout the phantom ( 19 
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targets at 23 m depth, 20 at 43 mm, 9 at 64 mm). The mean of the absolute value of the error 

was calculated for the x, y and z directions for aii trials. The man of the magnitude of the 

absolute value of the error for al1 trials was also calculated and is shown in Table 3.4. 

Figure 3.12: Memurement d the z pdtian of the bead. The ltont dge of the bemd is locateà, and the caliper is 
rnoved 1 radius back h m  thia point to locate the centre d the bead. The criliptr is then extendcd to the lfont d g e  
of the membrane and the distance recorded. The etroi was measurcd by subtmcting the amount, h i ch  it ckvirited 
from the z depth calculatcâ by the cornputer script. The long SOM a m w  indicites the calculste paeithdthe bœd 
centre. The doshed arrow is the distance the membrane to the centrc ofthe bead as indicoted by the calipcrs. 
The srnall soiid armw indicates the total emr associateci wlth the x coordinate of MRNS image rrgistiptbn. In th& 
image the e m r  was 0.6 mm. 

1 1 Enor (mm) ( Enor (mm) ( Emn (mm) 1 Error (mm) 1 

Standard 

Deviatfon 

Maximum 

0.42 

2.0 

0.56 

2.5 

0.52 0.58 

2.5 3.3 
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3.2.4.3 Conclusions 

The average error values in x, y and z directions demonstrate the inaccuracy associated with 

image registration between MR images and ultrasound images using the apparatus and techniques 

described. The registration error measured in this experiment was due to many sources including 

errors in MR imaging of the phantom and fiducial markers, pwcision associated with 

measurernents, mechanical errors associated transducer positioning system and possible errors in 

US imaging of the tugets. 

The emrs associated with the imaging of the phantom and the tiducial marken result From the 

phenomena outlined in the experiment of Section 3.2.1.3.1. Of these, gradient warp may have the 

largest effect on the error rneasures in the x and y directions. The constant offset error associated 

with a shift in the apparent position of the fiducial origin due to the nocüneacity of the MR 

irnaging gradients at the periphery of the images, as discussed in previous experiments, was 

reduced by shifting the position o f  the origin used in the calculations 1 mm in the x and y 

directions. However, no correction was made for any gradient warp errors in the position of the 

bead targets in the MR image. This would require a mon sophisticated correction scheme as 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

This shifi in the position of targets in the MR images due to non-ünear gradients resulted in an 

error that was a function of position. For instance, it was observed that the error associated with 

the x direction depended on the x position, (superiorlinferior position) of the target. Targeting the 

beads located close to the sides of the phantom resulted in the largest x e m r  values. While at a 

point somewhere near the centre of the phantom, the x registration error tended to be small. 

The uncertaint ies associated with determining the position of the target and fiducial markers in 

MR images, the bead in US images, and positioning the US transducer contniute to errors in this 

experiment. The eror in determination of target centres in the MR image is due to fuiite 

resolution of the MR images. These same effects liMt the precision with which the targets can be 
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located in the US images. A hirther source of error that may not have ken  evident in this 

experiment, but may in fact be the largest source of error in ciinical application of MWUS 

registration is apparent shifting of structures in US images due to the varying velocity of sound in 

the various tissues of the breast. This phenornenon occurs due the difference in the velocity of 

sound in fat and fibroglandular tissue as discussed in Chapter 1. The use of a tank filled with 

water ensured that the velocity of the US wave in this expriment comsponded weil with the 

calculations used in the US system. This issue is examhed in mare detd in Section 4.2.4. The 

messurement of the ultrasound transducer position from the positioning apparatus using the 

millimeter scales also resulted in further measurement uncertainties. 

The rnost substantial mechanicd related errors in this experiment k in the limitations of the 

UTPS. The transducer was positioned with an acuracy of only 1 millimeter graded scaks as 

explained in Section 2.5.3.4. This allows accuracy of approximately 0.5 m in positioning in the x 

and y axes relying on the eye of the operator. Another source of error in the z dimension is 

associated with the thickness of the ultrasound membrane, which was not accounted for in this 

experimnt. 

This registration rnethod demonstrated in this experirnent is very accurate compared to the 

smallest Iesions we rnight encounter. This magnitude of the registration error detennined in this 

experimnt (1.5 mm) is less than half of the size of the smallest lesions (4 mm), that can be 

detected using contrast-enhanced MM. Based on this result it appears that this technique is 

sufficiently accurate for clinical appiication. 
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3.3 B reast Equivalent Phantom Experiments 

3.3.1 Introduction 

A second set of experirnents involved testing the accuracy of the biopsy strategies in a phantom 

mode]. A series of phantorns that rnodeled various degrees of target mobility and needle deflection 

were used. 

3.3.1.1 Phantom Composition 

The phantoms used in these expefirnents consisted of blocks of agar (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd, 

Oakviile Ontario) wiih embedded olives. The agar body of the phantom represented the tissue of 

the breast, whüe the pirnento filled olives were composite targets modehg the breast lesions. 

Olives have been used for years in the tield of radiology as targets in order test biopsy techniques 

[ I l .  The choice of olives as targets in this phantom was based on convenience; other types of 

targets could have been used in place. The agar wiis f o m d  into a block of dimensions 65 by 150 

by 1 10 mm. The oüves are approximaiely 15 by 15 by 18 mm, whik the cores of the olives are 7 

by 7 by 10 mm. A diagram of the phantom is shown in Figure 3.13. The concentration of agar 

defined the stifhess of the phantom body. By changing the concentration of agar, the phenomna 

of concern in a reat breast, needle wander and lesion motion, could be controiied. 
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Aoar Block 
2 Olive Taroet 

Figure 3.13: Diagram of biopsy phantom. Agar bloclr was f o d  witb embedàeà olives. The olives mm positioncd 
such that their long axis was parallel to the long axes d the phantom. 

The higher the concentration of agar, the stiffer the resulting p l .  By varying the stiffhess of the 

gel, the amount of needle deflection could be controlled as demonstrated in Figure 3.14. The 

relative stiffness between the olive and the agar gel, on the other hand, determined the mobility of 

the olive. An olive stifkr then the surrounding gel has a greater tendency to move when poked by 

a needle. Therefore, at the lower concentrations of agar, the olive had greater tendency to move 

out of the path of the needle. 

Figure 3.14: Cornparison of n&le detlection in pbantoms d varying stiûness. a) f n a phantom constructed €rom a 
low concentration of agar, the needle wiü tend to d e k t  slightly. b) By cornparison, a stiser phantom wil l  tend to 
cause larger needle deflections. 
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3.3.1.2 Phantom Visuaiization 

Aside fiom the mechanical properties of the phantom, adequate visuaîization of the phantom body 

and targets ushg MRI and US was essential. The phantom and its components were easiiy 

distinguished using an MR spimecho irnaging sequence and US B-scan imaging as demonstrated 

in Figure 3.15. The agar provided adequate scatter for visuaüzation as well as rnoderate 

attenuation. The strong attenuation caused by the piment0 cores provided a realistic portraya1 of 

the acoustical shadowing that occurs in sorne breast lesions [7]. This is an important phenornenon, 

because the shadowing affects the visualkation of the needk as it approaches the lesion from the 

side opposite to the transducer face. The imaging and mechanical properties of the phantom 

described in this section provided a realistic simulation for the biopsy techniques. 

Figure 3.15: Phantom imaging. a) US image of the phantom. b) Correspondhg MR, Tl mightd spineho inmgt 
of the phantom (TIVFE, N r d m W P r c u ,  NEX; 350/l2 ms, 512/512,2 ). Note dincrcnct in depiction of the dive 
and pirnento core. The shadowing grneratcd by the pimento dive corn b remidcent to the shadowing Pssociirted 
with carcinomas as depicted in Figure 1.4 of chapter 1. 
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3.3.2 M R  Guided Needle Localization 

This first phantom experiment was designed to determine the accuracy of the wue localization 

technique using a breast-tissue-equivalent phantom. 

This apparatus and techniques used in this experiment for needle delivery were equivalent to those 

of the expriment in Section 3.3.2. The target in this expriment was the core of an olive 

embedded within a block of agar (2.5% by weight) gel. This phantom was compressed between 

the lateral and mediai ftarnes as shown in Figure 3.16. 

Figure 3.16: Breast equivalent phantom positioned in biopsy apparatus. Tôt Mopsy iiiacrQ are bcatcd in the mcdid 
and iateral compression fkames. 

A single trial involved positionhg the needle tip using the MRI data so that it passed through the 

olive target. A localization wùe then was threaded through the centre of the needle, and the 
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needle was withdrawn from the phantom leaving the wire in place. The accuracy of the procedure 

was quantified by scoring based on physical examination of the position of the wire relative to the 

core of the olive. This trial was repeated for a total of 24 trials. once for each of the olives in 3 

phantoms. The MR sequences were slightly difierent then were used in the previously descrikd 

targeting experiments. The phantom was scanned using a sagittal TI-weighted 2D-SPGR 

sequence as defuKd in Section 2.6.2. This sequence was used to defîne the position of the olive. 

The phantom was scanned using oniy one imaging sequence kcause that is how the breast is 

imaged in the clinical application of the procedure as explained in Chapter 4. This is done to speed 

up the procedure to ensure the lesion will remain enhanced long enough so that an MR 

verifcation scan can be obtained to validate the needle position. In the chical case, the abiiity to 

image the breast more quickly takes precedence over the minimal accuracy improvernent 

associated with obtaining multiple images to reduce to effects of magnet ic suscept ibilit y induced 

positional shift in the breast. It is believed that the m u n t  of positional shifl within homogeneous 

tissue such as the breast (where the magnetic susceptibiiity changes am minimal), is negligible 

compared to the shifts induced at the fiducial rnarker positions (where there is a large 

susceptibility change) [SI. 

The positions of the fiducials rnarkers were determined from the fust 3 imaging series; the 

position of the olive target was determined from the irnaging series. These vaiues were entered 

into a computer program, which was used to calculate the required position and depth for the 

needle as explained in Section 2.6.3.1.1. Based on these values, the needle was positioned 1 cm 

past the required depth using the localization plug. A wire was threaded through the needle and 

the needle was removed leaving only the wire in place. 

In order to determine the accuracy of the wue position, layers of agar and olive were rernoved 

with a scalpel to inspect the position of the wire visuaiiy as shown in Figure 3.17. The position of 

the wue relative to the core of the olive was recorded and scored. A score of 10 was assigned if 

the wire completely passed through part of the core, and was at a depth no p a t e r  then 15 mm 

from the centre of the core. and no less then 5 mm fiom the core. A score of 5 was assigned if the 
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wire passed through the oüve core, but was at a depth greater then 15 mm or less than 5 mm from 

the c o n  centre. A score of 2.5 was assigned if the wue passed through the olive and not the core, 

while a score of O was assigned to wire passing only through agar and misshg the target 

completely. The ranking was based on the size of the pirnento relative to the olive and the 

importance of positioning the localization wire at a position deeper then the lesion [9]. 

3.3.2.2 Results 

The test was performed 24 times in 3 different phantoms, with lesions disttibuted throughout the 

biopsy volume. Of the 24 attempts, 14 scored a qualiiy of 10, 10 scored a quality of 2.5. The 

average of the scores of al1 trials was 6.9. The distribution of these scores did not constitute a 

normal distribution as the scoring system imposed a maximum value on the resulting scores. 

Figure 3.17: Merisurement of n d k  localizprtion accumcy in a phantom. The wire passes through the piment0 
core and is located at a position at 5 mm past the centre of the con, multing in a score of 10 out of 10. 
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3.3.2.3 Conclusions 

The use of the breast phantom and cünical irnaging technique resulted in a more reaiistic version 

of Experiment 3.2.2. The agar concentration of the phantom was selected to be 2.5%. Preüminary 

testing demonstrated that this concentration of agar provided substantial amount of needle 

deflection. In combinat ion with the errors ident ified in the associated t argeting experiment, the 

needle missed the central core of the olive in 10 of 24 trials. Missing the core corresponds to an 

error, on average, that is more than 3.5 mm, when missing the olive comsponds, on average, to 

missing the desired position by more than 7.5 mm. These values correspond to the radius of the 

pimento and olive respectively. 

In making cornparison to the wire localization experhnt performed in Section 3.2.2, an estimate 

of the magnitude of the needle positioning errors rnay be derived fiom these scores. Taking into 

consideration the average needle deviation associated with the scores based upon the size of the 

pimento core verses the olive; a rough estimate of the error associated with al1 needle placements 

was made. The average deviation of a neeàle tip associated with a score of 10 was the average of 

a perfect needle placement (error is O mm) and a maximum error for that score (error 3.5 mm). 

The expected error for a placement with score 10 was 1.75 m. Using the same Iogic for al1 

needle placements an expected average e m r  was detemiined to be 3.3 mm. This result was larger 

than the average needle positioning error or 2.9 mm determined in the corresponding needle 

localization targeting experiment. This increased needk deviation was expected since the presence 

of the phantom acted to deflect the needle from its intended target. 

Another feature of this experirnent that differed lrom the targeting experiment was the rnethod 

used to locate the target. The target position was determined by a set of sagittal images, instead of 

3 sets of images as was done in Section 3.2.2. This resulted in anisotropic resolution where the 

target was defined with 1.8 mm in-plane resolution (AP, S/I), and 4.0 mm through plane (UR) 

resolution. This did not seem to affect the accuracy as al1 the wires were placed within 5 mm 

depth of the desired position. The Wted effect of ksion motion may have ken due to the 
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sharpness of the localkation needle and the aggressive compression of the phantom between the 

plates. 

This experiment lacks the needle verifcation sequence that would be included in the ciinical 

application. In the clinical procedure, the needk position relative to the lesion would be verifed 

by another imaging series before placement of the wùe. Given this and the consideration of the 

size of surgical specimen that is removed during the surgical biopsy of the ksion, the results from 

this experiment indicate that the accuracy of this technique is appropriate for clinical application. 

3.3.3 MR Guided Needle Biopsy 

The second phantom experiment was perfomd to determine the accuracy of the angled core 

biopsy technique using a breast-tissue-equivaknt phantom. 

The apparatus and techniques used in this experiment were identical to Experiment 3.2.3, except 

target was replaced by a phantom as demonstrated in Figure 3.16. A single thal involved 

positioning the core biopsy needle in the pre-tire position based on the MR images so that when 

fued, a core sample centred through the olive target would be obtained. A core biopsy rapid-tie 

device, otherwise known as a biopsy gun, Pro-Mag 2.2 (Manan Inc, Nonhbrook, Iilinois) was 

used to obtain the core samples. A score based on the core sample obtained, was used to quant@ 

the accuracy of the procedure. The quality of the core sample was scored with the scoring system 

shown in Figure 3.18. This scoring system was similar to that used in the wue local'uation 

experiment . 
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Score: 10 

.- - 

Score: 5 

- -  - 

Score: 2.5 Score: O 

Figure 3.18: Corn samples and thcir respective scores. a) A perlect scon d 10 is obtaineà whcn a core sample 
contains olive on both sMes of a pimenta are. b) A score dS ia obtaineà whtn a con srmpk contains pimcnto and 
olive on one side. c) A score of 2.5 is obtaind nhtn the con contains only dive. d) A con Chat contains only agar 
results in a s e a n  oî 0. 

3.3.3.2 Results 

The test was performed 24 times in 3 difTerent phantoms, with olives distributed throughout the 

biopsy volume. Of the 24 attempts, 18 scored a quality of 10,2 scored a quaiity of 5,3 scored a 

2.5 rank, and 1 scored a O rnnk. The resulting average of these trials is a score of 8.2. 

3.3.3.3 Conclusions 

This experiment was a more realistic version of the targeting Experiment 3.2.3. The effects of 

needle deflection were evident in the trials, as the needle couM actudy k observed bending a 

slight amount as it passed though the agar gel. This was reflected in a cornparison of the biopsy 

sampk scores of targets positioned in the closer halfof the phantom to targets in the fmher half. 

The average score for ali targets positioned in the cksest 3 cm of the phantom was 8.5 compared 

to a score of 7.9 for al1 targets located at greater depths. The motion of the olives did not seem to 

be a large factor in this experiment. In an uncompressed phantom the olive tended to move in the 

phantom, however undet compression in the biopsy device the olive was far less mobile. Whether 
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the degree of lesion rnobiiity in a reai breast under compression is comparable to that of the olive 

in the agar phantom is uncertain. Another factor that Mted  the effects of target motion is the use 

of a biopsy device w ith a strong mechanical throw . The strong throw of a standard biopsy device 

improved its cutting action. Less sharp needles, and biopsy devices with weaker throws would 

have a greater tendency to push the lesion out of the way, rather then pierce it. This is one of the 

benefits of doing the biopsy outside of the magnetic field. A biopsy device, which has been 

optimized for its purpose, can be used rather then one that has been compromised in order to 

satisfy the criteria of being non-magnetic. This benefit will rnost Iürely be apparent in real breast 

tissue as well. Another factor that affected the outcome of this expriment was the inaccessibiüty 

of som ksions in the regions near the biopsy insett. This issue was discussed previously, and 

contributed to one missed biopsy attempt in this experiment. 

This system was able to achieve a high rate of successful biopsies In a breast equivaknt phantom. 

Compared to the localization experiment, the average accuracy score was 8.2 compared to 6.9. 

This serves only as a general cornparison because the two scoring system used in each of these 

experiments were not identical. The statistical signifcance was determined using a non-pararnetric 

stat ist icai test, Wilcoxon rank-sum with a large sample approximation [6]. This statistical test was 

used because accuracy score was based on an arbitrary scoring system that is not continuous. The 

Wilcoxon Rank-sum was used to test the hypothesis that the rneans of two independent 

populations are different. The p-value for an upper tail test was calculated to be 0.0735, which 

indicates that the two results are marginaiiy statistically significant. From a practical standpoint 

rather than a statistical one, the two means appear to be substantially different. 

The cores were sampled using only MR information such that no needk verification technique 

was used to validate that the needk and lesion were in the proper positions before the biopsy 

device was fued. The next experiment attempted to quantify if the addition of US guidance wiU in 

fact improve accuracy. 
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3.3.4 MR and Ultrasound Guided Needle Biopsy 

The purpose of this comparative phantom experiment was to determine whether the addition of 

the real-tim ultrasound imaging improved the accuracy of obtaining biopsy samples in a tissue 

equivalent phantom. 

Two different guidance techniques, MR-guided and MRNS hybrid guidance were used to biopsy 

lesions in a set of 3 difZerent phantoms. Both techniques were performed on aii the targets in the 

phantoms, resulting in a cornparison of the quality of the core samples and a measure of the 

needle tip correction due to the addition of real-time US informet ion. 

The apparatus and techniques used for MR pided biopsy, were identical to those used in 

Experiment 3.3.3. The MRNS guided biopsy technique was presented in Chapter 2. A single trial 

consisted of the biopsy of a target using each guidance technique. The experiment consisted of the 

biopsy of a l  targets in a set of 6 phantoms using each guidance technique. The phantom set 

consisted of 2 phantorns of each agar concentration ( 1.0%. 2.5%, 5.0%). The quality of the core 

samples was the bais of cornparison between the two techniques. Measurement of needle tip 

correction with the MRNS-guided approach quantitied the impact of the ultrasound information 

on the pre-tue position of the biopsy needle. A biopsy sampk was obtained for all targets in each 

phantom using both biopsy strategies. 

3.3.4.1.1 MR Guided Biopsy 

The phantom was imaged with the sequence used in Expriment 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, to locate the 

tiducial origin and the olive target centres. The apparatus was then removed fiom the bore of the 

magnet into an adjoining mom as shown in Figure 3.20. The biopsy sarnples were acquired and 

scored as explained in Experiment 3.3.3. 
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Biopsy Method 1 : 
MR Guidance 

Biopsy Mettiod 2: 
Hybrid Guidance 

Figure 3.19: Biopsy strategits compand In this e ~ ~ n t .  a) A biopsy was obtaincd for every dive target in the 
phantom using MR images. b) The phantom was then repositioned and a biopsy w ~ s  obtained for evcry dive in the 
phantom using the MR data cis an initial guide, and the US &ta to do Ilne adjustmcnt of the neeàle position. 

3.3.4.1.2 M M  Guided Biopsy 

For hybrid guidance biopsy, the ultrasound insert was placed in the medial compression fiame 

while the biopsy insert was in the lateral frame. The phantom was imaged to locate the fiducial 

origin and the olives, and then rernoved fiom the MR magnet room into the console room. The 

apparatus was prepared for ultrasound imaging as depicted in Figure 3.21. 

Figure 3.20: Picture O€ the biopsy apparatus king nmoveà h tbc mrgnct bom The patient bed &on wbceJs ruIcl 
a n  easüy be undockcd and removeà h m  the MR magnet. 
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Figure 3.21: Positionhg the UTPS with transduccr on the meàirl skie d the biopsy apparatus with the breast 
equivalent phantom in piace. 

The fiduciai and olive positions were entered into the cornputer program, which determined the 

required core biopsy needle trajectory and the position of the ultrasound transducer. The biopsy 

plug was set and the US transducer positioned in the UTPS based upon the calculations. Wit h the 

transducer in position, the phantom was irnaged using the ATL US irnaging system The core 

biopsy needle was advanced into the phantom as demonstrated in Figure 3.22. The position of the 

US transducer and its acoustic imaging k ld  are depicted in Figure 3.23, as well as the 

corresponding US images of the biopsy needle in pre-tire and pst-tire positions. 

The needle appeared in the US images as a hyperechoic line. As the needle progressed forward. 

the line approached the position indicated by the calculated ultrasound coordinates as indicated by 

the white cursor in Figure 3.23. In some cases, the needle trajcctory could not be completely 

contained within the acoustic imaging plane due positioning restrictions of the transducer. In these 

circumstances only the tip of the needle entering the target could be visualized. The needle 

approach was monitored using the ultrasound information and adjustments made to the needle 

trajectory by loosening the collar of the biopsy phg as discussed in Section 2.6.4.2. When the 

needle was in the appropnate pre-fie position, the biopsy coUar was tightened and the needle 

depth recorded. The biopsy device was then fïred, pst-tire position of the needle verified and 
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sarnple obtained. The biopsy plug was then put back into the goniorneter and the fmal rnodified 

trajectory angles were recorded. The distance representing the correction of the needle tip 

position defined by the initial calculations, and the final needle tip position after ultrasound guided 

modifications was calculated for each biopsy. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.24. 

Figure 3.22: Hybrid Biopsy technique. a) With the appantus o u M e  d t h e  MR magnet nrmii, and the US system 
attached, the biopsy plug trqjectory is set and psi- in the appropriate accus window. The US images appepr 
on the US system in  reabtime and are uscd by the ndidogbt to guide the nwdk poaltioii. b) Clac up of the ncedte 
approach showa the biopsy device and the modüications in trqjectory made by the radiologist. 
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Figure 3.23: Neeàle guidance using US. a) Coronal view ofthe phantom, and the ultraaoanü tmduœr, The 
enclo6eà in the dasheà white Unes corresponds to the acoustk dcld of the US traiuduccr ia b) and c). b) b 6 r e  US 
image of the neeàle and ksion. The n d k  sbiii\ appean as a brtght line (identiki by the thme white ~ ~ ) .  
C) Post-fire position of the ndle. Sligbt moâilIcPtions mm made to the n d k  tcqjectory bchncn pir and poat BFe 
The position indicateà by the cumr as cakuhttd fhm the MR images, inàkatts the centre of the oîîva 
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Initial Needle Trajectory 

US information modifies needle trajectory 

Needle Correction Corrected Needle Trajectory 

Figure 3.24: Measurement of n d l e  correction. In the top diagram, the nealle trqjsdoy has bcen detcnniiild using 
the MR data. Upon insertion of the netdle into the phantom, the neeàk can deftect and the leion can move Bwn its 
original position. The final position of the nccdk and ksion will be dmerent hvwn their intended positions as 
indicated by dashed outlines, The bottom diagram showa the !inal @ t h  of the n d k  d e n  US information is 
useü for needle guidance. Placing the plug into the gonionnter and measuring the change in the Jhph hqjedoq and 
the needle depth crin determine the final correctcd position of the n d k .  

Both guidance techniques were performed resulting in a biopsy of every olive in each phantom 

type. A cornparison of the two techniques for the different phantom types is found in Table 3.5. 

The fust column indicates the type of phantoms, spanning 3 agar concentrations by weight (1 .O%, 

2.596,5.0%). The second column corresponds with the total number of targets sampled with each 

technique. The t hird column corresponds to the results of the MR guided biopsy strategy. The 

fourth and fifth columns correspond to the results of the hybrid pided biopsy strategy. The 
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accuracy of the biopsy strategies was quantifkd by averaging the con quaüty scores for ali trials 

of the same phantom type. The average amount of needle correction for a particular phantom due 

to the real-tirne US information was deterrnined by averaging the total needle correction 

calculated for all trials of the same phantom type. 

1 MRGUIDANCE 1 M W S  GUIDANCE 1 

Phantom Type 

- -- - - 

Table 3.5: Results for experiment 33.4, cornparison d guidance techniques in a breast quivalent phantom. The 
symbob O and * indicate that the pair of valua b statbtically dlllcrent. 

I 

1 .O % Agar 

2.5 % Agar 

5.0 Oh Agar 

3.3.4.3 Conclusions 

Number of 

Targets 

In ail phantom types, the average accuracy of the hybrid biopsy strategy was better then the MR- 

guided biopsy. The Wilcoxon rank-sum statistical test was used for the same reasons outüned in 

the previous experiment to detennine statistical significance of the results. A statistically 

significant difference (P = 0.02275) between the average accuracy for all biopsies obtained using 

MR guidance verses hybrid guidance was obtaimd for the 5.0% agar phantom The same 

statistical analysis resulted a marginaily sipnüicant difference (P = 0.07927). and an Uisignificant 

difference (P = 0.4 1 294) for the 2.5% and 1 .O% agar phantom respectively. 

17 

21 

21 

As the stiffness of the phantom increased. the accuracy of the MR-guided biopsy technique tended 

to decrease. The average accuracy score was 8.8 in a 1 .O% agar phantom, compared to only 7.4 

in the 5.0% phantom yielding a rnargindy statisticdy significant Merence on analysis (P = 

Avstag@ Accuracy 

Score out of 10 

8.8 

8.3 

7.4O 

Average Accuracy 

Scom out of 10 

Average Neadfa 

Tip Comtion 

(mm) 

9.0 

8.7 

9.6' 

2.6. 

3.0 

3.7* 
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0.1057). This could be attributed to the increased amount of needle deflection in the stiffer gel. A 

decrease in the accuracy scores was observed between the 1.0% and 2.5% agar phantoms, 8.8 

verses 8.3 respectively (P=û.29460), and the 2.5% and 5.096 phantoms, 8.3 and 7.4 respectively 

(Pd. 1 922). 

The decrease in accuracy scores as the phantom stifhess increased was not obsemd for samples 

obtained using the hybrid biopsy technique. The average accuracy score increased süghtly from 

9.0 in the 1.0% agar phantom to 9.6 in the 5.0% agar phantom (P=0.2912). The accuracy score 

decreased süghtly fiom 9.0 in the 1 .O% phantom to 8.7 in the stiffer 2.5% phantom (Pd.4404). A 

rnoderate increase in the accuracy scores was again evident when comparing the score of 8.7 in 

the 2.5% phantom to 9.6 in the 5.0% phantom (Pd.2177). Frorn a statistical standpoint, there 

was no change between the accuracy scores as the phantom stifhess was increased. The 

improvement that was observed as the phantom stifbess increased was rnost Wely due to the 

improved visibüity of the needle in the stiffer phantoms, however the results do not have the 

statistical power to back this statement. 

The average needle tip correction values tended to increase as the stiffness of the phantom 

increased. In the 1 .O% agar phantom the average needle tip correction was 2.6 mm, compared to 

the 3.7 mm in the 5.0% agar phantom (Pd.0089). This may k attributed to the increased 

correction required. as needle deflection became more of a factor. The average needle correction 

of 3.7 mm is large relative to the size of the olive core (7.0 mm diameter). That amount of 

correction in a stiff phantom is on the order of one half the radius of the target. The high accuracy 

score associated with the large amount of correction due to the US information in the stiff 

phantom suggests that many of these cores would be missed with MR guidance alone. 

In al1 the phantoms the lesion rnobility did not seem to be the major factor contributing to 

inaccurate sampling. The lesion was noted to move a siight amount in the ultramund images when 

the biopsy device was fued. If lesion mobiüty was a major factor. we would have expected to see 

the accuracy of the uncorrected, MR-guided biopsy to decrease substantially in the softer 
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phantom. It seems that the major effect of the sofier phantom was reduced needle deflection 

rather then increased lesion mobüity, leading to an irnprovemnt in accuracy with both guidance 

techniques. The same factors discussed in Section 3.3.3.3, strong throw of biopsy needle and 

aggressive mediai lateral compression contributed to the limited effect of lesion mobiiity . 

The accuracy of the MWUS-guidance strategy depended on the abiiity to visualize clearly the 

lesion and the needle. In d cases the lesion could be ngistered to the ultrasound transducer and 

was accurately indicated by the ultrasound coordinates, z depth and x-offset. In some cases, 

where in-plane registration of the biopsy needle and lesion could not be accomplished due to 

limitations of the apparatus, the resuting biopsy samples tended to be kss accurate and the 

procedure was more düficult. The ability to accurately register the MR and US images may 

present a probkm in cünicai application. The effects of varying velocity of sound and refraction 

throughout the various tissues in the breast wili result in some inaccuracy in image registration. 

Apparent shas of the ksion and needle in the US image and through the plane of the US 

transducer could make identifkation of the ksion and monitoring needle progression in the US 

image dificult. These effects are not apparent in this phantom experiment as the velocity of sound 

in the phantom is very near that of water, but wiU be apparent in real breast tissue. These issues 

are discussed in detd in Section 4.2.4. 

The overall visibility of the needle was considered to be poor in some trials. As mentioned 

previously, the visualization of the needle depended on the stiffness of the agar gel, and wüi be 

different in the real breast. The optimal orientation of the needle in the US images is perpendicular 

to the transducer, which is not the case in this application [IO]. In some cases the needle was 

much better visuaîized when it approached the lesion at an angle. A slightly difterent trajectory 

calculation strategy could be implernented so the biopsy window is selected such that the angle 

relative the transducer face is large. This would be a trade-off with the current restriction of 

selecting the shortest path to the lesion, for increased visibiiity of the needle. 

As mentioned above, multiple factors affect the accuracy scores for a particular biopsy technique 
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beyond just the increased mechanical deflection of the needle due to varying the stifiess of the 

phantom. These multiple factors convolute the statistical results to some extent. As the stifbess of 

the phantom was increased, the mobiiity of the lesion and the visibiiity of the needle in the US 

images substantiaiiy affected the accuracy score. These multiple factors are not accounted for in 

the Wücoxon rank-sum statistical analysis as presented. In order to take these factors into account 

the non-pararnetric alternative to the F-test, known as the Kniskal-Wallis test, is required [6]. A 

more detailed examination of the interactions between the variables affecting the accuracy of the 

biopsy techniques is not appropriate considering the scope of this thesis. 

The accuracy of registration and biopsy needle targeting are ümited by the same factors that are 

discussed in Expriment 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. These factors contribute to the overall accuracy of the 

biopsy strategies. The overall accuracy of the hybrid guidance procedure is also dependent on the 

ability of the operator to guide the needle to the appropnate pre-fre position based on the US 

images. This required some skül and training on the part of the operator and contributed to the 

variability associated with the accuracy results and the average needle tip correct ion values. The 

ability to infer needle position as weU as updating the position of the US transducer to 

accommodate changes in needle trajectory was a skill that improved over tirne. 

The phantom developed for this expriment w m  a simple and rrasonaMe approximation of a 

tumour in a breast, but rnany factors that may affect the outcome of the biopsy were not modeled. 

In a real breast, the needle will traverse through many interfaces of fat and fibroglandular tissue 

[ l l ) .  The needle wiU tend to deflect dong the path of least resistance, so when the needle tip 

encounters an interface of sofi fat and stiffer fibroglandular tissue, the needk wül deflect in the 

direction of the fat [12]. Since this is a homogeneous phantom, this effect has not been modeled. 

Patient motion is another issue that is not addressed in this experiment, but is criticaliy important 

in a ciinical setting [13]. 
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The targeting experiments presented in this Chapter (3.2.1-3.2.3), demonstrated the ideal 

performance of the biopsy targeting and US registration techniques. It was determined that the 

positioning of a localization needle, core biopsy needk, or registration of an US imaging plane, 

based on a set of MR images could be done accurateiy and consistently. Positioning of the core 

biopsy needle was more accurate compared to the localization needle due to the novel angulation 

technique developed. 

The phantorn Experiments (3.3.1-3.3.3) provided a more accurate test of what might occur in a 

real breast. This phantom was used to test the capability of the biopsy techniques and 

demonstrated the improvernent in accuracy associated with the addition of US as a secondary 

guidance imaging modality. The accuracy of wire localization and core biopsy techniques were 

affected by the stifhess of the deflecting medium of the phantom. In order to improve the 

accuracy of both these rnethods, a verification technique would be required. 

The phantom experhnt  comparing the US and MR pided core biopsy strategies used three 

dflerent phantoms to determine how much the relative difference between the rnodalities changed 

with different stiffhess of phantoms. Results showed an improvement with the addition of the US 

guidance. Although the phantom experiments only approximate the chical situation, they do 

allow us to simulate the phenomena that occur while attempting a biopsy in real breast tissue, and 

provide a method to test and optimize the techniques before cünical use. 

The next chapter looks at the cünicai application of s o m  of the techniques tested in this chapter 

and examines the phenornena that cannot be appropriately modeled using phantoms. Chapter 4 

also looks into how the biopsy techniques can be improved by tackling some of the technical 

problems discussed as weiI as how this biopsy system can be integrated with other imaging and 

interventional technologies in novel ways. 
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CHAPTER 4: CLJNICAL RESULTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Chapter 4 

Clinical Results and Future Directions 

4.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter descrikd results of experiments designed to test the accuracy of biopsy 

strategies presented in Chapter 2. The first section of this Chapter, 4.2, presents the nsults of the 

clinical application of some of these strategies, including wire localization (4.2.1), core biopsy 

(4.2.2) and MWUS registration (4.2.3). The next section, 4.3, focuses on improvements that can 

be made to the current apparatus to solve some of the problem presented thus far. The final 

segment investigates how other imaging techniques can be incorporated into the system and the 

potential to extend the system to appücations other than biopsy. 

4.2 Clinical Application - Prelirninary Clinical Trials 

In Chapter 3 we saw that the addition of US for needle guidance was a novel developrnent that 

has dernonstrated its effectiveness in improving the accuracy of acquiring biopsy sarnples in 

phantoms. Besides accuracy there are other imrnediate benefits afForded by this technique, mainly: 
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8 reduced MR rnagnet tirne 

8 use of imaging systems for their intended purpose 

reduced procedural complexity 

Reducing the requued magnet thne per biopsy procedure allows better throughput on MR 

systems. With the proposed system, the biopsy would be done outside of the magnet, requiring 

the magnet only for imaging purposes. This could result in a substantial cost reduction per 

procedure. The concept of moving the patient outside of the magnet for intervention could be 

extended for more time consuming MR procedures such as thermal ablation of tissue, which is 

considered in more detail at the end of this chapter [1,2]. 

Performing biopsy with hybrid guidance, by separating the function of detection and guidance, 

allows both imaging systerns to be used for their intended purpose. MRI has dernonstrated to be a 

highly sensitive irnaging technique, while US has proven to be an effective guidance modality 

[3,4]. The use of ultrasound as a secondary, or adjunct imaging modality allows the possibility of 

improving the specifkity of the procedure 151. By simply registering the US plane to the MR 

detected lesion, the appearance of the lesion in US can be used to indicate its rnalignancy status as 

indicated in Chapter 1.5.2.3. This application is presented in this chapter, Section 4.2.3. Further 

extensions to US imaging, such as Doppler US, that have the potential to improve the specificity 

and sensitivity of US are also presented in Section 4.3.2 [6-71. 

Performing the biopsy in an adjacent room to the MR magnet reduces the overd complexity of 

the procedure. The strict requirement of having non-magnetic equipment, or equipment that is not 

damaged by the strong magnetic field is no longer an issue. This benefit is immediately apparent 

when the compatible types of biopsy needles are considered. The standard biopsy needks are 

made of stainless steel and are much sharper and stiffer than the specialized needles developed for 

MRI [8]. The standard rapid-fue biopsy device fires the two biopsy needle components forward 

with much greater force then the comparable MR compatible systems, resulting in minimal lesion 

movement as the needles easily pierce the target [9]. 
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With the expected improvement in accuracy, and the benefits previously rnentioned, a strong case 

can be made for the clinical application of such a system. However, hybrid-guidance biopsy is a 

fairly complicated procedure. which effectively combines two concepts; MR-pided needle 

delivery, and MRNS image registration. It was decided that it would be more appropriate to 

perfonn pnlirninary clinical trials using the less complicated biopsy procedures; MR guided 

needle locaiization and MR guided core biopsy as well as MWUS registration separately. In fact. 

the need to perform biopsy on patients presenting fmding suspicious on MR, and occult to other 

imaging modalities, expedited the development of the MR guided needk localization procedure 

and provided the motivation to apply this biopsy technique fust. 

In preparation for clinical application of al1 procedures, tests were performed with the senior 

radiologist in the S WCHSC high-risk screening study using the tissue equivalent phantom 

presented in Section 3.3.1. The tests demnstrated the accuracy of the techniques, and provided a 

means to perfect the clinical protocols that are required with an actual patient, such as patient 

positioning, sterile proiocol and correct needle positioning. 

The preliminary clinical trials for MR pided needle localization are presented in the next section 

whereas Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 demonstrate limited clinical application of needle core biopsy, 

and MWUS image registration. The senior radiologist gave clinical approval for these procedures, 

whüe an ethics cornmittee approved interventional procedures associated with the high-risk 

screening study. 

4.2.1 M R  Guided Needle Localization 

The fust procedure to be implemented in preüminaty clinical trials was MR guided needk 

localization. This procedure was applied to patients in the high risk screening study at SWCHSC 

who had lesions detected using contrast-enhanced MRI that were occuh to screening 

marnmography and ultrasound and subsequently could not be detected retrospectively for biopsy 

purposes. At the tirne that this thesis was written, there were 5 needle localizations performed 

using the system and techniques presented in Chapter 3. The imaging technique used for the 
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procedure is outlined in Chapter 2 and a clinical case is show in Figure 4.1. 

The lesions that were localized ranged in sue fkorn 0.6 to 1 .O cm (mean 0.8 cm). They were 

located at various positions throughout the breast. One was medially located and required a 

medial biopsy epproach. As fa .  can be detennined from cumnt research literature, this was the 

fust medial MR-guided wue localization performed. A sunrmsry of the localization procedures is 

found in Table 4.1 with the pathological diagnosis of the lesions. One srnall0.7 cm invasive 

carcinoma was excised, while the rest of the fmdings were benign. In aif cases, the appearance of 

the lesions in MR comsponded to the pathological findings leading us to believe that al1 the 

lesions in question were properly excised. 

Figure 4.1: Contrast enhand MR images acquid during a medial appronch localitrition procedure. a) Sagittal 
image obtained 1-minute poat contmt agent iqjection. Thc k s h  was Mentiikd and the loclriization n d l e  
positioned based on the MR images. b) Verification MR imii~e dcpicts the aitilact hm the IocaUzotion needk 
relative to the lesion. The neeàle tip was approdmately 3 mm o l l h m  the centre of the lesion. 
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Procedurs Approach Lesion Size (cm) Pathology 

1 Localkation 1 1 Lateral 1 1 .O 1 Fibroadenoma 

1 Localirath 2 1 Lateral 1 0.7 r Fibroadenorna 

Table 4.1: Clinical Locaiization Rcsults 

4.2.2 M R  Guided Core Biopsy 

The second type of biopsy technique performed clinicaüy was an angled approach needle core 

biopsy. The apparatus and techniques used were similar to the experiment perfonned in Section 

3.2.3. This procedure was only attempted in one case. The patient who opted for this procedure 

presented a suspicious lesion detected with the MR bilateral screening examination and occult to 

other modalities. They were told of the risks and given the option to undergo a needle localization 

followed by an excisional biopsy, or the needk core biopsy. They selected the kss invasive needle 

core biopsy procedure. 

The procedure involved the patient lying in the apparatus with the breast containhg the lesion 

compressed between the steriüzed biopsy compression inserts. The irnaging procedure involved 

detennining the fiducial locations with a set of scouting images before the Uijection of contrast 

agent. The lesion became apparent within 80 seconds after injection of contrast agent and is 

depicted in the sagittal Tl-weighted image shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 0.2: MR image for corn biopsy p r d u r c .  a) Fat saturatcd MR h g t  demoiutratcs no focal enhancement 
prior to contrrist agent iqjection. b) One minute alter contrast agent iqjcction, a lesion a p p m .  Th& lesion 
corresponds to the suspicious lesion detected in scmning examination, and was the targct d the core biopsy 
procedure. The pathdogy indlccited this h ion  wsis stromal fibmis, a bcnîgn condition. 

The lesion and fiducial coordinates were determined from the MR console and calculations were 

performed to determine the needle trajectory required to intercept the lesion at multiple points. 

The approach selected was a medial approach in order to mVIimUe trauma to the breast. The 

caiculations were restricted such that ail needle entry points would be made through the sam 

incision point. A position at the centre, and 3 at the periphery were selected. The 4 biopsy plugs 

were set to the corresponding calculated trajectories using the goniorneter, and adhend to strict 

stenle procedure. 

The patient was removed from the rnagnet room, and an incision was made in the appropriate 

biopsy window with a scalpel. Biopsy plugs were used to guide the needle into place. The needle 

was positioned to the appropriate depth, the biopsy device was fired md a sample was acquired. 

This was repeated for all the biopsy plug trapctories in succession. The total tirne for the 

procedure was 50 minutes. 

The pathology performed on the core samples indicated the ksion was stromal fibrosis. The 
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radiologist who performed the procedure was uncertain that the diagnosis matched what was seen 

in the MR images. During the procedure there had been some problems with patient motion and 

poor breast compression, therefore the possibility of an inaccurate core sample could not be mled 

out. The patient was given the choice of undergohg a wire localization procedure to nmove the 

lesion. The patient opted for a dmonth foilow-up examination, at which time the lesion had not 

grown, or demonstrated any features that indicated that further clinical intervention would be 

requùed. This supported the cünical diagnosis based on the core biopsy procedure. 

4.2.3 MRAJS Registration 

The third clinical apptication of the system was registration of an US San plane to investigate the 

MR detected Iesion. This is a segment of the entire hybrid biopsy procedure, but it may in fact 

demonstrate some ut ilit y as a clinical procedure independent of the needle positioning. Other than 

validating a component of the hybrid biopsy technique. successhil registration of the US scan 

plane to visualize the lesion rnay aid in the diagnosis of whether the ksion is malignant or benign. 

The patients selected for this procedure were women advised to have a follow-up MR procedure 

due to suspicious findings. The follow-up procedure was dimissed in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.3.3 

and is sumrnarized in Table 1 .1. The procedure consists of an init i d  T2- weighted, fast spin-ec ho 

sagittal imaging series, followed by the dynarnic T 1 -weighted series in concert with contrast agent 

injection, fobwed by a 3D high resolution imaghg series. To rnodiQ this imaging protocof for 

the purpose of US registration, an irnaging series to detect the fiducial marker positions was 

added at the beginning of the protocol, whüe an oblique-coronal TI weighted series was added at 

the end. 

The patients were positioned in the apparatus with the breast of interest between the compression 

plaies with an US insert on the side closest to the lesion and the biopsy insert on the other. The 

imaging sequence explained previously was used to determine the lesion and fiducial marker 

position. A calculation to determine the required position of the US transducer to register the 
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lesion was performed. The transducer position was reported as coordinates for the UTPS, and 

coordinates to identify the lesion in US space as described in Chapter 2. A tmal imaging series 

was obtained corresponding to the calculated angle of the US transducer. The imaging series was 

a coronal Tl-weighted, spin-echo series with no fat suppression, and angled obliqwly in the axial 

plane. 

M e r  this final imging series, the patient was rernoved from the bore of the magnet, and rolled 

into the adjoining room. The UTPS was positioned on the compression fiame on the same side as 

the US membrane insert. The cursor was positioned on the US image according to the US 

coordinates from the calculations. The ksion was expected to appear at the cursor position if 

registration was perfect. If registration was inaccurate, adjustrnents were made to the transducer 

angle and position. 

This procedure was petformed on a patient who preanted a rim-enhancing lesion on her bilateral 

screening examination. The lesion was occuh to other screening modaiities, only detected using 

MRI. A rim-enhancing region betieved to correspond to the previously detected ksion, appeared 

in the dynamic imaging series. The sarne location on the T2-weighted image demonstrated a focal 

region of bright signal indicating that this area may contain increased fluid content. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.3 where the lesion is identified in the T2-weighted and T 1 -weighted 

dynamic image. 
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Figure 43: MR images h m  the follow-up rcgistratlon experiment. a) T2 weigbted fatsritumteà ZD-ti~tlspin cdw, 
image depicts 7mm region of bright signal indicated by the white amw. b) Tl-mighted image taken 1 minute 20 
seconds after gadolinium injection demonstatcs a 9mm region rim=enhanament luound the same p d t h  as 
a). 

The woman was removed fiom the magret and the transducer positioned as required. US imaging 

with the transducer in the calculated position did not demonstrate any obvious indications of a 

Iesion. The transducer was scanned and repositioned 3 mm klow the calculated position resulting 

in corresponding US image shown in Figure 4.4. The white cursor indicates the depth and offset 

to where the lesion should have ken  centred. An ovd7 mm obPft was identified 3 mm from the 

cursor. This object has well-defined boarders, sorne intemal echogenicity, and slight posterior 

enhancement. The US features of this object do not comspond with the expectcd US fiatures of 

a malignant lesion, however the US visible lesion is approximately the sarne size and is located at 

very near the expected position of the ksion based on the cursor position. The lesion was deemd 

to be highly suspicious based upon the MRI findings, and nsulted in scheduling an MR-pided 

localuation with excisional biopsy. The pathology indicated a 7 mm invasive carcinoma. This 

corresponds to the f&h locaiization procedure show in Tabk 4.1. 
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Figure 4.0: Rtgîstereà US image baseâ upon MR brstd crlcobtiona The aidid white cursor rcpnscnts the posfaoii 
whert MR b a s 4  calcuhtions indkattd the ksion to be. The dark, dmilir, wtlldrcumscribcd maas indkateà by 
the measurement crosshairs was detected in the vkinity. The size of the mass, 0.67 cm corresponds weü with wbat 
was seen in the MR images. 

Another strategy that was initially presented in Section 2.6.3.3 was hpkmnted in retrospect to 

determine whether or not the US visualhed object comsponded to the MR detected lesion. The 

architecture of the parenchyma surroundhg the lesion was used to provide valuable information 

to assist in locating the position of the ksion in the MR and the US images. The fat and 

fibroglandular interfaces were used as distinct landmarks in both imaging modalities. Using these 

landmarks to define the position of the lesion in MR images, and f'kding these landmarks in US 

images, can help to locate inconspicuous lesions, and validate accurate image registration. 

This concept is dernonstrated in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 a shows a coronal TI-weighted image 

acquired at a time over 10 minutes after contrast agent injection. It is at an oblique, coronal plane, 

which corresponds to the caiculated position of the US transducer. The white a m w  indicates the 
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position of the lesion, as detemiimd by the MR coordinates. The contrast agent hm washed out by 

t his time. The white box overlaid on the MR image depicts the acoustic field of the US transducer. 

Figure 4.5 b is the corresponding US image, with the grayscale levels inverted to match the contrast 

seen in the MR image. In t his image, the fat generaiiy appears as bright signal, and the fibrog landular 

tissue as dark signal, corresponding to the MR image. 

One of the key landmarks in this image is the fat-fibroglandular tissue interface and the 

corresponding 'boni" of tibroglandular tissue that is indicated by three m w s  on both images. 

This interface extends in f i n t  of the lesion seen as a dark band in both images, indicated by a pair 

of arrows. Using these landmarks as a refennce points. the ksion position indicated by the 

arrowhead on the MR image, appears to correspond to the indicated ksion in the US image. This 

landmarking and referencing technique may prove to be a valuable mthod for locating ksions 

that are diffcult to detect in the US images. 

4.2.4 Clinical Application Problems 

Moving the biopsy techniques fiom experiments to clinical application posed difficulties. The 

local kat ion procedures progressed w it hou t incidence; ho wever, the core biopsy procedure 

presented an unexpected challenge. Insertion of the needk into the s h  required an incision to be 

made in-line with the needle entry point. This required the radiologist to estirnate the position of 

the incision and rnonitor the entry of the needk into the skin, which proved to be difficult. 
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Figure 4.5: Cornparison of lesion position b a d  on native hndmarks in the brcrisL. a) An oblique coroilsl MR imge 
was obtained a t  the position cwrcsponding to the smn piane d the ultrwwnd tniuduccr. This image i s  Tl- 
weightd with no fat suppression. The bright signai corresponds to the fat in the bccast, whüt the âark raions 
correspond to flbroghndular tissue. The white mrrow corresponds to the an t re  position of the ksion as detectd by 
MM, whUc the white box corresponds to the apptoxirmite podtJoh d the US transduccr imsgIag plane. b) The 
correspondhg US image, whkh & identical to the one ahown in Figure 4.4 except the grayscak intcnsitks ait 
inverted. The dark signal corresponds to Rbroglandulrir tissue and the interfacm betwecn fat and fibroghndular 
tissue, whüe the bright signal corresponds to fat. This müom us to refcmnu the poeition of the ksion dttccted in the 
MR image and the US image. 
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The clinical MRAJS registration procedure dernonstrated that registration accuracy and lesion 

visibility in US images was compromised in a real breast compared to a phantom. Patient motion 

and beam deflection rnay have contributed to this inaccuracy. As the US beam passes through the 

breast , it w il1 pass through tissues in which the speed of sound varies. The two extrems king fat 

and fibroglandular tissue where the speed of sound is approxirnately 1437 mls and 1410 mls 

respectively [IO]. This change in velocity wili distort the image in two ways as depicted in Figure 

4.6. The US imaging system determines the depth from which echoes are reflected in the breast 

based on the time from the transmission of the US pulse to the time an echo is detected at the 

tranducer. In order to do this mean velocity of sound in the breast is assumd to be approximately 

1540 d s .  Ail depth calculations performed in the US system are determined fiom this value. If 

the echo traverses through a region of lower velocity, the pulse wül ntum to the transducer at a 

longer time interval, and the calculations wül detennine the echo to be located at a position 

deeper within the tissue than it is actually occurring. This resuits in a substantial mis-registration 

between the physical position of the structures in the breast relative to the transducer and the 

position of these same structures in the MR image. In the extrerne case, with a solid lesion located 

in a breast composed mainly of fat, there would be approximately an 8% error in the axial position 

of the lesion. This translates to an error of approximately 2.5 mm at a depth of 3 cm in the breast. 

This is fairly a substantial error when considend relative to other error sources in the system. 

Il09 111 

The other source of error is associated with refiaction of the ultrasound bearn at interfaces 

between tissue of varying velocity as shown in Figure 4.6 b. As the beam is refracted, structures 

deep within the tissue appear shifted lateraily and axially in the images compared to their physical 

position. This effect is more difficult to quant@ since it is dependent on the angle of the interface 

and the composition of the tissues. The effects of both varying velocities and beam refraction 

result in distonions that affect the accuracy of MWUS registration in a real breast in a way that 

would be difficult to predict. This source of error in US images has been investigated by 

numerous groups in both the breast and in other organs [12,13]. As of yet, despite attempts to 

correct for this phenornenon, the issue rernains unresolved. A solution, limited to MWUS 

registered breast imaging, might emerge from the work pnsented in this thesis. A novel way to 
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use MRI information to predict how much the beam rnay refract and how much error may be 

introduced due to the fat content of the breast is presented in Section 4.3. 

ji.r 
Low Velocity mm 

Targe t 

US lmage 

~ istohed 
Structure 

US Image 
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Target Target Position 

Figure 4.6: Effects of varying velocity on US images. a) Imging thmugh a region of dlllennt vclocity results in a 
longer transit thne for the US beam. b) This longer transit t h  results in axial distotîion of structures in the US 
image. c) if the region of düterent velocity bi non=nonirpl ta the US h m ,  then the barn wül defkct. d) This 
dektion of the beam will result in structures appcaring shifteà in the US image resulting in a lateml distortion as 
well as an axial distortion and potcntiaUy mis-registration through the emnsdueet imaging plane. These ellleds wiü 
result in mis-registration within breast tissue when the velocity of sound is approximately 1420 mis campad to 
fibroglandular tissue (1540 m/s). 

The clinical registration case also demonstrated that the visualization of the lesion in the US image 

could be substantially iniproved. A higher fkequency probe would irnprove the resolution of the 
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image and help to visualize som of the finer features of the ksion better. These higher frequency 

transducen have ümited irnaging depths as discussed in Chapter 1. The penetration depth drops 

off as the kequency of the transducer increases [IO]. This may not k a probkm for registration 

procedures, where the transducer is positioned in a way to minimize the distance to the lesion, but 

rnay be a probkm for the hybrid guided biopsy procedures. These procedures require that the 

biopsy needle traverse the shortest path to the lesion. It then foUows that the ultrasound 

transducer must k positioned on the opposite side, resulting in a larger amount of tissue to be 

penetrated. At high ftequencies, the attenuation of the breast tissue is substantial resulting in the 

inabüity to visualize adequately lesions positioned close to the biopsy approach skie. 

The probkm of US visibiüty of lesions is mamed when the nature of the lesions detected using 

MR is considered. Many of these lesions are highly vascular, and have a high cellular content. 

These lesions tend not to generate the shadowing features that are often indicative of carcinomas 

in US images [14]. In these cases, the lesion may not be adequately visualized with standard B- 

scan US. Strategies that rnay potentially improve lesion visibility are discussed in Section 4.3.1.4. 

4.3 Future Directions 

A hybrid biopsy system as presented has the potential for many different appiications, from 

improvernent of surgicd excision, to increasing specifcity of lesion diagnosis. Improvements that 

can be made to this system arc prcsented m Section 4.3.1. Ways in which various US techniques 

may be incorporate into such a system are presented in Section 4.3.2. 

4.3.1 Improvements to Current Apparatuflechniques 

4.3.1.1 Needle Positioning 

Irnproving the accuracy with which a needle can be positioned into the MRI detected tumour is 

the one of thc primary motivations for the development of the hybrid biopsy system. The accuracy 
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depends on how well the needk is initially positioned within the breast and how weli the needle 

tip and ksion can be visuaüzed and theu relative positions validated. M o n  accurate needle 

placement would be expected if the problerns outlined in the experiments of Section 3.2.2 and 

3.2.3 were resolved. 

Determinhg the extent that gradient warp is affecting the spatial accuracy of the images, and 

correcting for it in software would substantidy reduce needle-positioning errors. The amount of 

gradient wurp could be quantified and used to determine an appropriate offset calculation to be 

applied to subsequent calculations. Other groups have atternpted to correct for this grad wrap 

with more advanced algorithrnic approaches, w hich rnay also be considered [ 15,161. 

4.3.1.2 MWUS Registration 

Accurate registration of the US irnaging plane, the ksion and the needle dong its trajectory 

faciiitates needle guidance. Ensuring that the lesion is defhed accurately by the US space 

coordinates, enabks the biopsy to be performed even if the Iesion is not adequately visuaiked. 

The radiologist can simply guide the biopsy needle tip to the position indicated by a cursor on the 

US image. The corrections for gradient warp rnentioned in the pnvious section and the potential 

redesign of the US transducer positioning apparatus would provide an Unprovernent in 

registration accuracy. Further corrections for mis-registration emrs associated with the US 

imaging system may also be addressed. The registered MR images provide an unprecedented 

opponunity to determine the fat and fibroglandular tissue components of the breast. Using this 

information to map the velocity of sound throughout the breast and using these values to calibrate 

the received US echo times could potentiaiiy correct for any mis-registration errors. 

Development of a new transducer positioning method based upon the free-hand technique used by 

ultrasonographers would fbrther provide many benefits. The abiüty to move the transducer in a 

similar mannet to current US free hand technique would allow the lesion to be imaged in the ideal 

plane. It is weii known that sorne ksions appear to be benign in one imaging plane, but through 

another plane it may appear malignant [14]. A fieehand-type manipulation of the transducer 
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would take this into consideration. Linking the transducer position fiom the encoders into a 

computer, a program could be developed that determines the needle trajectory that corresponds to 

the desired transducer position such that the needle with pass through the US imaging plane into 

the lesion. 

4.3.1.3 Needle Visualization 

The visibility of the ncedle in the real-time US images is essential for accurate needie guidance. 

The strategy of orientating the needle such that it is pardel with the axis of the transducer is sub- 

optimal. The needk may be better visuaüzed by calculating the needle trajectory, not simply based 

upon the shortest distance to the tumour, but at an angle that would provide a greater reflected 

signal. This strategy would result in a trade ktween improved needle visibüity and increased 

tissue t raversal. 

Selection of the transducer type will determine how well the needle is visualized. A low fiequency 

transducer allows better penetration of the tissue and will better depict the needle as it approaches 

the lesion from the contralateral side. The use of a compounding transducer, such as the SonoCT 

transducer [ATL Inc., Bothell, WA, USA] would provide a ktter depiction of the needle in the 

breast [ 171. 

The ability to visualize adequately the needle may present a problem in real breast tissue. A better 

model of breast tissue using turkey breast as the body of the phantom can be used to test needle 

visualization [18]. With this model, the aforernentioned approaches to improve needle 

visuaiization can be tested. 

4.3.1.4 Lesion Visualization 

The visualization of the lesion in US images may be a significant problem when applied clinically 

as indicated in Section 4.2.4. The lesion may be better visualized with proper seleciion of the 

transducer and with use of advanced US imaging functions. A higher frequency transducer rnay 
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ailow visualization of subtle indicators that may help identiQ the lesion, such as hypoechoic 

regions or anas of shadowing [Hl. The implementation of US imaging functionalities such as 

Doppler imaging wiîi be discussed in Section 4.3.2 in order to detect lesions that are not evident 

due to theu acoustical proprties [6]. Another rnethod that may have potential to improve the 

abüity to identify the ksion in the US image involves investigating new ways in which the MR and 

US data can be combined. 

The incorporation of the US and MR data has been presented in a relatively simple manner thus 

far. Positioning the cursor in the US image based upon the MR cakulations was useful for 

identibing the lesion in the clinical case presented in Section 4.2.3. In that same case, the use of 

the MR image to guide the search for the lesion in the US image was perfonned retrospectively. 

The use of the obliquetoronal MR image to detemine corresponding breast features requires 

some effort. The inversion of the grayscale in the US image aided in the identification of common 

MR and US features. This image moditication may not be appropriate to the red-tirne US images 

therefore it rnay be more convenient to enhance the MR images to match the US data. 

Implementation of a technique that can merge the information pertaining to the position of the 

lesion and the surrounding landmark features of the breast in the US image would aid in lesion 

identification. 

Consider the foliowing strategy: The M N  data could be downloaded from the MR system 

database to a stand-done PC after the MR imaging procedure has been compkted. The MR data 

consists of MR images demonstrating the fat and fibroglandular tissue of the breast as shown in 

Figure 4.5 a), as weii as the dynamic enhancement information as demonstrated in Figure 4.3 b). 

This data could be combined and reformatted to match the orientation of the US transducer. The 

reformatting technique could be iinked with the encoder position of the US transducer and 

perfonn a reformatting calculation of the M .  images. The two sets of MR data, registered to the 

position of the transducer would provide both architectural information and contrast enhancement 

information as demonstrated in Figure 4.7. Attempts could also be made to enhance the features 

of the MR image to match the US image, such as edge detection. Enhancernent of the edges in the 

direction of the acoustical beam propagation comsponds to the US signal generated by the 
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reflections at interfaces between fat and fibroglandular tissue. The details pertaining to how this 

image refomtting and image enhancernent would be implemented are not presented. 

This image registration method would aid in the determination of the lesion position in the US 

images. as well as provide an interesting cornparison to US blood flow imaging techniques. These 

techniques are discussed in detail in the following section. 

4.3.2 Extension of Ultrasound Technology 

The abiiity of US to image blood flow using Doppler imaging techniques has the potential to 

improve rnany aspects of the system The abiüty to detect the lesion based upon blood flow signal 

will aid in obtaining accurate biopsy samples, improve the ability to determine whether the lesion 

is malignant or benign without biopsy, and provide a tool to examine the nature the 

microvasculature of these MRI detected lesions. 

4.3.2.1 Doppler Uttrasound 

Doppler US provides information about blood flow in a specified region. The technique is based 

upon the Doppler shift phenornenon in which flow information can be derived from the rneasured 

shift in frequency of an US wave reflected from a moving target . In most current US imaging 

systems this flow information is transposed ont0 the B-scan US image so that flow signal can be 

associated with anatomical structures. Doppler imaging has been successhilly applied to clinical 

breast imaging in many different variations offering unique advantages [19]. 

The use of color Doppler (CD) and power Doppler (PD) has been used to visualize the 

neovascularization characteristic of malignancies in the breast. Colot Doppler US, which is 

generally based on rnean Doppler frequency shift, has demonstrated to be an effective technique 

to differentiate complex cysts h m  solid masses based upon the absence of ilow signal [20]. 

Power Doppler US is a more sensitive technique for low flow signals in the breast and has gained 

popularity in breast applications. The use of power Doppler in some studies has shown overlap in 

the vascularity of maügnant and benign lesions [2 11, whüe other groups have demonstrated 68% 
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sensitivity and 95% specificity using the presence of penetrating vessels as an indication for 

Figure 4.7: Various methods of MR and US Registration and depicth dkslon enhancement. a) ObliqdOIDlll l)  
MR image correspondhg to US trnnsducer position in Figure b). This image b a s p i n d o  image that was shown 
pnviously, shown hem only for compaibon. b) US image with ksim depicted wîth white rrrowheads. Two 
landmarks are d d n d  in image a) and b) with a groupins dthm s r rom c) The cdge idormation fkom Figure a) 
has been enhanced, and the dynamic contrastahanceà data has been supedqmd (ml). This hgcwwki  depict 
the landmarks and the lesion in one image that wwld provide a better cornparbon to the US bnaec. d) A simuiath 
of what a power Doppler spectrum might look üke in th& case. The d depkts the blood llow that mfght be 
expected around the periphery of the Mon. A compsirisoa of Figure c) and d) wmiù provide r cünîcally usenil 
representation of lesion enhancement and blood ftow in the respective imaging modalitics. 
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Power Doppkr has also been shown to be effective technique to guide the biopsy of both in-situ 

and invasive breast tumours [23]. The application of Power Doppler to enhance visualization of 

the lesion for US guided biopsy in the context of this thesis may k appropriate. An example of 

how this might enhance visualization of the ksion in the clinical registration case is presented in 

Figure 4.7 d). Here we see the blood signal (red) overlaid on the grayscale B-scan image. If the 

lesion is not visuaiized in B-scan image based on the grayscak image then targeting the region of 

increased blow flow may result in an accurate biopsy. The use of the blood flow signal to detect 

the lesion is actuaiiy more closely nlated to how it would k detected in the screenhg protocol. 

The lesion is initially detected based upon the contrast enhancement in a dynamic MRI protocol, 

and it should follow that the US blood flow signal would be more indicative of lesion presence 

than the acoustical properties detected with B-scan grayscak. US imaging. 

4.3.2.2 Microbubble Contrast Agent 

In sorne cases, the Doppler signals in lesions are difficult to detect either due to the srnall size of 

the turnour vessels, or the srnall Doppkr shift [24]. Recently devebped rnicrobubble US contrast 

agents have been shown to enhance the echo strength in small vessels [25,26,27]. Intravenous 

injection of the contrast agent introduces microbubbks into the blood that act as scattering 

particles. 

These contrast agents have been used to enhance lesion visualization in Power and Color Doppler 

ultrasound imaging. Substantial increases in sensitivity have been demonstrated in sorne of the 

available üterature. One such clinical breast Power Doppler US study reported an increase in 

sensitivity from 36% to 95% after contrast agent injection [26]. The use of contrast agents in 

Color Doppler imaging has allowed improvements in the sensitivity and specüifity of breast 

lesions by improved visualization of the vascular patterns and timing of the transit of the contrast 

bolus [ZS,S6,27]. 

The ability of US to detect blood flow and correspondhg use of contrast agents wiU no doubt 

improve the effectiveness of US detection and diagnosis of breast lesions. It seems reasonable that 
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these concepts can be used in conjunction with the hybrid biopsy technique presented in this 

thesis. 

4.3.3 Further Extensions of System 

4.3.3.1 Investigate Breast Tumour Microvasculature 

The abiüty to ngister MR and US data accurately rnay act as a research tool enabüng an accurate 

comparison of how these irnaging modalities visualiv the tumour microvasculature. The 

technique proposed in Section 4.3.1.4 that would merge the rnodikd architectural and contrast 

enhancement irnaging information on a single image registered to the conesponding US real-tirne 

image offen an interesting cornparison to US Doppler imaging. The enhancement depicted in the 

MR image is primarily due to the permeability of the microvasculs?ure, w hereas the Doppler US 

with and without contrast agent, demonstrates ksion b!ood flow [3,6,28]. Characteking MR and 

US contrast agent kinetics using enhancemnt curves is an active ana of research [3,25,29]. A 

comparison of MR and US contrast enhancemnt curves for a lesion in the same conformation 

within the same clinical protocol can provide a novel tool to examine pharamcokinetics. 

4.3.3.2 Placement of Surgical Markers 

A hybrid guidance biopsy system may also be used in a slightly dflerent manner. Instead of 

rernoval of a tissue sample, a small marker may be placed into the breast to defme the centre and 

the extent of an MR detected tumour. If the marker is visible in another modality, such as US, 

then the possibiîity exists of using these markers as guides for surgical resection with 

intraoperative US guidance. This appiication would be a simple extension of the current biopsy 

platform. 
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4.3.3.3 Guwlance for Mlnimdy Invasive Therapies 

The platform for delivery of a needle to a point in space cm also be extended to therapeutic 

applications. Fiber optic lasers, radio frequency heating, or high frequency US probes that are 

used for tissue ablation could also be accurately positioned into an MR-detected tumour. Further 

applications involving complete remval of the cancerous tissue in sections or local injection of 

chemotherapeutic agents may also be considered. Placement of tissue ablation, tissue rernoval or 

chetnical injection probes guided by MR and US, as presented in this thesis, allows the procedure 

to be done outside of the magnet room Using US to rnonitor the procedure could result in 

substantial savings in the MR rnagnet costs associated with these procedures. 

Whether the system presented in this thesis is used to guide biopsy needles accurately, provide 

insight into irnaging of tumour microvasculature. or aiiow currently impractical rninirnally invasive 

therapies to be used clinically, it is clear that accurate image registration resulting in tnie hybrid 

imaging has the potential to improve breast cancer care. 
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